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Brooks, David M.A. May 2004 Anthropology
Gender in public policy; a rhetorical analysis of "The Montana Women's Rqtoit* 2002.
Director G.G. Weix
The study of power in anthropology is highly contested and widely undertaken. Studies of power focus on 
wfao'e power is located, how power is prodtkced, maintained or dianged and the cultural results of power. 
Laura Nader, Michel Foucault and Eric Wolf address these three aspects of power in ways, which offer the 
possibility of synthesis and application for conqmrative studies, &vored in political anthropology. The 
Montana State Legislature, deconstructed using these theories of power, is seen as a network of social 
relationships. Montana's l%islature is described as unique for its rural setting, non-professional legislates, 
biannual sessions and basis in the unique state constitution of 1972. Liteature, media and ethnographic 
research focu»ng on the legislature offers varying views of wfaee powe is looded, how it is produced and 
it's results. In particular, studying women's policy level offers a look at how that cat^orization is being 
defined in the presence of l^slative power. This study presents a \iew of gender that has been relatively 
non-existent in l%islative history. The 'Montana Women's Report 2002', by Terry Kendrick, provides the 
focal point for studying sources, resources, and definitions of women's public policy in Montana. Hie 
report is a form of discourse, concerned with gender, and with lawmaking. It documents ways in which 
the l%al and social cat^ory, "women,' has chaiiged, advocated change, and exists as a category 
necessitating change. By promoting policy, and taking part in the very system they wish to chruige, women 
involved in the report’s research and writing, admowledge that change does not involve creating new 
structures. Deconstructing this report, as a primary document, I viewed the legislature, gender and power. 
Critiquing women's policy in the Montana l^slature, in this way, aids in preserving a record of changes in 
legislative discourse, cultural views and socioeconomic relationships, as they occur. It provides an 
understanding of die contested nature of vocabulary particular to gend*, to those that have powe* and those 
who do not. And, as a descriptive work, this study also acts as an instrument in advocating possible 
changes at the l^slative level.
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^rfa ce: Where’s My Tribe-Sttufying Up
I remembo- Professor Tom Poor nearly laughing out loud when I presaited him with tW idea of an 
ethnographic study of the 2003 Montana State Legislature session, including its history since the 1972 
Constitutional Convention. To describe thirty years of legislative history, and a ri%le session, seemed 
absurd to Dr. Poor, who has spent time lobbying the legislature for the Montana Historical Society. He 
quickly advised me to narrow drastically the scope, and to read on the workings of tl» l^islature and its 
history, for an overview from which to narrow the scope. He told me, "if you walk into a classroom of 
twelve people and attempt to d^cribe them you will immediately have to make many limiting decisions 
about what aspects you will choose to desoibe."
To study power, I first need to d^ne  it This means locating and identifying how power is 
created, or maintained, and to what end. My use of anthropological theory addresses these ideas in this 
general order. I carry out an ethn(%raphic project, using a theoretical critique to e?q)lain how I tq>proached 
my fieldwork. I desWbe my research theory and methods side by side because of the coimections between 
the two, or that they are mutually supportive.
My initial interests in power simply presumed that it resided in the hierarchy of our political 
system, and particularly in the laws descending from that system. Readings from fields as diverse as 
feminist theory and Latin American studies, from authors such as Michel Poucault to Lila Abu-Lughod, 
abated that structural view of power. Though my research focuses on aspects of the Montana State 
Legislature, I discuss the general tteory and method of studying power, vdiich guides my thinking before 
dealing specifically with the l%islature Ultimately my fieldwork on the l%islature centers on a specific 
aspect of the l%islature, women’s public policy formation as largely represented by the "Montana Women's 
Report 2002." The "Montana Women's Report 2002", by Terry Kendrick, provides the focal point for 
studying the sources, resources, and definitions of women's public policy in Montana. The report is both a 
form of discourse, conconed with gender, and with lawmaking. It attempts to document some ways in 
which the legal and social category, 'women,' has changed, advocated change, and still exists as a category 
necesritating change. By promoting policy, and taking part in the very system (the legislature, lawmaking) 
they wish to change, women involved in the report’s research and writing, acknowledge that change does 
not involve creating new structures.
Ill
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The 1970s feminist theoretical critique in anthropology brought new cat^ories of the
‘subordinated’ and marginalized.' Realizing gender inequalities and economic inequalities characterized
neo-Marxism. Geneologies of anthropology summarize the changes of this period.
The political movements of the late sixties and early seventies more widely reskqred the 
intellectual agenda of American anthropology through the work of such figures as Laura 
Nader, Sidney Mintz, Karen Sacks, Kathleen Gough, Sydel Silverman, Michelle Rosaldo,
Gerald Berreman, Eric Wolf, Rayna Rapp, June Nash, Dell Hymes, Joseph Jorgenson,
Louise Lamphere and David Aberle. The tenor of the times can be discerned from Dell 
Hymes, ed .. Reinventing Anthropology or Rayna Rapp, ed , Tcwa-d and Anthropology o f 
Women... Ethnic minorities have thus frr had less of an impact on mainstream 
anthropology than have women (Rosaldo 1989; 229-30).
No longer were anthropological subjects minorities of race, ethnicity or geographical isolation. The
archaeological paradigm of "woman the gatherer" exemplified this movement. When the activities of
women in the archeological record were questioned and analyzed, of hunter/gatherers subsistence methods
and ways of life were altered, reconfiguring anthropologists' understanding of the social relations of their
subjects. It idso made anthropologists reexamine the social relations of gender that had informed their
social theory and ethnological method. Instead of focusing on subordinated subjects, the sources of power
began to be questioned. In Geneologies fo r the Present, Bruce Knauft addresses these changes when he
speaks of "the 1970s and 1980s feminist anthropology that stressed coherent symbols and meanings or
statuses and roles" (Knauft, 1996: 242). He cites work by Rapp, Rosaldo and Marilyn Strathem
In much the same way, my thesis on the development of women's public policy illustrates how
women are challenging and changing the sources of power within the framework of the Montana State
Legislature.
IV
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Chapter One: Theory and Method
Theorizing power
The phrase, "to study up,” is associated with Laura Nad«", who made the call to study those in
power with the justification that, . never before have so few, by their actions and inactions, had the power
to life and death over so many members of the ^>ecies" (Nader, 1972; 284). Part of her theory, to study
up, included motivations, indignation, scientific adequacy and “demoaatic relevancy.” By indignation, she
refers to the anthropologist’s recognition of inequalities providing the energy for studying forms of power,
particularly political powCT. In terms of scientific adequacy, she asks, “What iÇ in reinventing
anthropology, anthropologists were to study the colonizer rather than the colonized, the culture of power
rather than the culture of the powerless .. "(ibid: 289). This reinvention moves toward balancing
anthropological understanding, and fills a silence within the social science tomes. In cultural
anthropology’s tarns, it (xoduces ethnogr^y for the natives. She writes,
A democratic fi-amework implies that citizens should have access to decision-makers, 
institutions of government and so on. This implies that dtizens need to know something 
about the major institutions, governments or othawise, that affect their lives. Most 
members of complex societies ami catainly most Americans do not know enough about, 
nor do they know how to cope with, the people, institutions, and organizations A^ch 
most af&ct their lives.. But first as we Imow, we have to describe the bureaucracy and its 
culture.  ̂(Nada, 1972: 294)
Laura Nada is the figurehead for a movement and was my introduction to it. As Roger Sanjek 
points out in his article “Urban Anthropology in the 1980s: A World View” many new areas of intaest 
w ae opening up within anthropology departments in the 1960s and 1970s that could be labeled urban, at- 
home or, just as likely, studying up (Sanjdc, 1990: 1S3)
The need for studying up still appears strong in Nader’s address to the American 
Anthropology Association crmfaence in Septemba, 2001, almost thirty years afta she phrased 
h a  original message. “Emerging economies use biopowa for commercial and regulating 
purposes, and though powa need not be the theme for all anthropology, it is aitical in examining 
central dogmas as they affect the body and the body politic" (Nader, 2001: 615). Situating power 
within central dogmas, Nada glancingly defines powa, locating it in major institutions.
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governments or otherwise. Nader’s original conception of studying up can be seen as political 
anthropology, with its primarily concern for political forms, or discursive «tes of power By 
doing so, she follows the shift in theories of power fi-om the structural to the discursive. By 
focusing on discursive definitions of pow* and the call ft>r studying up, I fimne my prefect of 
ethnogr^hically studying the Montana Legislature as political antkopology
Political Anâiropohgy: its method
Political anthropology, like any subfield, distinguishes itself through unique problems and 
opportunities. In this sub-field, political institutions, practices and political issues serve as both the 
motivation and the focal point for anthropological description. While political anthropology developed 
primarily as cross-cultural study, I see Laura Nader’s theme of studying up as a move to bring political 
anthropology (and anthropologists) home: that is, bringing fieldwork into one’s own culture, one’s own 
country, or in my case, state. Issues drive much of this research at home. "If coming home is the process, 
then coming to grips with social issues at home is the substance of the exciting changes we are pursuing," 
(Messerschmidt, 1981: 4). An issue-cerrto-ed anfiiropology does more than just diange the site of study. It 
also advances attempts to bridge the gap between applied anthropology and theory in anthropology. 
Messerschmidt explains this synthesis. "It is an anthropology that analyzes action and planning much as 
traditional anthropology analyzed the major to^cs that fill every introductory cultural textbook: kinship 
and desceit, marriage and ftmily, écologie and economic systems, power and politics, religions and world 
view" (ibid: 5). In District Leaders: A PoliticalEthrutgrqphy^ Rachel Sady pursues such a project. In 
turning ho' ethnogr^hic lens on the honm fi-ont, Ae still discoveres a culture warranting desmiption.
“There are so many quhks and peculiarities of American political life that cry out for the perspectives that 
only anthropologists can bring" (Sady, 1994: 86). This statement counters the concern about fieldwoik 
done in one's own culture (sometimes called "homeworic") that the researcher does not experience the 
differmice in culture necessary ftx̂  unique peqrectives or to dissuade assumptions.
Fieldwoik done within researchers’ own culture has spurred debate. In part, diminishing grants 
and the history of colonially motivated anthropology makes staying at home more ethically taiable. But
’ Democratic relevance' is echoed in Noam Chomsky’s plea for increased democracy, a need that can only
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researchers are quick to point out that staying in one’s own country, or community, hardly erases all 
boundaries. W hm study in another culture provides a researcher an ample sense of’odio'-ness’, at hmne 
researchers find categories of social identity to be the barriers that signify differences between native and 
anthropologist. These cat^ories include class, ethnicity, religion, partisanship, and gender 
(Messerschmidt, 1981: 15-27). However, hierarchy and resultant nominative positions gamer the most 
interest when bureaucratic institutes or political issues become the site of study for pditical 
anthropologists.^ In Sady's study, as the position of "district leaders" becomes a signifier of who has 
political power.
In cultural studies, and in anthropology, fieldwork at home (or elsewhere) is criticized as 
unavoidably political. As such, political anfiiropology loses some of its specificity. In her study of gender, 
race and cybertechnology, Zillah Eisenstein finds immediate and inextricable links to global economy and a 
shifting political landscape. She visualizes how the economic and l%al powers of the global economy 
continue to marginalize women and children through image, technological access and opportunity. “The 
new extremes of opulent wealth and horrific povoty found in any city ao'oss the globe are supported by a 
transnational sexual division of labor that increasingly demands extraordinary amounts of labor from 
women" (Eisenstein, 1998: 12). This concqitualization of gender and politico-économies warrants her 
restatement of Marx as “WOMEN/GIRLS OF THE WORLD-ACROSS YOUR DIFFERENCES-UNITE!" 
(ibid: 3). Eisenstein’s work implies that fieldwork is unavoidably political, whether at home or not. She 
set out to study cyber-images of women and could not avoid the political implications of those images and 
the political influence on women's status, opportunities and access.
Politicization of fieldwork proves especially true as fieldwork sites and the social netwwks they 
cov* become dispersed. As Hugh Gusterson writes on studying up and studyii% at home, “if virtual space 
increasingly becomes a real space of social interaction then we will need virtual wthropologists to follow 
our subjects there” (Gusterson, 1997: 116). Virtual space certainly m ses geogrtqihical notions of 
fieldwork. This dissolution of space as a parameter of fieldwork also has political consequences, or can be
evolve with a more capable, that is, a more informed, public (Chomdcy, 1989: 46-47).
 ̂"Nominative poâtion' is a phrase 1 take from talking with Professor Mike Laslovich (UM political 
science). He used it in referring to nominated positions vnthin the I^slature or any government body, 
portions such as. Speaker of the House, Senate M ^rity  Leader, or Committee Chairperson. He described
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seen as a political move. Traditional fieldwork sites have been largely politically (as well as 
geographically) significant. People have been categorized from the level of individual, family, clan to the 
state or nation-state. If virtual space becomes our real space, then it is easy to imagine how this may form 
iMw ea te rie s  of organization, and alter traditional ones.
Gusterson continues to be one of anthropology’s ardent followers of Nader’s call to study up. His 
methodology stresses 'rapport'and'access'. A cool tone infuses the scene-setting, unlike the picturesque 
and sentimental ethnostalgia that endears most cultural texts. For example, Ana Maria Alonso recounts her 
family connection to northern Mexico and the camaraderie she developed with modem Namiquipan 
villagers as i f  it were still pre-revolutionary Mexico, instead of a twentieth century archival research project 
(Alonso 1995). Dd)bora Battaglia opens ho- ethnognq)hy. On the Bones o f the Serpent̂  with the Sabarl 
Islanders’ myth of their islands creation. Later, Battaglia was greeted by the island natives, a memorable 
scene in which she appears as the rardy seen, at touched white woman, both ethnogr^her and subject 
exoticized/ In contrast, many fieldworkers on the elite home front describe "dressing up", as opposed to 
"dressing down", to fit the occasions of participant observation  ̂ Gusterson measures the extent to tdiich he 
has been immersed into the culture of his subjects at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (a 
nuclear missile lab) by “... a component of participant observation as I socialized informally with scientists 
from the laboratory in local churches, social clubs, bars, hiking groups and so on" (Gusterson, 1997: 116). 
Even as a participant observer, he feigns no exotic description of his ‘tribe’ or his island.’ Instead, 
Gusterson simply lists locales in a way that underlines their mundane presence in his shared culture. 
Furthermore, that component of participrmt obsovation accounts for only a small part of the fidd method 
he advocates. And his first attempts at writing ethnography of his elite setting using the language and 
technique of exoticizing that culture led to scoffing and critical reviews by the subjects (scientists) 
themselves. One subject dressed in a loin cloth and grunted at Gustafson’s early presentations delivaed in 
anthropological jargon.
these positions as rq)resenting a hiaarchy of powa in government which is not wholly dependent on the 
individuals who fill them.
 ̂These are but two examples of the scene-setting that places the ethnographer in foreign surroundings, 
Wiich lends authority to the fieldwork. It does so by aeatii% an exotic if not original field then allowing 
the ahnography to represent the immasion of the anthropologist into a once fordgn culture. This litaary 
technique seems to be the stock and trade of cultural anthropology texts and even shows up in such otha
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Gusterson focuses on nuclear plants and the U.S. military, as “modes of social organization” 
(Gustaaon, 1997; 115).  ̂ He repeats many of the ethnographic/methodological implications of studying up 
and at home, such as access, forms of communication (discourse such as written, virtual, and formal) and 
policy, or issue driven research. In light of the unique challenges of studying up, Gusterson coins the 
phrase polymorphous engagements', as the fieldwork mode, to replace the phrase participant observation.' 
He discouragingly recounts that there have been few takers to follow Nader’s study of institutions and 
processes at the heart of capitalism (ibid: 115). His diagnosis of reluctance hinges on methodology. 
Participant observaticm he concludes, “not be readily portable to dite contexts in the U.S. where 
ethnographic access is by permission of people with careers at stake, where loitering strangers with 
notdxx>ks are rardy welcome, and where potœtial infonnants are too busy to chat" (Gusterson, 1997:
116). He refers to the guardedness of elite settings where gates, security devices and thick layers of 
bureaucratic hierarchy as “the Roger and Me syndrome in ethnogr«q)hy (ibid: 115).” In short, 
polymorphous engagements instruct the study up fieldworker to extend the definition of discourse, and 
allow for the diversion of the ethnographic site.
As Hugh Gusterson acknowledges, due to methodological constraints, political anthropology has, 
by necessity, included more written, and official discourse in cultural anthropology. By his summary, 
people in powerful positions, in one's own culture, rardy open up to the type of questioning and 
observation int^ral to mainstream cultural anthropology methods. Official letters, p-ess releases, inter­
office memos, pamphlets, and the like replace participant observation. This recalls an aq)ect of power that 
Foucault articulated. “(S)ilence and secrecy are a shelter for power, anchoring its prohibitions" (Foucault, 
1978: 101).
My methods are guided by Gusterson's notion of polymorphous engagements. I attended sessions 
of the 2001and 2003 Legislature. I also use print media coverage of those sessions to illustrate the 
journalistic presentation of the legislature and state public policy. I int«viewed a variety of people with
anthropology texts as Sex and FriendsMp in Bahoons(1985) by Barbara Smuts or Uberlakw and 
ScammeU’s Bones: A Forenâc Detective’s Caseboofd\991).
* This phrase and the institution that prompts it, the military, recalls Foucault’s (1977) explanation of the 
Panopticon. This historical form of architecture and Foucault’s reflections on them present intriguing ideas 
about how q)atial arrangement and organizing people into patterned formations relate to or form social 
understanding. To use Foucault’s language, architecture, space and form constituting a form of discursive 
power and hence social knowledge.
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attachments to the Legislature. As economists and political scientists talked I recorded their special 
vocabulary. When speaking to former l^slators, I œcountæd un&miliar disccnirse, until I versed myself 
adequately with our state legislative branch. That meant reading.
I read through much of the scattered literature spedfic to the Montana State L^slature; from a 
slim autobiographical account. Blue Grass and Big Sky, of the Legislature's first woman representative, 
Cathaine Calk McCarty, a cartoon po rtrr^  of the del^ates of the twenty-first L%islative session of 
1929, and the pamphlets issued for each session containing delegates photos and personal information, as 
well as committee and seating assignments. A section of James Lopach's We the People o f Montana 
devoted to the legislature. Nearly everyone I spoke with concerning the L^slature mentioned the 
journalist. Chuck Johnson. Johnson's reporting for the Montana Associated Press is the most consistait and 
thorough commentary on the State Legislature. To complement this written record, I relied on oral history 
and interviews.
I conduct interviews with individuals who have been connected to the Legislative process as 
rqiresaitatives, journalists, lobbyists, policy authors and educators. Likewise, I focused my interviews on 
women whose history of activism included participation in the Legislature. I went to luncheons for the 
League of Women Votas that focused on print media coverage of l^slative issues and included a 
presentation by Missoulian editor, Mke Mclnally. On occasion, I fulfilled the ethnographa's role of 
participant observation by taking part in a numba of organizations aiming their efforts at public policy and 
the Legislature. I attended a planning and reorganization meeting form the Montana Women's Lobby, 
which I describe in more detail la ta  in this thesis. I spent a semester interning for the Centa for Policy 
Analysis and Community Change (CP ACC), which is an arm of Missoula based Women's Opportunity 
Resources and Development (WORD). The WORD website provides a clear description of the 
orgainzation.
Women's Opportunity & Resource Development is a feminist organization.
WORD is committed to the empowerment of women through education, direct savices, 
community outreach, the changing of public policy, and the development of affordable 
housing... WORD is an umbrella organization %diich supports several projects 
fwww.wordinc.org. 2003: homeptge).
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Primarily, I helped research issues of affordable housing and growth, with a regional emphasis. This
research fit into the ovwWl {Hxrject of public policy research and recommendation that drives CP ACC, as
explained on the same wd)site
The Center for Policy Analysis and Community Change (CPACC) provides critical 
policy research and organizing strategies for organizations and cmnmunities working on 
poverty and welfare, housing, the economy and gender disparities (ibid).
CP ACC staff member Terry Kendrick is the author of "The Montana Women's Report." Many of tl» local 
public policy issues (affordable housing, education and healthcare) emerged in her report as women's 
issues. Ultimately, I focused much of my thesis on this report. This combination of multiple research sites, 
informmits and mediums of information fits the methods generally common to contemporary political 
anthropology, whm Gusterson coins polymorphous engagements. While Nader directs anthropological 
study to "major institutions, governments or otherwise" as sites of power, and Gusterson introduces new 
methodology in this study, neither specify how power is defined or what, within these sites, might be 
viewed as power. So, to articulate power «mthropologically I draw on Foucault.
Though Foucault writes historical criticism, his insights are relevant to contanporary studies of 
power. I consider Foucaults methods of deconstructing power and his conclusions on the discursive nature 
of power applicable to current political anthropology It is worth briefly explaining one of Foucault's most 
widely sited studies.
In The History o f Sexuality, Foucault describes the relation of power to sex (in the 17® century). 
"Power’s hold on sex is maintained through language, or rather through the act of discourse that creates, 
fi-om the very fitct that it is articulated, a rule of law" (Foucault, 1978: 83). Power emanates fi-om 
discourse, rather than discourse being a product of power. He affirms this. "Discourse transmits and 
produces power, it reinforces it, but also undermines and exposes it, renders it fiagile and makes it possible 
to thwart" (Foucault, 1978: 101). Foucault’s work focuses on die discourse arouixl Victorian sexuality, or 
an historical understanding of bodily sex. His deconstruction of that discourse, to reveal its historic 
existence and prolifoation into ways of knowing, the basis of power, becomes an incisive anthropological 
tool. He meant to fill some of the silence  ̂in the historical understanding of Victorian sexuality and sexual
 ̂Trouillot, Nfichel-Rolph 1995. In Trouillot’s Silerwit^ the Past be analyzes of bow, inhm-ent to the 
production of history, intentional and iKm-intentional selections and omissions, of the past, occur. He also
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repression. In The History o f Sexuality, Foucault simply reads the writings of 17* century institutes 
(medicine, psychiatry and the church) in order to document the proliferation of discourse surrounding 
sexuality. He then contrasts this proliferation with a more widely accepted notion of consavative 
Victorian sexuality. This method of deconstructing written language and policy was particularly helpful, as 
I eventually focused on a written document concerning policy.
While Foucault uses the analytical lens of history to focus on discourse surrounding sexuality, his 
theory could just as a^plicably describe any such humanly derived category of social expression. Foucault 
finds personages; the hysterization of women, onanism of children, the procreative couple and the perverse 
adult, in an histmically developed “scientia sexualis.” By studying the emerging fields of medicine, 
psychiatry and incarceration, Foucault recounts the emergaice of a science of sexuality. This science 
codified confessions, the tedinique of the church that was also proliferating (e^tecially arouiui sins of 
sexuality and the growing vocabulary to express and repent for them). Truth became based on codifying 
the aberrant in personal testiim>ny. Foucault’s theory, (though he aever refers to it as such) conceives 
power; the establishment of laws, forms of knowledge (even ways of knowing) and the language tied to 
knowledge, as emerging in historical context. For Foucault then, knowledge, or more amply truth, (and 
certainly law) must be described as an historical truth, rather than an innate or mduring Truth. The sense 
of humor throughout Foucault’s writing reflects, in part, the understanding that this very fiieory aitails its 
own deconstruction.
Foucault asserts that his view of power has broader implications then its specific relation to sex
and its focus on the IT*** century devdopment of institutes. “In fact it is much more general; one fi-equently
encounters it in political analyses of power, and it is deeply rooted in the history of the West" (Foucault,
1978: 83). By saying this, Foucault implies that his deconstruction of sex is simply a model for analyzing
or describing the relation betweei the social and the institutional. And he has chosen as his wedge into this
relation, law and the formation of law.
Power's hold on sex is maintained through language, or rather through the act of 
discourse that creates, fi-om the very Act that it is articulated, a rule of law... the pure 
form of power resides in the function of the legislator, and its mode of action with regard 
to sex is of a juridico-discursive character (FcHicault, 1983: 83).
asserts that, this process of creating history does not occur randomly. The selections and omissions 
routinely can be skrwn to favor those in the position of histories creation.
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It is important to note that Foucault defines power as residing in the "function of the legislator,"
or the creation of l%islation, not in the l^slator him/herself. And the way that power acts is "of a
juridico-discursive character." In other words, power acts through the declaring of law in language.
Discourse or cultural ways of knowing, including laws, make judgements. Again, Foucault's references (or
informants, to speak anthropologically), consist primarily of juridico-discursive documents, legal
documents. To ferther explain this definition of power, Foucault uses the analogy of the Panopticmi.
The Panopticon is the architectural idea on which prisons were fe-st based. All cells are built to
face a central tow^. The towa- provides a clear view into each cell so that a guard, a watchfol eye, can
constantly monitor each prisoner. Foucmdt explains that the actual existence of the cmtral tow«-, or the
presmce of a constant monitor do not constitute the true power of this arrangement. That power resides in
the conditioning of prisoners to the feeling of being watched, and the self-monitoring consciousness that
feeling ingrains.^ "In diort, penal imprisonment, from the beginning of the nineteenth century, covered
both the deprivation of liberty and the technical transformation of individual" (Foucault, 1984: 216).
Likewise, Foucault theorizes that the power of fee 17^ century's codification of seniality was not primarily
located in the codes or restrictions themselves but in individual's self assessment in comparison to theses
new notions of "normalization or pathologization."
A psychiatrization of perverse pleasure: the sexual instinct was isolated as a separate 
biological and psychical instinct; a clinical analysis was made of all the forms of 
anomalies by which it could be afflicted; it was assigned a role of nomaliztion or 
pathologzation wife reqiect to all behavior; and finally, a corrective technology was 
sought for these anomalies (Foucault, 1978: 103).
This analogy simply erqrlains fee social ramifications of laws, or public policy (as well as spatial 
arrangement of society). Before, I claimed that Laura Nader did not define power, as she used it to direct 
studying up. That is not entirdy true. She wrote that, ". ..dtizens need to know something about the major 
institutions, governments or otherwise, that affect their lives." Therein, she places power in reference to
 ̂In Discipline and Punish^ Foucault uses the development of the penal system as the most salient example 
of how the Western institutions he calls disciplines (schools, clinics, penitentiaries. . .) were «instructed to 
fiinction. Together the disdplines were a project of expanding the power of the developing state by 
changing how power operated. Previously srnall municipalities exoted their r^onally located power 
(residual feudalism) by force or violence or fee threat of such As c^halism evolved so did fee techniques 
of controlling greato- peculations (labor pools), techniques of power. "If the economic take-off of the West 
began with the techniques that made possible fee accumulation of capital, it might perhaps be said that the 
methods for administering the accunmlation of men made possible a political take-off in relation to the
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structural sites. More importantly she is defining power simply as things that affect peoples lives. I 
intopret that as a much less verbose way of defining power (compared to Foucault), as the sodal 
ramifications resulting from law, or public policy. For my research, the connection between Nader and 
Foucault is the connection between direction and focus. Nad^ directs the study of power toward major 
institutions, government or othawise, that affect peoples lives. I have chosen the Mcmtana State 
L^slature. Foucault focuses the critique of power on the discourse surrounding law. My attenqrt to find 
and maintain that focus lead to the discourse of women's public policy.
While Foucault's ideas have been critical to my understanding of power, Foucault is also an 
historical anthropologist. Ana Maria Alonso introduces her ethnography Colonialism,
Revolution and Gender on Mexico’s Northern Frm tier by describing hoself in the archives of a 
Chihuahuan lihrary reading. Her ethnography is a rhetorical interpretation of historical writings; 
newspaper clippings, personal journals, medical records, school records, government documents, military 
as well as church reports. Foucault is doing the same thing. He is reading and describing, in a similar 
archive, the proliferation of words, rderences and eventual codification of sexuality in literature and 
documents of 17* century institutions.
Nada" and Foucault have helped to answer my original inquiry as to locating power mid 
identifying how it is created and maintained. They have not sufficiently answered my question as to what 
end power operates. By to  what end,' I mean what are the affects of power? This too, of course, has been 
theorized.
In Envisioning Power: Ideologies o f Domiruxnce and Crisis, Eric Wolf presents three case studies 
fi'om his career as an ethnogr^lœr in order to compare how different cultures have constructed, maintained 
and changed ideologies in the presence of historically developing forms of socioeconomic power. For 
example, he recounts the dialling belief system of pre-Aztec sodety (fiagmentary groups fi'om the Toltec 
empire) through war, death of local leadership and reemergence of the central Mexican valley 
(Tenoditttlan) as an highly agriculturally productive r%ion. Alongmde this ideological change. Wolf 
documents the solidification of the Aztec empire, caitrally located (in Tenochtitlan) and centrally
traditional, ritual, costly, violent fonns of power, Wnch soon fell into disuse aixl were superseded by a 
subtle, calculated technology of subjection" (Foucault, 1984: 210).
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controlling the labor and economy of an expanded empire. Wolfs case studies are an effort to combine two
historically comp^ing views of powa- in anthropology,
Marx addressed the structural relations of powa between the class of c^italists and the 
class of wmtos, while Foucault was conconed ratha with the structural relations that 
govern "cmsciousness " I want to trace out the ways in which relations that command 
the economy and polity and those that shape ideation interact to ro ida the world 
understandable and mangeable (Wolf 1999: 5-6).
Wolf explains both of these views as ways of designatii^ power's role. Marx places powa in the
political/economic orda. Foucault places powa in ideology. While Wolfs own quest is to connect the
two, or at least n ^  view powa as an eitha/or proqrect. What is helpful in Wolfs effort is his defrnition(s)
of powa. He defines four "modalities" of powa. Each definition is an answa to the question of what
affect powa has, or to what aid powa acts. The first two modalities speak of the affects of powa within
the individual and the affective powa an individual has in relation to others. (All of Wolfs definitions of
powa illustrate his theory that powa only exists in social relationships.) It is the third and forth modalities
that connect Nader's notion of powa in major institutions, governments and otherwise that affect people's
lives, with Foucault's insistence that discourse transmits and produces powa:
A third modality is powa that controls the contexts in which people exhibit their 
capabilities and interact with others. This sense calls attention to the instrumentalities 
through which individuals or groups direct or circumscribe the actions of othas within 
detaminate settings. I refer to this mode as tactical or organizational powa (Wolf 1999:
5).
This definition reiterates Foucault's critique of discourse, making apparent some of the ways in which
discourse transmits and produces power; by controlling the context(s) for people's capabilities and
interactions, or by controlling the actions of othas. The fourth modality is quite similar, only the contexts,
capabilities or actions being controlled are oqtanded beyond the level of the individual or the group:
By this I mean the powa manifest in relationships that not only operates within settings 
and domains but also organizes and orchestrates the settings themselves, and that 
specifies the direction and distribution of enagy fiows. In Marxian terms this refers to 
the powa to dqrioy and allocate sodal labor, h  is also the modality of powa addressed 
by M chd Foucault when he spoke of "governance" to mean the exacise of "action upon 
action." These relaticms of powa constitute struOural powa Obid).
Wolfs notion that power exists in relationships prompts him to see his modalities of powa as structuring 
social categories as well as imbuing different cat%ories with varying degrees of powa. He mentions 
sodal categories most common to anthropology; origin, genda, age, education, occupation, class.
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partisanship. "Since these social categorizations involve variabilities in access to power, power equalities 
or differentials are at work in defining w Ik j  can address vriiom, and fiom what symmetrical or asymmetrical 
position" (Wolf, 1999; 7). Power's affect is the determination of the equality or inequality (differentials) in 
any given relationship.
Theory simply offers different ways of understanding or interpreting research. I have chosen three 
theories of powa* that I feel work in concert to best interpret my fieldwork. Laura Nads' broadly directs 
the study of pows toward sites such as major institutions and govsnments, such as the Montana State 
Legislature. Foucault locates pows in discourse. He shows how the language of law, medicine, psydiiatry 
and incarceration created norms or roles for both individuals and for social interactions. That has meant a 
focus on public policy. And finally. Wolf illustrates how power (as discourse) affects individuals, the 
space they occupy and all of what he toms social interactions or social categorizations. In other words, the 
affect of power is the relationship between social categories (whether that is played out between 
individuals, groups, society or the space they occupy) and the equalities or differentials that are at work 
therein.
12
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Chapter Two;
The Montana State Legislature as a site of social interaction
University of Montana political science professor James Lopach edited the most recent, and 
dioiough tfflrt describing the branches of Montana’s state government. Previously, there have been other 
descriptive works on the Montana State L%islature. Neil Lynch's Montana's Legislature: through the 
years aggrandizes the process of lawnuddng fiom its territorial days until just before the 1972 
Constitutional Convention. Where Lopach critiques the undemocratic proceedings of the legislature during 
the Anaconda Mining Conqiany years. Lynch offers an equitable picture of the l%islature. "The 
Legislature is a miner in diggers, a rancher in cowboy boots, a farmer with chaff in his hair, a doctor, a 
lawyw, and an Indian... in short, evraything that is Montana" (Lynch, 1977: 4). An equitable picture, if 
gender is not considered. Post-1972 the booklet Legislative Process in Montana offers a more strictly 
democratic view of the l^islature, without the caricature. "L^islatws rqwesent the full spectrum of 
political beliefs, and act to codify majority opinion into binding regulation and law" (Pettit, Thomas and 
Goetz, 1974: 5).
The opening paragraph to the Montana Legislature section of Lopach's We the People... feirly
well combines the theoretical definitions of power I offer, fiom Nader, Foucault and Wolf as well as
restating my own motivation fbr studying, in some fashion, the legislature. Lopach's assessment regards
the legislature as a powerful instiUition. It places much of dial power in discourse, wintiK  making of law.
And through laws, the legislature fulfills Wolfs notions of tactical or organizational power, as well as
structural power, by re la tin g  social intoactions as licit, illicit, funded or unfunded.
The Montana Legislature, like any state legislative assembly, is the core institution in 
state government. State legislatures are embodiments of the idea of popular sovereignty 
in that they drtermine in large measure the s h ^  and thrust of state governmental action.
These popularly elected assemblies have the power to tax, to spend, and to enact 
substantive law. Often citizens &il to realize that state legislatures affect their lives in 
many ways. For example, most of the law re la tin g  civil relations between people has 
the legislature as its source (Lopach, 1983: 61).
In an interview. Dr. Lopadi responded to the idea of studying power in the legislature with a 
hypothecs of the relationship between culture and the legislature. "Montana political culture is changing to 
be more like that of Idaho or Wyoming, more RefHiblican. In part this is due to migration. The legislature 
is empirically representative, so as Montana culture changes it will be reflected in the l%islature" (Lopach,
13
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4/3/02: interview)/ This sort of assessment couches power in broad partisan terms. Dr. Lopach focuses
mostly on the cumulative 'character* of the legislature as either liberal, or conservative, numerically
dominated by Democrats or Rqxiblicans. This partisanship is also the theme of tM l^slative section.
Therein, the legislature is described according to rules and regulations, procedures and possible outcomes.
Legislators, as people, are only unique, or affective, from one session to the next depending on their party
affiliation. In one exception, Lopach categorizes legislators by occupation:
Montana's l^slators are drawn ihqrroportionately from three occupational groupii^s. In 
descending order in terms of numbes, they are frrmers and ranchers, business people 
(menchants, manages, bankes, private coirtractes, and the like), and professionals, for 
example, doctors, lawyers, and teaches (Lopach, 1983: 95).
Earlie in the text, making the argument fbr public support of initiatives and refoendums as being more
representative, Lopach is more explicit about who dominates the legislature numerically:
Dominant ethnic, religious, social, and cultural s^ments in society gain dispropcntionate 
shees of legislative representation. Montana legislators, like those in other states, are 
mostly male, mostly older, nearly all better educated, and more white, Ar%lo-Saxon and 
protestant thm the general population. They belong to the prestigious fraternal and 
community groups and are reotiited from those occupations that allow extraded absence 
from the woricplace-farmers, ranchers, attorneys, insunuKe agents, and people in 
businesses whâe a colleague can "tend the stme” (Lopach, 1983: 13).
But most of the legislature section of We the Petqtle... is, in effect, a guide to the legislature, albeit more
narrative than the rules and regulations handbook l%islators receive prior to each biannual session. And
power is continually situated in the partisan (im)balance operating atop the regulated process of lawmaking.
UM Professor Mike Laslovich (political science) equated pow* in the legislature with money
during an interview. He felt that, to a large degree, power is to be found in the committees that deal with
taxation and the greatest amount of appropriations. He even regarded the Budget Committee, a joint
committee of the legislature and the executive branch, as wielding great power in the l%islature. Money is
particularly powerful because state law requires a balanced budget. A balanced budget. Dr. Laslovich
contended, is a force uiKierlying every issue at the legislative level. On a larger scale he also was interested
 ̂Montana is iK>t the only state currently going throt%h the inflamed partisan debate on redistricting. The 
time honored practice of gerrymandering seriously calls in to question the purely democratic idea of any 
"enpirically representative" elected official. This noticm has been dubbed the "one man one vote" policy in 
Montana as opposed to old districting {«actices based on area that earned the phrase "one cow one vote."
An Annals of Law report in the December 8, 2003 New Yorker magazine by Jeffiey Toobin reveals the 
continuai histcay of district manipulation at t k  National and State Legislative levels which smously 
undermines the legitimacy of empirical representation (Toobin, 2003 : 63).
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in how much powa", of any kind, can be attributed to any aspect of the Montana State Legislature. "The 
state's major tax base is not ev«i its own. The federal govwnment provides 60% of the state's funds, and I 
dont believe that it's without consequences" (Laslovich, 2/27/02: interview). He clearly thought that state 
policy, ^ropriations and political power have been in the hands of the east both historically, and 
currently. He di^>araged the amount or kind of power any local legislator, or agenda, might possess, 
compared to national party platforms and federally mandated fluids.
In contrast, Susan Byorth Fox (L^slative Services Division research analyst) sees her work in 
prqiaring the "2000 Caisus Population Report and Analysis" for the Montana Districtii% and 
Apportionment Commission as a key indicator of the shifting face of power in the state legislature. Power 
remains in the state, albeit geographically and demogr^hically shifting within that context. Shifts in 
power, in the l^islature, mirrors the large population shifts the state has expwienced over the last census 
period. From 1990 to 2000, the total population of the state showed a +12% increase. As Byorth Fox 
points out, the majority of the counties east of the Continental Divide showed population decreases ranging 
fî om -1.49% in Treasure county to -19.51% in Garfield county. "The 2000 census makes it look like 
someone took the state by the eastern edge and shook evoyone into the western counties, especially the 
corridor finm Flathead down to Ravalli County" (including Lake and Missoula) (Fox, 6/14/02: intaMew).
Power is identified in partisanship, in processes, in economic determinations, in geographical 
regions (due to population and partisanship). Professor Dennis Swibold, a journalist suggests that issues 
raised in the legislature, or more specifically, bills considered, illustrate where power is located relative to 
the state l%islature. "Since Anaconda, Montana Powo" and the big railroads left, the public sector has 
gotten larger. School teachers are the largest union in the state" (Swibold, 3/14/02: int«view). The 
growth and activity within the public sector, combined with the idea that "parties aroi't that important until 
you get to the election and then get elected (ibid)," informs his view that power lies in locally derived 
issues. "Local identity is a big issue and when push comes to shove they (l%islators) vote local" (ibid).
So, the more widespread (the more localities or districts involved, hence the more l%islative electorates) an 
issue is, the greatw its rqrreseitation in the legislature. This leads to "bread and butter issues” that are 
concerns throuÿiout the state, such as school flrnding, which maintain a constant and large presence in the 
l^slature. "A large portion of property taxes, about 60%, goes to education. And both of these, propmty
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taxes and education are fairly typically important in western states, definitely in Montana" (Swibold, 
3/14/02).
In addition, Swibold sees lobbyists, along with legislative staff, as increasingly powerful because 
term limits ^p ly  to l^slators. Besides being reliable sources of information, veteran lawmakers rq>resent 
experience, and the historical memory within the legislature.* "In many ways, particular issues, lobbyists 
and legislative staff represent consistency within the l^slature" (ibid).
Swibold is not the only person to find the issue of power embedded in the legislative term limit 
dd)ate. Long time Missoulian State Bureau reporter Charles Johnson recently reported on new critiques of 
term limits. "Imposing tm n limits on Montana's lawmakers has been a mistake, depriving the part-time 
citizen L%islature of the institutional memory it needs to opmte, the four top legislative leaders told state 
business leaders Thursday" (Johnson in Missoulian, 1/9/04; B1). The four l^islators are Senate President 
Bob Keenan (R-Big Fork), House Speaker Doug Mood (R-Seeley Lake), Senate Minority Leader Jon 
Tester (D-Big Sandy) and House Minority Leader Dave Wanzenried (D-Missoula).’ All four criticize tem  
limits fbr erasing legislative memory, reducing experience in the law making process, and causing many 
bills and issues to be "rehashed” by ine^qwienced legislators. As reported in ÜS»Missoulian, "Wanzenried 
said term limits have led to a shift of power from the L^slature "to the executive and, frankly, to the 
lobbyists on t k  outside.' That isnt healthy," (ibid: B2). In this way, poww is seen both within the 
legislature, and between government bodies, as largely based on experience and, presumably, the hierarchy 
that expaience entails.
The form and location of power in the legislature mirrors the people's positions that make the 
assessment. Political scientists speak of partisanship, legislative structure and process. A research analyst 
considers district apportionment, and regional and population dynamics. A journalist speaks of issues 
relevant to communities. When these commentators (redit power to pecqrle, elected positions, committees, 
regions, special interests are named, not social categories.
This assessment of the affects of term limits is crnnmon and a large part of the argument against such 
limits.
’ The parmthetical nomenclature following politician's names indicates their party affiliation (D signifying 
Demooats and R, Rqxiblicans), and their geognqrhical district name. I have never seen, read or heard of 
any debate concerning the signification of politicians by the categcnies of party and location.
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Finding bodies in the body politic
At first, Foucault’s assessment of power as sheltetd in “silence and secrecy” seems to contradict 
die state l^slature as a site of power. I t e  state l^slature operates as a public forum. The Montana State 
Constitution, rewritten in 1972, mandates this feature in Article V, Section 10. “The sessions of tte 
legislature and of the committees of the whole, all committee meetings, and all hearings shall be opoi to 
tl» public" (Lopach, 1983: 67). For those not able to attend, . (t)he 1972 constitution also requires that a 
comprehensive ptAlic record be kept of all l^slative proceedings" (ibid). Access proved easier than the 
literature warned*®. When fijrmer leÿslator, Vivian Brooke recounted her involvement with state politics, 
she was encouraged by the accessibility of politics in this rural state. Two points emerge fi'om our 
conversation.
First, the accessibility of the Montana Legislature and the state’s political apparatus characterize 
the state's identity as rural west. The 1972 Constitutional Convention msured a number of unique elanents 
(which I will discuss more thoroughly later) including public access to the legslature for citizens as non- 
pro&ssional l^slators. It is “...rather easy to become a candidate for the Montana L^slatiue. Any 
registered voter eighteat years of age or olda- may file as a candidate if he or she has been a resident of the 
state for one year and a resident fi>r at least six months of the county in which the legislative seat is located" 
(Lopach, 1989: 88). This spells access: individuals more likely to signify themselves with the language 
and undeatanding of rqgion, issues, or oftoi mentioned social categories in anthropology; class, ethnicity, 
gender.., in addition to partisanship. As We the People o f Montana continues, Lopach summarizes the 
nature of the non-professional legislature by providing a histmy of occupations and class l^slators. 
“Montana’s legislatures have always been overwhelmingly white male congregations. Of the 2,909 people 
who have served in the Montana l%islature through 1979, only fifty-seven have been women. Yet the 
number of women elected to serve has been on the increase in the last decade” (Lopach, 1983 : 97). Lc^ch 
only refers to gender once.
*® Recent events concerning Montana's public records recalls Foucault's notion of power's secrecy and 
questions the openness of the state's operation. State news organizations have investigated citizen access to 
public records. The investigation has found that many records legally open to the public have been 
withheld when citizen requests have been made. The state is in the process of educating those who control 
the inftnmation about public access. ("Survey elicits changes” by Bob Anez in Missoulian article on Oct. 
30,2003: Al)
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Montana’s rural Western character is both unique and significant to any local research. The 
history of Montana politics and culture are rdated to the state’s history of natural resource extraction.
“(T)he story of a powerful corporation that left its impress on community life ft'om the Rockies to the 
Andes and of the creative agency of men and women who built community and carved their own histories 
and futures in two isolated comers of the world... This study responds to the call for the engagement of 
history and ethnography in understanding the intoaection of global processes and local life" (Finn, 1998 p. 
1-2) ."
Montana is rural, and its regionalism is functionally unique. The problems of rural schools, 
healthcare, land costs (and associated propaty taxes), reliance on diminishing natural resource extraction, 
income and emaging clean-up liabilities (and costs), in-migration of second home-ownws and retirees that 
drive up costs of living but demand low-wage service and retail sector jobs all illustrate uniqueness in 
Montana’s problems, policy and culture. Montana’s rural character and r^onalism, as a genmd analytical 
too,l is also expressed in We the People o f Montana, in which Lopach defines the state as brokai into three 
geographic r%ions of political culture, west of the Continental Divide, the highline and the southeast.
Outside the legislature, Vivian Brooke has worked to improve legal and social conditions for 
wcanen. Locally, she is a long time supporter of Catholics for Choice, a member of the UM Women's 
Studies Steering Committee and a past supporta-, in diffœnt c^>acities, for the Blue Mountain Clinic, hi 
1995 Brooke attended the United Nation's Conference on Women in Beijing. As a member of the house 
Judiciary Committee (during the 1989,1991 and 1993 sessions), she heard "those bills" defining 
reproductive rights, or perhrqis more accurately women's reproductive rights.
\fivian Brooke changed my view of the l%islature when she began telling me stories about power 
that attributed it to people. She spoke of the rift she experienced between herself and the Catholic Church, 
of which she has long been an active member, ova- her activity in Catholics for Free Choice and her 
continual support of women’s reproductive rights in the legislature (Giysan v State). After entering the 
state political arena, in part, due to its accessibility, Brooke recounts the dynamics of being a woman at die 
state capital. She did not bond with other female legislators, in the same way that she saw her male
"  This passage opens a tdling of bow the political, social and even family life of a Montana and Chilean 
community were wrought within the era and character of Montana’s most renowned extractive empire, the 
Anaconda Company of Butte.
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counterparts bonding. Women seldom attend the restaurants and bars, the informal sites, within the 
legislative sessicm, in which men gatho^ed. The suqiicions that lawmaker's qxiuses entertain, about the 
intense ninety-day sessions away from home, cast blame on the women legislates for any infidelities, far 
more than the numerically dominant men. Brooke feels that the public access ami openness, 
constitutionally attributed to the legislature, is not fulfilled in many forms of practice. In contrast to male 
legislators, she also has no trouble seeing gender in the l^slature. None of the men I interviewed about 
the legislature mention gender, except occasional excitement over the “old boy network” dynamics that still 
permeate the Capital. Brooke affirmed those dynamics still exist, talking of a camaraderie that existed 
between men, but not women. This male dynamic spills outside the legislative buildings, through 
committees, into the hallways and even across party lines. Brooke describes en-bodies the l%islature by 
describing the legislature as a social positioning of individuals who are lawmaking and power-wielding.
She also mentions gender inequity amongst legislators. As a former l^slator, it concerns her 
more how that inequity translates into inequity in public policy affecting gender. Few example, 
reproductive rights l^slation, or prison reform.
From her three terms in the house and one in the senate, Brooke recalls one of her most 
fundamental accomplishments as her work to provide for a new women's prison. Women had been housed 
in an old dormitory at Warm Springs Mental Health Campus. Brooke visited the site, which the American 
Civil Liberties Union tried to get closed in 1991. She describes it as an "absolute fire hazard.” "It was 
being optaated for below any of the standards or relative fonding compared to men's correctional facilities" 
(Brooke, 6/12/02: interview). Brooke recalls how the debate for a new fecilhy during the 1991 l%islative 
session was framed in two distinct ways. She helped research and write a bill (along with Susan Fox, 
former state senator Pat R%an, and the Montana ACLU) focusing on prison and prisoner needs. This bill 
was based, in part, on a state of the art, wall-less prison in Miimesota facilitated by Jackie Fleming.
Fleming aided Susan Fox in studying and presenting ideas about prison structure and needs, particular to 
women, such as child visitation rooms and job training. Legislator Stan Stevens ofiToed a counter-framing 
of the women's pison issue. Along with Kurt Chisolm of the Dqiartment of Corrections, Stevens was 
developing a proposal for a new women's prison as an economic development tool. Brooke recalls Steven's 
proposal ignored appropriate (safe) structure, living conditions, room for growfii, location or child
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visitation and job training while focusing on job creation. Eventually, Brooke's bill passed while Steven's 
proposal and subsequent amendments (üd not get out of committee "That was the best committee Tve ever 
served on. The members truly cared to look at the criteria and the needs the bill aimed to serve" (Brooke, 
10/28/02: intCTview). In the end, a new Acility was not built, rather a used building was purchased in 
Billings. "It wasnt anything like what we had envisioned back in 1989 and 1991 with a campus and varied 
facilities. But at least it got those women out of the fire trap* (ibid). "Where the l%islature and 
communities really fall down is in providing intervention with first offenders and the kind of support that 
would prevent much of our economically related crime. Women have higher rates of conviction for crimes 
directly related to economic situation such as forgery and bad checks" (ibid).
These are exmnples of Wolf s tactical and structural modes of power. Legislative support (or lack 
of support) for social programs which affect the resources differentially available to people "... controls the 
contexts in which people exhibit their ctqtabilities and interact with others” (Wolf 1999: S). This is 
precisely what Vivian Brooke is referring to when she speaks of her time on the Children and Family 
Committee (an interim committee largely "about women's economic issues"). "Education is intervention to 
social problems. When you fund or eliminate afterschool programs, extra-curricular activities and 
opportunities, you are helping to choose pathways for kids, eitho- for potential success or potential criminal 
pathways. These same things also affect how much time parents have to work or, improve their own 
education. The interdependence oflife has esctq>ed people” (Brooke, 10/28/02: interview).
The législature as ritual
A second major theme of power int the legislature is ritual. Anyone who reads legislative bills, 
the wordii% of our state constitution or rits in the Capital building’s balcony, as committees of the vrimle 
convene, certainly recognizes the presence of the past in these processes and documents. At the 2001
legislative session, Harry Fritz arrived to address the committee of the whole, dressed as Abraham Lincoln.
The archaic language, use of titles and ritualized order remind me of our word ‘testify. ’ From the Latin 
testis, a witness, and facere, to make", the word found its place in the Western legal setting when men 
would pledge their oaths with a hand to their testicles, apparently a more solemn promise than a bible could 
evoke at the time.
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He treated the space, time and legislators as if it were the past. Over a year latw, I had the chance to speak 
with him about serving as both a state representative and senatw
Dr. Fritz directed our first conversation toward the differences between what the legislature 
appears to be, mostly via the media, and what it actually is, professing the gap bAween the two He 
estimates that what the media covers and portrays the legislature as, equates to a fraction of the “man- 
hours” that actually go in to lawmaking. He came away fi~om his five terms at the capital believing that the 
public sees the legislative session as, a “ninety day hosted party.” He sees 150 legislators working fi-om 
mwning until midnight, in and out of committees, trying to wade through upwards of2000 bills Of that 
work. Dr. Fritz recounts that “95% of that went is routine,” such as being required to hear and vote on a bill 
stating “.. gend* neutral referrals in the l^slature must be maintained and otto' such bizarre things that 
the media focuses on.” “In the first four wedcs of the session, watch the trial balloons go up that the media 
covers even though they don’t stand a chance in hell in passingf’ (Fritz, 3/13/02: interview).
While he never used the word ritual to describe this process of ̂ proaching each bill, with the 
same encoded formality, it is clear, that as a finmer lawmaker, Fritz foels that a large portion of his time 
was spent in fulfilling the rules and regulations, set out in the past, to deal with bills, many of which 
concerned language or ideas alone, that would never pass or nevm- be funded. In recalling his wort as a 
legislator, Fritz represents a specific example of a broad theory of institutional power. In their article 
History, Structure and Ritual, John Kelly and Martha Kaplan, draw on Maurice Bloch to explain ritual as 
legitimation of traditional authority through "formal, repetitive, non-arguable means" (Kelly and Kaplan, 
1990: 125).
Some societies have more, some fewer: “the amount of social structure, of the past in the 
present, of ritual communication, is correlated with fiie amount of institutionalized 
hierarchy and that is what it is about” (Bloch, 1989: 125).
The legislature also a|q)ears as a ritual in temporal and qxdial arrangement. “At presait, tte 
Montana L^slature meets during regular session every two years which is not to exceed ninety legislative 
days in lei%th" (Lopach, 1983: 68). While these parametm fluctuate over the years, even that fluctuation 
is produced through struggles for authority, or partisan expression. The issue of annual versus biennial 
sessions r%ularly comes up for committee dd>ate, and has, at times, come to public referendum. In 
addition, special sessions during the intaim require specific mandates. As Charles Johnson writes, about
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the decision to q>end Montana’s $73 million cut of federal funds sent to cash starved states, “it takes 76 of 
150 l^siators to call themselves into qredal session, a task that has proved nearly impossible in the past.
It almost always tWces a governor to call legislators into session" (Johnson in Missoulian, 06/15/03: Bl).
As a long time l^islative analyst, Johnson sees a good chance for the l^islators to rally a minority of 
support for a special session. Republican and Democrat leaders alike Avor (in different ways) spending the 
money, whereas Rqrublican governor Martz does not. “Thae are 68 Democrats -  47 in the House and 21 
in the Senate -  and 82 Republicans. If all Democrats support calling a special session -  and most if not all 
probably will -  they will need some Republican M p to pull it off " (ibid) according to Johnson.
If bipartisan authority trumps gubematmial, that network of authority will coalesce briefly in 
calling the special session. Johnson points to the division of parties, as voiced by dieir respective leaders. 
“Senate Minority Leader Jon Tester, D-Big Sandy, said the money could be used to stop {banned cuts in 
welfare benefits for the 17,000 Montanans who participate in a program that provides cash assistance to the 
poor. Senate President Bob Keenan, R-Bigfork, proposed giving some of the federal money to cut tuition 
increases for university students and to lower propety taxes” (ibid). While overtly this appears as a 
stn%gle for party authority, the potential recipients at stake allude to a different struggle, one partially of 
class, but more specifically of gendm*. The rmÿority of Montana’s poor are women and the state’s propety 
owners, men.
Just such struggles for authority thread most anthropological interpretation of rituals. In Ritual, 
Politics end Power, David Kertzer discusses how this struggle for authority can attematively be expressed 
as ritual’s role in maintaining, or changing social structure. The «jthorhy to promote either is dependent 
for its l^itimacy on ritual, as authority only remains powerful with recognition (Kiatzex, 1988; 59)." In 
other words, the l^slature -  seen as ritual - reifies or changes social structure through lawmaking. Or the 
l^Wature can be seen as ritual because it functions as such. When the legislature refuses to support same 
sex partner health insurance claims for government employees, the legitimacy of heterosexual relationships 
are legitimized and homosexual relationships are reinforced as ill^timate. A rttore broadly affective 
example might be the legislative der^ulation of Montana power over the last decade, a decision which
"  Kertzer (1988: 159) bmrrows heavily fi"om Durldrmm who “identified ritual as a means of projecting the 
secular sociopditical structure onto the cosmologcal plane.. ”and removed the diell of distinction betweei 
religious and secular ritual.
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continues to have devastating social implications for households struggling to make ends meet.
Oa%ulation is also a dedsion that rdfies the view that only private conqianies can create sodoeconomic 
good.
And the social structure likewise affects the l%islature -  as ritual -  systematically through 
lobbying or public votii%, but also through social discourse. Discourse out of which legislators do not 
impartially step when they are elected and take their places in the Cq)ital to begin delivering, deliberating 
and voting on bills. This reiterates Dennis Swibolds assertion of legislators being driven by local issues. 
Lecturing on “Indian Women -  Leadership Today”, Northern Cheyenne member and HD5 Representative 
Norma Bixby, D-Lame Deer, spoke of the ways in which the slowly growing numbo' of Indians in the 
legislature (and government in general) are trying to educate the institution in the ways of Indian 
communication and leadmhip. She sums this effort as “fighting to keep peoples intact and rqmesented, 
while promoting Indian ideas and culture" (Bixby, 2003). Rep. Bixby also applauds Rep Jonathan Windy 
Boy’s, D-Box Eld*, efforts to repeal Montana’s English only law (which did not pass out of committee 
this session). He frequently addresses the legislature in his native tongue in ^omotion of this integration of 
social discourse into the state structure, %dnch itself is an illegal act under the current English only laws. 
Norma Bixby’s own bill to int^rate “Indian ways ofknowii% ” into the greater public by appropriating 
$120,000 fr>r American Indian cuiricultun into public schools via legislative action Ailed, but continues to 
be the inspiration for her work.
Just as the legislature greatly (sometimes gravely) has social implications for low-income 
households, such economic/social cat%ories attanpt to wield power within the l^slature or state 
government. Montana People’s Action/Indian People’s Action (MPA/IPA), “the state’s largest grass-roots 
advocacy organization and voice for people of low to moderate income* (Cohen ia Missoulian, 06/28/03;
B1 ), lead by executive director Janet Robideau, lobby both the legislature and executive branch on behalf 
of low income int*ests and socioeconomics. IPA/MPA just published a report detailing the health care 
issues of Montana's 66,000 American Indians entitled, "Living Sicker, Dying Youi%*." Alongside the 
rqxxt, ".. .advocates for better Indian health care are calling on the state to invest more money in tte state's 
Medicaid program so urban Indians living off reservations have a better chance at securing stable health
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care" (Farrell inM/ssottZ/on, 10/30/03: Bl). This call, from a grassroots organization, would require 
legislative changes.
Advocacy group actions and interim committees emerge from every legislative session, and allow 
lawmakers to connect with communibes and local economies in the ettbrt to study pohcy needs, problems 
and effects. Some of these become permanent, such as the Children, Families, Health and Human Services 
Interim Committee (on which Vivian Brooke had an int%ral role in developing). This provides a continual 
connection between legislative bill writing or research and the community or social group. But more 
conclusive to my study was what I repeatedly heard from the people I spoke with involved in the 
legislature.*^
When discussing a bill or issue relevant to their time in the legislature, legislators never take long 
to pmonalize their stories. Their retelling of the bill’s life quickly moves outside committees, into 
hallways, hometowns and, most significantly, the relationships with other people that were formed, or 
utilized in the making of (or failure to make) law. Harry Fritz reemphasizes the committee commitments 
and specific policy issues on which legislators must focus most of their energy and time. “So you quickly 
leant who to trust on the different issues you don’t know much about ami just vote the way they vote” 
(Fritz, 4/4/02: interview). At the «id of every bill I discussed with forma- legislators, sta% lobbyists, or 
journalists my notebook reveals a list of names. These names are the ones I was instructed to contact to 
leant more of the story. In first imaging the legislature as a ritual I saw it as an analytically isolated she, 
within the larger sodal n«work that is Montana. Now, I see that the l%islature hself is a network of 
temporary and shifting connections. The anthropologically weighty term, subject position (or fluidarity, 
which I will discuss in the next secticm), makes sense, with r%ard to the people I spoke with, not just as 
esoteric words in a text. The legislature becomes dispersed and defined by relationships, alliances built 
temporarily on partisanship, individual issues and perhaps gender.
I (üd not access all the contacts that were given me by the people I interviewed. Even so, thwe is 
something to be seen in the lists of contacts. Mat list other men and women list oth« women. This is not 
without exception, but I notice the strength of the trend because of the few excq>tions. Sifting through
John Norvell writes in his dissotation, “Race Mixture and the Meaning of Brazil: Race, Class, and 
Nation in the Zona Sul of Rio de Janeiro,” “...in discourses related to social categorization; I stopped
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discussions with Hany Fritz, I find the names Dan Kemmis (former legislator. House Speaker and 
Nfissoula mayor), Mike Kadas (former legislator and current Nfissoula mayor), Mike Hailigan (formw state 
senator from Missoula term limited out), Tom Towe (former Billings legislator) and Chuck Johnson and 
Bob Anez (both journalists with long time connections to the state and legislative coverage). Whereas 
interviews with Vivian Brooke, Carol Williams and Mae Nan Ellingson overly in their naming of allies 
such as Margmie Brown (dul*ed by Mae Nan as “the mothw of our Constitution”), current legislators 
Carol Juneau, D-Browning, Pat Regan, Silvia Sabo, Betty Fridan, Betty Bumper, Arm Mari Dusualt and 
women’s organizations in general, such as the League of Women Voters, AAUW, GASP Gals and 
Montana Women’s Lobby.
The legislature appears as a ritual in its systematic rules and regulations, (a longish pamphlet 
about which each legislator is given prior to each session) but also in its reliance on human relationships. 
Where, according to David Kertzer, “ritual is used by contenders for power to gain influence at the expense 
of thmr competitors" (Kotzer, 1988; 54). And ritual is characterized by symbolic communication, such as 
maintaining or changing laws that represoit larger social ideologies. Kertzer quotes Barbara Myerhoff to 
denote that, “rituals have significance fiu b^ond the information transmitted. They may acconqilish tasks, 
accompany routine and instrumental procedures, but they always go beyond these, endowing some larger 
meaning to activities they are associated with" (ibid).
This processual definition of ritual removes it from a traditional notion of “necessary association 
with supem^ural beliefii or with ecclesiastical organizations* (Kertzo', 1988: 54). It broadens ritual, so 
that the secular, such as a state legislature, based on networks of relationship, more than a structuralist 
institution, may be described. Recall Laura Nader’s remarks, “Most membos of complex societies and 
certainly most Americans do not know enough about, nor do they know how to cope with, the people, 
institutions, and orgamzaticms which most affect their lives.. But first as we know, we have to describe the 
bureaucracy and its culture" (Nader, 1972: 294). But as we learn that the institutions and organizations, of 
which Nadw speaks, are not isolated sites, it is necessary to describe or trace the social network that they 
are. In effect, the state legislature can no longer simply be recounted as the unfoldings of a ninety-day
interviewing when I was no long* hearing anything new" (Norvell 2001 p. 11). This remains one of the 
best definitions of what “significant data” might be in cuhmal anthropology’s study of discourse.
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session that takes place in Helena every other year. Nor can its power be based solely on the composition
of each sessions elected lawmakers.
Susan Halford offers this broad analysis of the modem state, as an introduction to her study,
focusing on "the experience of women’s initiatives in local government and implications for feminist
per^ectives on state institutions" (Halford, 1992: 159-60). She takes a state institution as a site to study
power, as wdl as relying on discourse, in the form of women's initiatives, to demonstrate one aspect of that
power. More specifically, Halford highlights a particular aspect of institutional power, its maleness, by
lookii% at the experiences of challenges to that aspect, women's initiatives.
State policies and actions are not simply a reflex response to the functional needs of a 
system but rather should be seen as the outcome of qrecific social struggles. State 
institutions themselves are the result of social stmggles. There have been some policies 
and laws which benefit women. But oveall the modem state represents the 
institutionalization of male power arising fi-om a history of social struggle (Halfwd,
1992: 159-160).
This is similar to Dennis Swibolds construction of power, in that it focuses on political issues, 
policy or initiatives. It is diffo-ent because, instead of constructing power by obsoving the powerful issues, 
it focuses on how the traditionally less powerfiil, issues of resistance or challenges to authority, fare. 
Halfiard's project moves past an analysis of the modem state as the institutionalizatimi of male power based, 
primarily, on the gender make up of the state. As such, it moves past the analysis in Laurie Zimorino's 
M.A. thesis.
Is gender to women as bureaucracy is to men?^^
Laurie Zimorino’s thesis “Women in the Montana Legislature 1941-93,” professes a strong cause 
and effect correlation between gatder and the Montana Legislature. She defines “women’s culture” 
through a historical sketch of women’s journals, political and domestic roles starting in the eastern U.S., 
moving westward with the fiuntier. She describes how women’s roles were fortified, or changed through 
Christianity and ideology of the American petit bourgeoisie. Zimorino then tells how the engendering of 
this women’s culture explains the slow emergence of women in politics, and the shape that emergence took 
- and continues to take. Her primary thesis is that, this women’s culture primarily determines the policies
** This section title references Sherry B. Ortna’s artide “Is Female to Male as Nature is to Culture?”
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and platforms of women who enter -  in slowly increasing numbers -  the political arena. She then sets 
about the task of demognq>lucaUy desoibing the women l^slators of the east, so as to compare them to 
tlK women of the Montana Legislature, in order to prove that Mcmtana women more or less fit the national 
picture.
The historical statistics of women in the national and Montana Legislature also demonstrate that 
women are virtually absmd fiem nominative positions. This historical absence of women tells, without 
further explanation, of how gendoed our lawmaking and lawmakers have been and continue to be at the 
level of political hierarchy (what Mike Laslovich in personal interview termed nominal power). Through 
questionnaire driven methodology, Zimorino claims that more women in the legislature would equate to 
radical changes in policy. Obwous interprerive flaws emerge when relying on questions such as, “please 
rank the following issues.. . or “was/were your rdationship(s) with other wonœn in the legislature 
important to you during your time in office?” Especially when lawmakers recount how much mail they 
rifle throu^ during campaigns, and during sessions. Harry Fritz assures me that, as a legislator, your 
personal and district driven interests going in to a session largely had to be shelved, in order to foais on the 
qxxnflc committee issues assigned, and the health of the state as a whole. Vivian Brooke and Mae Nan 
Ellingson also recount how the bills they are most proud of sponsoring, and pushing through the l%islature, 
were not necessarily conceived of before the session. And Ellingson (personal interview) concedes that she 
feels the strongest alliances in the legislature are still partisan, not goider driven.
The structure of the legislature places individual lawmakers in committees often rxrt of their own 
choosing. House and Senate leaders make committee selections with an effort to balance party affiliation 
in each committee. According to Harry Fritz, a l^slator’s seniority, experience and relationship with the 
party and its leatkrs affects committee ̂ rpoimment. He told me of campmgning in the university district 
on the issue of higher education or increased diversity only to find himself d^ating weed control issues or 
Dqrartment of Transportation rqrpropriations
In this light, a legislator’s policy issues do not appear to be conclusively driven by any one 
categorical affiliation, whether it be geoda, partisanship or othawise R^ardless of its strer%ths and 
weaknesses, Zimorino’s thesis stands in good company as a woric on the topic of gender, written by and 
about women. Ihavenever seen this explicitely stated in anthropology. Theovewhelming trend of
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research makes the point that getter is most often linked to women, and has been most often studied by 
women
Trying to assess her own wwk. Sex and Temperament, Margaret Mead wrote, “I went into the 
field, in 1931, to study one problem, the conditioning of the social personalities of the two sexes" (Mead 
1963 ; preface). Dr. Mead embarked on the study of gender before the word was part of the 
anthropological lexicon. Though, her concise definition and goal has a l%acy of unbalanced pursuit.'^ 
Gaider studies are regularly regarded as a feminist project, and I am reminded of both the surprised 
response to my study and the assumption that gender means women Nor, as post-modern ethnognqrby is 
wont to de-essentialize virtually any analytical category, can women be a universal or even a regional 
cat%ory
The project for many feminist post-structuralists is to explore the variety of forms of 
femininity and masculinity. The substantive focus is usually an investigation of the 
forms of representation of gender in cultural texts such as films, literature, magazines and 
pictures.. there is a focus on language and subjectivity. Derrida's concqrt of difference 
does not allow much conceptual space for power inequalities, while Foucault's notion of 
discourse has powe- throu^ knowtedge at its heart. Feminist interventions attenpt to 
criticize and rework rather than simply adopt these af^oaches.. .The deconstructionist 
enqrhasis takes as its project the lnt»Ûng down of tl» unitary notion of ‘woman' because 
of the essentialism it sees behind such a concept (Walby, 1992: 34-35).
Again, this transforms our understanding of the legislature, fi-om an institution of power to a 
network of relationships, played out in a public ritual within which the relationships themselves are fluid. 
This fiagmentation affirms the need for ethnogr^hy's desoiptive nature. It also encourages a focus on 
issues. Description can be advocacy, it must be a source of understanding, and greater understanding forms 
the base of any meaningful change or position of advocacy. This is a definition pursued within faninist 
anthropology.
In Sqrtember o f2002, the University of Montana Law School hosted a conference to 
commemorate the 1972 Consthutioiud Convention. One of the major focuses of the conference was the
Henrietta Moore’s A Passim  fo r Difference: Essays in Anthropology and Gender explicitly bears the 
jacket label of “women's studies.” Marjorie Becker's Setting the Virgin m  Fire and Diane Nelson ’$ A 
Finger in the Wound both carry the jacket label of gender studies while Michel Taussig’s Shamanism, 
Colmialism and the Wild Man and Thomas Csordas's The Sacred Self do not, in spite of the feet that all 
four etbnogrqrbic works use gender analysis as a double-edged tool to carve into “ the social personalities 
of the two sexes" (Mead 1963). The same can be seen in Lila Abu-Lughod {Veiled Sentiments), an 
ethnographer and ethnogr^hy touted as feminist but whose real significance lies in her maneuvering and
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Dignity clause included in the 1972 Constitution. It is this clause that declares equality for all people under
state law. It is this clause that underlies the notion that laws and lawmaking (the lepslature) wUl uphold
and maintain equal rights for all individuals.
Individual dignity. The dignity of the human is inviolable. No person diall be denied the 
equal protection of the laws. Neithw the state nor any person, fhm, corporation, or 
instituti(m shall disoiminate against any person in the exercise c^his civil or political 
rights on account of race, color, sex, culture, social origin or condition, or political or 
religious ideas.
Article II (Declaration of Rights) Section 4 of Constituticm of the State of Montana
Conforence panelists and speaker presented the Dignity Clause as constantly being intapreted,
reinterpreted or implemented in the act of lawmrddng. This process is portrayed by the examples of legal
battles and laws omceming sex and reproductive rights. Besides legislative implementation of the clause.
Dr Larry Elison (UM law professor) notes that Article H Section 4 has not been acted on by the judiciary
in any meaningful way. Thus the Dignity Clause, the notion of individual equality, based on civil or
political rights, on account of race, color, sex, culture, social origin or condition, or political or religious
ideas, appears as a continual reworking of discourse, a continual process of interpr^ation. And the
interpretation affects people. It is a mode of power, as both Wolf and Foucault explain it. Dr. Elison
provides one example of this intapretive powCT. He rites the 1984 amendment to Article XII Section 3.
That clause obligated the community, in the form of the legislature, to transform tl» idea of the Dignity
Clause into social action.
The legislature shall provide such economic assistance and social and rehabilitative 
services as may be necessary for those inhabitants who, by reason of age, infirmities, or 
misfortune may have need for the aid of society.
Article XII Section 4 of Constitution of the State of Montana
The 1984 amendment changed the word "shall" to the word "may," removing obligation in favor of choice 
or option. This creates a rift between the claiming, or professing, of equal rights, and the obligation of the 
state to ensure such equality.
Article II recognizes many of the same social categories anthropologist have historically focused 
on in studying social relatkms, "race, color, sex, culture, social origin, or condition, or political or religious 
ideas." The article proscribes inequality around these social categories. Conversely, anthropology studies
describing the bordm' between public (normative) notions of honor and gendered positions with the private
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inequalities based on these same social categories. I offer this contrast to focus my study on social 
inequality in the state legislature. To study social inequalities affected by l^slation is to study tiie 
modalities of power, defined by Wolf. It is to study the socially (and historically) powwfiil affects of 
discourse, in the form of public policy, as described by Foucault. And it is to study a product of institutions 
of power, as advocated by Nader. While there is powCT in professing equal rights, there is the greater 
powca* in how, or if those rights (or inequalities) are constituted and maintained through legislation.
Fluidarity and the "Montana Women's Report"
Foucault connects the concept of resistance to power (that which is resisted). What is important in 
his connection of resistance and power is how they are linked. Discourse or the rewmking of discourse is 
that link.
We must make allowances for the complex and unstable process wherry discourse can 
be both an instrument and an effect of power, but also a hindrance, a stumbling-block, a 
point of resistance and a starting point for an opposing strategy. Discourse transmits and 
produces power, it reinforces it, but also undermines and exposes it, renders it fiagile and 
makes it possible to thwart it (Foucault, 1978: 101).
In the same way, subjects depoid on objects for definition or diametrical concepts dq>end upon their
opposite for existence. This also means that no new way of knowing, or no new discourse can be formed
that do not evolve out of past ways of knowing or past forms of discourse. Foucault is not alone in seeing
this relationship. In linguistics, all meaning has been viewed very similarly. "(A)s Bakhtin, also ensures
that any present meaning is always a refiaming of the past, reworking things fi'om past histories into the
present relationship" (Foley, 1997: 15). The anthropologist Judith Butler refocuses this idea on political
power. "There can be no pure opposition to power, only a recraffing of its terms fi'om resources invariably
impure" (Nelson, 1999: 41). That is to say, there is nothing wholly new undw the sun. When women's
initiatives are studied they will, for or», reflect power by identifying what power has not, or does not,
allow. As Wolf writes, power controls or constructs the realms of possibility, or at least legitimacy and
legality. In addition, women's issues will themselves not e s c ^  being some manna- of refiaming or
recraffing of power.
reconciliation’s (and undermining) of those things, through lyric poetry in a Bedouin community.
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The Montana Women’s Lobby (MWL) and Women’s Opportunity Resource and Development 
(WORD) are both non-profits organizations that, in part, study, advocate and lobby for women’s issues; 
issues that fall primarily under the legislative umbrella of health and human se-vices. MWL has functioned 
in the past as a clearinghouse for member organizations to collaborate both issue ctmcens and resources, in 
order to maintain a permanent, inclusively representative lobby at the l^slature. The MWL has also been 
active in bill writing and interim research. MWL began in 1982 to counter the rénovai of the Women’s 
Lobby office fi'om the legislature, and as an effort to combat the ‘new right’ characterized by Reagan 
Republicanism. Their agenda included ovo-lq^ing support fiar education, environment. Native American 
issues, labor, teachers union, low-income services and Equal Employment Opportunity to name a few.*’ 
MWL is in the process of trying to realign that sort of coalition. I attended a MWL planning 
meeting during the summer o f2002. When the round table discussion*  ̂turned to previous member 
organizations, and the issues that have been supported, they rang true to many of the health and human 
service concerns that Laurie Zimorino’s thesis dqncts as particular to "women’s culture”. But unlike her 
unified "women’s culture" and a unified platform of issues, MWL exemplifies the diversity within the 
category women. As a lobbying coalition, the MWL supports an array of particular issues. This array is 
glimpsed in the member organizations ranging fiom YWCA, Business and Professional Women, Domestic 
Violence Coalition, nurses union, WEEL, Pride, League of Women Voters, Soroptomists, teachers union 
(MEA), COG, NARAL, MAFE... None of the women in the room - 1 was the only male -  are full time 
employees of MWL, nor do any of them belong as members, volunteers or mganizers to just a single 
organization. Their roles change as the issues change, but they remain cohesive, or at least coopérative, in
*’ My data on the MWL comes firom attending an wgamzational meeting during the sununer o f2002 at 
Montana State University in Bozeman.
** Soon afio-1 w taed  the meeting room on the Montana State University Bozeman campus, MWL co- 
fimnder Diane Sands directed the rearranging of tables and chairs quipping, ‘We’re not big on symmetry 
here, in fact we don’t like it much at all.” A notable lack of hierarchy contraaed with my erq>erience 
watching the MT Legislature in action. The State has been effectively deconstructed as a gender neutral 
she. Sortfer Identities (Wilson and Donnan 1998) refiites the State as a she of cohesive pow* in general, 
while the work in G enkr and Bureaucracy (Sav%e and Whz 1992) specifies this argiunent by describing 
and theoretically explaining a numlw of ways in which gendo- inequhies imbue the State with hs particular 
forms of power. I thought of Diana Sands comment when I read Sophie Watson’s reflection, “feminist 
ideals of anti-élitism, self-realization, sisterhood and authority of personal erqrerience clashed with a 
bureaucracy characterized by a system of rules, impersondhy, a career-based employment structure and a 
hierarchy of authority* (Watson 1992; 191).
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their activism for what they assuredly called women’s issues/^ This is the issue*based identity that Diane
Nelson dubs "fluidarity" in her ethnogr^hy of Guatemala.
I am a%uh% that all identity is formed through articulation, a notion that pibblematizes 
traditions of solidarity that lean on “solid” identities and clear-cut divisions between 
victim and victimLzer. Taking t k  articulatory notion of identity seriously. I develop the 
co n c^  of fluidarity as a p^actice of necessarily partial knowledge-both in the sense of 
taking the side o( and of being incomplete, vuh^able, and never completely fixed 
(Nelson, 1999. 41-42).
Not once did I attend a meeting or luncheon (such as the League of Women Votm) and not get 
asked to join as a membo' and join in the immediate discusaon at hand. It caught me off-guard at first, not 
realizing the implication ofparticipant obs«vation. By the time I began writing this thesis, I was interning 
for the Center for Policy Analysis and Community Change in Missoula -  an arm of WORD. I was thinking 
and writing about fluidarity and advocacy, while the people whose meetings and workplaces I attended 
were living these concepts.^
Early in my participation with the Montana Feminist History Project^' I felt the pull of fluidarity 
on my positions of male-ness, white-ness, and other signifiers that I have perhaps not yet recognized. I 
participated in an oral history intoview between House District 85 Represmtadve Carol Juneau -  a 
resident of Browning, MT. and memb^ of the Blackfeet Reservation by marriage, thmrgh Hidatsa-Mandan 
by birth -  and her niece, Linda Juneau. I thought the interview went well, and was surprised to later hear 
Linda recognize that my presence put Juneau in her public personality. The interview went badly because 
Ae pxike as a l^ sla tw  not as an Indian woman activist, mentor and aunt The simple Act that I was 
usually the only male in the room during much of my participation with this project rarely occurred to me.
Julia Kristeva has recognized in human sciences a deomstruction of the stfoject that has been carried to 
the point of makii^ the concpit unintelligible. She has effectively argued for moving analysis, particularly 
feminist oitiques, away from any notion of a subject on toward the purdy political I see this reflected in 
the notion of fluidarity in that subjects coalesce around pditical/social ideology more than around a solid 
body or a personal ideology I don’t have the space to (hscuss further how this alc«% with Marxism counter 
the notion of a metaphyrically based self. Rather I am using these toms and ideas to mark the significance 
and relevancy of anthropologically studying political/policy discourse (these ideas come largely from Paul 
Smith’s 1988 Discemir^ the Subject, and discusrions with John Norvell).
^  Even in the small ways I have participated amongst and observed the people that make up such groups I 
am amazed at the amount of time and energy they give to their myriad tasks. Hugs open and close most 
meetir^s, social and flunily q)heres overlap those of work. Janet Firm - UM asastant prtffessor of social 
work, authw, anthropol(%ist, and advocate speaking at a recent peace rally in Missoula -  recalled having 
decided years ago tlutt these endeavors were not a job but a life’s work I see this smitiment daily in an 
environment where staff does not punch-in on time clocks much less punch-out.
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The women involved have so much more history, commitment and knowledge about the topics and 
discussions at hand that I nev^ imagined how I might be of any significant influence. Gmerally, 
organizational meetings of WORD, MWL or MT Women Vote consist of a numb* of the founding 
members; Judy Smith, Diane Sands, Terry Kendrick to name a few. Arguments concerning the researcher's 
position, influence or subjectivity are ongoing in cultural anthropology, often making up a significant 
portion of ethnographic irttroductions. I do not to fiirttœr this discussion in this thesis. Perhaps the 
need to consido- this element is reduced by choosing a written document for my project focus.
“TheMontana Women’s Report”, Üiekgalwœnan
Through meeting with MWL, feminist oral history intraviews and finally sitting in on a few focus 
group meetings for the “Montana Women’s Report” (the repot), I carve my l^slative focus to policy, 
specifically women’s policy. I did not set out to delineate women’s policy or issues as a window on gendra* 
in the Legislature. Howevra*, wonen’s policy emoged through maintaining an interest in gender and in 
asking questions such as, where does gender appear in the legislature (in the making of state laws) with the 
constant reflection on gendrâ  as a focal point of powra^ Nowhere do I see w  hear the label, men’s policy. 
Nowhere in the literature or in interviews do men appear to be struggling with (or sometimes even 
acknowledging) a gendered power differential in lawmaking, bureaucracy or the State.
Having mentioned my interest in this topic, and this form of power, to former legislator Hany 
Fritz, he directed me to read an essay written by former legislator Margaret Scherf serving around the time 
of the constitution's rewriting. Her essay overtly speaks of the bipartisan work, as well as the non-existence 
of any gendered political dynamics, during her term(s) as one of the few female l^slators. Contrary to 
those claims, she makes numerous gendered statements. She was, “the first woman to rqrresent our county 
in fifty years" (Scherf 1992: 252). During an in-session gathraing: “(t)he music began. The men bdieved 
that to a march, one marched. The ladies prefrared to walk. The effect was lumpy" (ibid: 269). She also 
pmtrays gender spatially and socially in the legislative setting. “Now the wives come along, bring their 
knitting, sit on the leather lounges on eithra- side of the House and listen to their Inisbands’ speeches, take
A project of the University of Montana’s Women’s Studies Program and the K. Ross Toole Archives 
under the joint direction of Diane Sands and G.G. Weix
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them to task later for what they said or didn’t say" (ibid: 261). At the least, these quips recall the feminist
critique, glossed as, the personal being political’ and the anthropological Pandora’s box often termed ‘the
informal.’ The former is ethnographically substantiated through the work in Gender and Bureaucracy
(Savage arxl Wtz, 1992), as well as the deconstructirm of bodily jokes in Diane Nelson’s A T'irnger in tAe
Wound (1999). Tlw later represents the entire modern project of centering ethnography on discourse, rather
than structure, or post-structuralism as Rosemary Pringle and Sophie Watson offer in their essay “Women’s
Interests and the Post-Structuralist State.”
Discourses which construct ‘the state’ are an historical product, not structurally ‘given.’
The outcomes of particular policies will depend not purely on the limits placed by 
structures’ but on the range of discursive stru%les which define and constitute fire state 
specific interests, fi'om one moment to the next" (Pringle and Watson, 1992: 63).
Margaret Shmf does not acknoWedge gender as an influence on, outccune o t  or significant to ho-
legislative experience, even as she illustrates some of its aspects in her essay. Feminist scholars regularly
obsave and analyze power acting in a gendered fashion.
‘Man/woman is one such nodal point which underlies the ‘humanization’ of a number of 
social practices since the dghteenth century. In the case of ‘woman’, tho'e is an 
ensemble of practices and discourses that mutually reinterce and act on each other, 
making it possible to qreak of a sex/gender system. ‘Men’ and ‘women’ and their 
‘interests’ rest not on biological difference, reproductive relations or the sexual division 
of labour, but on the discursive practices that produce them (Pringle and Watson, 1992:
66).
As for the legislature’s role in the production of gender.
The state does not amply reflect gender inequalities but, through its practices, plays an 
important role in constituting them; simultaneously, gender practices become 
institutionalized in historically specific state fonm. It is a two-way street (ibid: 64).
The report b%ins by illustrating what gender inequalities, through l%islative practice, have been
constituted and maintained. The report then uses those inequalities to attempt to change legislation. The
r̂ XMTt is an example of where women's issues are bmng constructed or acknowledged. It articulates those
issues. The report illustrates both some of the plurality represented by the category women, as well as tries
to maintain that cat%my, in an effort to alter sodal modes of power.
In this chapter, following the varied methodology and the three theories outlined in chapter one, I
offer a deconstruction of the Montana State L^slature. This includes reviews of literature particular to the
legislature and interviews with a variety of people involved in many aspects of the legislature. Spedfically,
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1 identify a number of ways in which poww is constituted through the social relations that make up the 
l^slature. The legislature can be seen as a ritual (a struggle for authmity) which is the culmination of 
many storied relationships. These relationships are seen as partisan, issue based, local, fedoaily 
underwrittai as well as gendered. Gend^, specifically in the form of women's public policy, iq>pears as 
one such way in which power is constituted. As the l^islature must be viewed and described as a network 
of relationships, it is necessary to choose a point, or e a te ry  of relationship, through which to begin any 
view or description. Focusing of gender in the form of women's public policy, allows the possibility of a 
new undestanding of one mode of power operating within the l^slative network, of power being 
produced by the legislature, and of efforts to change or reframe the legislature itself. Terry Kendrick's 
"Montana Women's Report 2002," along with ethnogrq)hic accounts by some of the people involved in 
articulating women's public policy, make up discourse essential to understanding curroit women's policy in 
Montana.
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C hafer Three: Montana Women’s Report 2002 
an overview, the economy and health
What discourse on women appears currently in the forming of Montana’s public policy? Terry 
Kendrick researched and wrote the Montana Women's Rqport throughout the sununer and All of 2002, 
while woridng at WORD. Her goal was to publish the document before the 2003 Legislative session. “It is 
a tool for policy makers and community advocates for building a public policy %erxla to improve the lives 
of Montana women and their families” (Kendrick, 2002; 4). The report does not simply recommend 
policy, it includes a significant history.
In focus groups and in the report's introduction, Kendrick explmns her intentions. The report 
assesses Mmtana's past and presmt women’s policy, as well as project policy goals and recommendations 
for the future. She presents aspects of women in the economy, healthcare, education and politics, within a 
time&ame. In the repmt's opening lines, Kemlrick delineates twenty years of women’s policy, activism and 
Montana culture.^ She demonstrates how this twenty-year retrospective is significant for Montana 
women’s policy.
Over the past twenty years, women in Montana have challenged and changed the status 
quo. Through their work they have changed laws, institutional policies, and cultural 
Wiefs that have defined women as less than equal. Ordinary citizens did extraordinary 
wotlc to ensure that women’s concons such as domestic violence, child care, and access 
to reproductive health care are recognized as issues that affect our community and 
deserve a central place in public policy (Kendrick, 2002; 4).
Kendrick recognizes women as instrumental in altering 'organizational and structural power*, as 
defined by Wolf. The status quo, laws, institutional policies, and cultural beliefs that have defined women 
as less than equal are a modality of power. ”... (T)hat ccmtrols the contexts in which people mchibit their 
capabilities and interact with others. This sense calls attention to the instrumentalities through which 
individuals or groups direct or circumscribe the actions of others within determinate settings” (Wolf, 1999; 
5).
The report admowledges the 1972 Constitutional Convention as a significant event in women's 
public policy. The inhid issues; domestic violence, child care and access to reproductive health care.
^  Bar graphs, line graphs, miniature Montana maps and sundry tables reinforce this time span by 
comparatively illustrating data (largely fi'om the U.S. Crasus) and statistics fi'om 1980 through 2000.
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affect not just women, but communities. This links the politics of the body to the body politic. As Dr. 
Larry Elison interprets Article XII (Departments and Institutions) Section 3 of the Montana Constitution, a 
community shares an obligation to all citizens' dignity and human rights.
The history of policy in Montana has drown charges for women.^ Mae Nan Ellingson -  the 
youngest member on the 1972 Constitution^ Convention Committee -  emphasized the importance of 
rewriting the state Constitution in considering the recent history of women's policy. Her activism in the 
women's liberation movement of the late 1960s, and as a member of GASP (Girls Against Smog and 
Pollution) in Missoula, motivated her to sedc one of Missoula's eight seats at the Constitutional 
CcMiventicm. "There was a lot of behind the scenes work by women's groups in getting the Convention to 
hr r̂pen The League of Women Voters pushed the call for the Con-Con through vohirrteer efforts, 
including encouraging women to run for some of the seats" (Ellingson, 7/12/02; interview). Ellingson also 
feels that women's issues were central to crafting the Dignity and Privacy Clauses in the Constitution's 
Declaration of Rights (Article H Section(s) 4 and 10 respectively). Nineteen women participated in the one 
hundred member Convention. That rate of participation has not been rivaled in the legislature until the last 
session. The 2001 session included 7 female Senators and 27 female Representatives equaling 23% of the 
total l%islature, m 14% and 27% respectively by house.
Kendrick presents a list of women’s policy highli^s from the last twenty years cm the 
penultimate page of the report. She critiques past and current policy alongside past and currmt 
socioeconomic status of women. All but one of those achievements happened after 1980. In 1973, the 
iKwly ratified Constituticm included “provisions protecting an indivicfaial’s right to privacy, thereby paving 
the way to uphold reproductive freedom in Montana and defeat proposed anti-choice legislation.”
Kendrick recounts recounts the major milestones in women’s policy since then:
• 1983 “Montana is the first state in the nation to pass conq>rehensive non-gender insurance legislation 
prohibiting discrimination in insurance rates and payout based on gendm̂  or marital status."
• 1985 “Marital rape and domestic violence become criminal offenses in Montana" (Kendrick, 2002; 
26).
“  Reiterating this timeframe “The Montana Feminist History Project” set out to document through oral 
histories and personal accounts from upwards of fifty Montana (mostly) women whose activism in the 
fields from politics, business, law to midwifery have changed the social landscape of the state. The 
introductory lette- to this project mentioned a thirty-year window on the past in four of its seven 
paragraphs. This oral history project documents Montana’s feminist activism much more broadly than the 
report, as the report was written for a more ftxmsed audience.
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Both of these policies, discursively and legally, open the sphere of marriage. This is done, in the first 
case, to uncovo' and correct unequal economic treatmmt of women. In the second case, the law opais 
that sphere in order to protect married women with the same (stricter) laws of deterrence as unmarried 
women.
•  1989 “Montana l^slatitm establishes the Child Care Business Tax Credit.” In ’90 “The legislature 
passes a resolution requesting gender and minority balance on all Governor appointed boards and 
commissions.”
• 1991 “Montana requires insurance companies to provide coverage for mammograms.”
•  1993 “The Montana Micro Business Act expands access to capital for micro businesses thereby 
increasing the start-up and expansion of women-owned businesses.”
• 1995 “Governor’s Advisory Board includes enrollment in post secondary education as a possible work 
activity in Montana’s welfare reform packr^e.”
• 1997 “A portion of divorce fees in Montana is earmarked for a special revenue fund to finance social 
services for victims of domestic violence" (ibid; 26).
These policy acconqrlishments shape (Wolfs) powo' that 'controls the contexts in which people exhibit
their capabilities and interact with others ' Policy initiatives such as: l)providing tax credit, 2)gender and
minority balance in appointed boards and commissions, 3)access to capital for mirzo buânesses and
4)including education as part of welfare all alter "power to deploy and allocate social labor," (Wolf, 1999:
5). Wolf calls these aspects the structural mode of powo*. While some of these legislative triumphs do 
refer explicitly to women, such as the summaries of 1995 and 1997, the report makes explicit why, and 
how, such law can, or has changed the social status of women.
Prior to the report, a Montana Advisory Committee wrote Civil Rights in Montana: 1982 “...in 
order to fiilfill its mandate to assess the situation of women, minorities and the handicqiped...” A mandate 
emanating from the U.S. Commission on Civil R i^ts (Montana Advisory Committee, 1982: 1). At least 
five of the Committee’s nine membo's were womm. The Media inM T: Its effects m  mimmties end 
■women, released in 1976 by another Montana Advisory Committee to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights 
stemmed from the Equal Employment Opportunity Acts of 1964 and 1972. These federal rqrorts do not 
imply that the report was a “top down” '̂* result, however.
I am familiar with this phrase from UM assistant pofessor of histmy Pamela Vodrel as she used it to 
interpret different analyses of Latin American history which largely f r is e s  on the relationship between the
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Policies affecting women are rooted in local issues, aiW can be more accurately seen as a "bottom 
up” result Former legislate Carol Williams recalled how Browning Representative (and Blackfeet tribal 
member), Carol Juneau, stood in front of the legislature and essentially dared anyone to vote against her bill 
(HB528) to remove the wtnd “squaw” from Montana historical and geogr^hical sites, as well as public 
education material. During that 1999 session, Norma Bixby (currait l^slator and Northern Cheyenne 
tribal member) stood in the balcony during the bill’s reading as a similar gesture.^ While many womm's 
policy issues covered in the report, and elsewhere, may be funded or mandated from a national or state 
level those issues have still been articulated in local, posonal contexts. The Civil Rights inMontana report 
is a partial documentation of the origins of this process, reframed by the Montana Women's Repart 2002.
TheGame^: recrqfting o f terms
During small focus group meetings, held in UM Women’s Studies offrce and WORD offices, as 
well as in the final rqxrrt, Terry Kendrick intends to do more than simply document a history of feminist 
activism or women’s issues. She writes, “through their work they have changed laws, institutional policies, 
and cultural beliefs that have defined women as less than equal" (Kendrick, 2002; 4). This reflection and 
praise for past work serves primarily to r»nf(xce the intent and methods of change directed to the future. 
The report is divided into four sections -  Women and the Eccmomy, Health, Education and Politics -  each 
states the ‘goal’ and appropriate ‘recommendations’ in reaching it. In the first draft of the report, Terry 
Kendrick spoke of benchmarks’, this word fell from the final ted after focus group discussions. The word 
was replaced by a clear advocacy for broad change spanning institutes, policy, and culture.
State V. the peasants, indigenous, or historically agrarian classes. “Top down” refers to politico-social 
ideology emanating fiom the political or upper economic classes versus “bottom up” social change 
represented by revolution a in Latin American context. "Bottom up" social change also has been 
represented as politically and socially mobilizing subtler forms of resiaance tamed “weapons of the weak ” 
by the historical theorist James Scott.
 ̂ Recalling her time as a journalist in the late 1960’s Caryl Rivers remembered a speech by one of the first 
high-ranking black journalists, Carl Rowan, about being shutmed to the balcony of movie houses in his 
boyhood in the soufti. Caryl writes “as Rowan spoke, the white reporters -many of them involved in 
covering the civil rights movement- clucked in outrage. I ranember wishing I had the nerve to yell, ‘here I 
am, you sons of bitches segregated in the balcony. And this ain’t Mississippi!” (Rivers 1980: 49). She 
uses this recoUecfion to erqrress the eiq)erience that women have oftai followed otha, so called, minorities 
in gaining civil rights and that those gains have come through the work by the minorities concerned. A 
“bottom up” interpretation of change and powa.
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It is a tool for policy makers and community advocates for building a public policy 
agenda to improve the lives of Mcmtana women and their fomilies. It is up to us to make 
sure that at the end of the next decade more Montana women have the economic, 
educational and political resources they need to be economically self-sufficient, to live 
healthy lives and to live in communities wh«e they are safe from violence (ibid: 4).
Kœdrick defines the repmt's audience. She also establishes the categories of analysis; economics, health, 
education and politics, the concatenation of which runs unfalteringly throughout the report Montana 
women and thmr fiunilies' are mentioned togetha*. This ejq>ands of the category women The impact of 
policy on women r^ularly includes the fomily, if not community. This extends the cultural body of 
woman into and around the bodies of fomily, especially her children, tberd>y extending women's policy 
into much broader political issues. Conversely the designated next decade' aims for self-sufficiency. This 
term elicited the most concern and debate in frequent focus meetings that helped s h ^  the report's final 
writing.
“Self-sufficiency” emphasizes personal capability over victimization, positive community position 
over sodal drain, a certain level of sodoeconomic status and a fiiture, more than just day-to-day basic 
needs. This ifretoric, extends women into the community by including in self-sufficiency the goal of 
'healthy lives' which are 'safe from violence.' This idea of self-sufficiency distir%uishes between women as 
individuals and women as afrecting the community, the region and the state. The term highlights 
individual rights and needs of women, the inequalities they still face, and the ways that attention to these 
things can and will change the community and culture in Montana.
Attention to language as advocacy, and specific timeframes, by decade, mart a significant 
difference between the report and its predecessor. C ivilR i^its inMontana, written in 1982. While the 
latt* provided statistics on discrimination in schools, workplace and politics as well as contemporary laws, 
and civil rights policy, aimed at countering that discrimination. The attention to language and obvious 
advocacy of the rqxnt are absent in the 1982 document (though as with any form of discourse, it is not 
rhetorically neutral in regard to gender or power). The focus on language and advocacy in the report 
reiterates the ways resistance is an inherent part of any social site of poww, and any human relationship. 
Again, this is the link, made by Foucault, between power and resistance.
^  I don’t use the ward game to make light of the report or those involved with it. Ratho-1 am borrowing 
the reference from the language of meetings I attended and the offices of women’s organizations, in which
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We must make allowance for the complex and unstable process whereby discourse can be 
both an instrument and an effect of pow^, but also a hindrance, a stumbling-block, a 
point of resistance and a startup point for an opposing strategy. Discourse transmits and 
produces power, it rdnforces it, but also undemines and exposes it, reides it fiagile and 
makes it posâble to thwart it (Foucault, 1978: 101).
By promoting policy, and taking part in tim very system (the legislature, lawmaking) they wish to 
change, women involved in the report’s research and writing, acknowledge that change does not involve 
creating new structures.^ Rather, new discourse can usurp, inform, ot restructure the present. At times, 
this means replacing the notion of women being “thrust”^  -  as a body not in control, a body acted upon or 
victimized - into the workforce, with the language and connected notion of self-sufficiency. By situating 
the rhetorical ‘Svoman” as an acting subject, as opposed to an object to be acted upon, the rqxut attempts to 
take possession of language and by changing hs meanings or implications, changng not only what that 
language signifies but actual social positions.^ The report acknowledges these strategies and attempts to 
enact them, favoring advocacy or fluidarity over mwe analysis.
For example, Kendrick promotes ea te rie s  of analysis, debate, and change in women’s policy -  
that reflect distinct sections: economy, health, education and politics. All of these categories are near 
equivalents of Starring House and Senate Committees (House; Business and Labor, fhunan Services, 
Education, and Local Government and Senate; Business and Labor, Public Health, Welfare and Safety, 
Education and Cultural Resources and Local Govonment) fwww.leg.state.mt.usl. The report adds to these 
categories a synergy, or again what Maria Ana Alonso calls a 'concatenation of categories'.^ This reflects
the Legislative process and session was often referred to as the “Helena game ”
^  Judy Smith has spend many years lobbying and woddng as a feminist activist in and around the 
legislative process. She qxrke to me at length about how, working with the number of people and 
complexity that the legislative level represents, it is naïve to believe that many of the structures, rules and 
r%ulations or ways of organizing could or shtnild be changed to represent a more gender equal system. 
Judy contradicted some of the seventies feminist notions that bureaucracy and western governmental 
systems are inherently patriarchal or masculine. She acknowledged that men in gross disproportion to 
women have occupied those systms and that the continued inclusion of women will alter charactoistics of 
those systems. As for having to alter hw identity when working in the l^slative envirmunmit, Judy feh 
that the issues she advocates take precedence over the personal (dress, demeanor... ) in that arena 
“  Taken fi-om “Civil Rights in Mmrtana: 1982” by the Montana Advisory Committee p. 12. This rqxrrt 
further illustrates the point in lar%uage such as, “(Usplaced homemaker’s” and “women thrust suddenly and 
unexpectedly into the job market because of the death of a spouse or dissolution of a marriage.”
^  This is reminiscent of the “Vagina Monologues” performed yearly on the UM campus and ^nsored  by 
many of the same women’s organizations affiliated with the creation and goals of the report.
“  Ana Alonso, Maria 1995 Thread o f Blood. Throughout this text Ana Alonso portrays tl» synergy of 
ethnicity, class, gender, occupation and even age as she describes the social positions of Mexico’s 
Revolution era Northern fiontier.
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authorship. The last focus group I attended, held at WORD’S offices, included staff ffom women’s 
organizations representing all four of these cathodes. Like most such meetings, this too exemplified the 
multiple connections women’s organizations maintain. This meeting also dismissed formality and 
hierarchy for roundtable discussion, during which everyone was encouraged to qreak or to question. 
Participants included women from the YWCA, UM Women's Studies, WORD, Indian People's Action, 
nursing school and city planning. The group paid particular attention to the semantic possibility of 
conv^ing an understanding of categories interfocing at many points. The group struggled to semantically 
erqrress the idea that categories are interdqrendent, problems and benefits of any one can not be sqrarated 
from the othm. "Synagy" conveys potential mutual benefit for women across economics, health, 
education, and politics that policy is intmrded to provide.
For example, consider poverty. Mid October 2002, as state elections loomed, the last forum 
concerning the rqrort casually convened in the WORD offices. Judy Smith became concerned with the use 
of the word poverty in setting out the report’s over-riding goals (then still referred to as benchmarks). She 
was lobbying at the national level to get state bonus money for the accomplishment of welfare 
improvement. Poverty loomed too large, and vague, to be productive as a standard of measure. Judy 
explained;
We can’t set a measure of getting women or people out of poverty. It’s fiankly 
unrealistic in any reasonable timefiame and any potential bonus won’t be reached. We 
need to set benchmarks as relative to the actual dqrth of poverty versus the median and 
try just to adiieve an improvement.
Judy also saw an additional consideration surrounding the semantic quality of the word poverty. It was not
broad enough. Poverty measures economic status alone The rqpcxt strove to identify a poverty constituted
by a lack of any, or all, of the resources included in its four sections; economics, health, education and
politics. Rural lack of health care facilities, lost educational opportunities or disenfianchisement frcmi
policy-making, and policy-makers, all spelled poverty. Language was important. Poverty would be
downplayed and self-sufficiency adopted.
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Content ’will dictate fom ^‘
It is easy to trade poverty for self-sufficiency in a writtai text. It is more difficult to express the 
idea of inextricable cat^ories, in sqrarate sections of a written text, without losing or weakming their 
inextricability. Kendrick undertakes that effort in the report. "While this report analyzes women’s 
expoience in four categories, the categories are not distinct and sq>aiate; each influences the other" 
(Kendrick, 2002: 4).
The table of contents and sections are laid out definitively. Headings and subheadings punctuate 
the narrative and (re)assert that none of the issues stand alone. Tables, data and charts documenting the 
variables of wommt’s place in the economy, health, educatimt and politics come fi'om sentiments expressed 
in the meetings I attended. What does it mean to eat and be sheltered well, when you are sick without the 
means to be treated? Food, roof, health, emotional stability, physical security, happiness even; remove just 
one and the others pale. The rqx>rt carries this sentiment through a narrative that connects the data, goals 
and recommendations. “This report paints a picture of what life is like for women in Montana in 2002 -  
rural and urban women, white and Native American women" (Kexlrick, 2002: 4). In addition to including 
children and sometimes Amily, the category women transcends borders of race and geopolitical space. In 
other places, age divides the cat%ory women, respecting diffaent policy needs, or socioeconomic 
experiences and needs.
Kendrick embraces advocacy, in the report, with feminist “claims that the state is male because it 
adopts the standpoint of men, or the male view of the worid, which it then calls objectivity" (Witz and 
Savage, 1992: 36). Photographs depict women in groups, women mothering alone, conducting business 
and pursuing education. Every photo contmns a child and women.^  ̂ In addition to promoting policy, and 
attempts to rqrresent the status of Montana women, the report signifies women: by race, age and spatial 
diversity, but linked in their economic, health, educational and political inequality. Women enconqrass not
A number of ethnograq>hic woiirs have been guided by the same theory of text creation, if it can be called 
that. After reading Michael Tm ssig's Mimesis cmdAlterity (1993) and Shamanism...(\9B1) it was no 
surprise to learn of his teaching stints in media studies. He has gone a long way in making ethnographic 
text more broadly representative, even experiential.
Judith Williamson (1994: 241) writes of photography and the representation of family, “which offo'S us 
‘memories’ of social life through TV and news photos, is paralleled in microcosm by this dominance of one 
version of family history, Wiich repesses much lived experience.” Her essay emphasizes the selective and 
essentializing qualities of photography e^>ecially as the lens has been aimed at images of family.
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just themselves but their children and families. And equality with men, in the categories on which report 
focuses, is repeatedly the goal attainable through legislation, through the power of the state.
A part of the report quoted on the first page of this chapter needs to be stressed. Terry Kendrick 
acknowledges that "ordinary citizens did ectraordinary work" in furthering women's public policy. But, it 
is not ordinary citizens who authored this report. The report claims to represent the lives of women in 
Montana. In doing so, Kendrick evokes the feminist driven techniques of representation through 
experiential knowledge, or making the personal political. The kind of advocacy, as policy, represented by 
the example of Carol Juneau arguing for the "squaw bill." But Terry Kendrick, and the other women who 
participated in the research and writing of the report, are not, by and large, the women depicted in the 
report. Nor are the women being represented taking direct part in authoring the report. In this way, 
Kendrick and Judy Smith, both lorg time l^slative lobbyists, policy authors, professionals and activists 
cross the divide betweai those who have power and those who do not. They are in a unique position. They 
identify with women's inequity, as well as the modes of power that control the contexts in which people 
exhibit their capabilities and interact with others, the discursive sites in which inequality is shaped or 
reshaped, the domains that organize or orchestrate the setting and allocations of social labor, the major 
institutions, governments or othawise that afifect peoples lives (to paraphrase and meld Woll Foucault and 
Nader).
Women and the Economy in Montana
The valuing o f work
The economic section of the report, in part, equates a family’s economic security with out of
home, paycheck garnering jobs;
In Montana and across the country, women are contributing more to their family’s 
economic security than ever before. In 1990,56% of Montana women aged 16 and over 
were in the workforce. By 2000, the percentage had grown to 66% (Kendrick, 2002: 6).
First, these statistics rqrresent women moving into the workforce, and signify the changing of traÆtional 
roles. Second, this assessment denotes the vision of equality for women in the state economy based on
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equal access to wage-earning opportunities (jobs, small businesses, job training...) and equal presence in 
the wage economy.
Just twenty years ago, the Civil Rights report describes women as homemakers. The home 
represents the traditional, secure place for women, especially in their roles as mothws. Statistically, 
women’s movement from the home to the workforce appears slow. The Civil Rights report defines adult 
women as those ova* 18 years old, and finds ".. that nearly half of these adult women were employed 
outâde of the home* (State of Montana, Dept, of Labor and Industry, Women's Bureau, 1980: 5). In 
comparison, the rqxnt's claims that “S6% of Montana wmnen aged 16 and over,” does not appear as 
radically different. The change from “nearly half’ to 56% seems especially scant since the cat^ory of 
women has been enlarged by two years, to includel6 to 18 years old. By contrast, the significant change in 
women entering the workforce tq)pears within the last ten years, as illustrated by the report (from 56% to 
66%). The report frils to etq>lain why. Though, the following three policies could be credited as 
contributing factors.
1990 The l^slature passes a resolution requesting gender and minority balance on all Governor 
^rpointed boards and commissions.
1993 The Montana Mice Business Act expands access to capital for micro-businesses thereby 
increasing the start-up and erqKUision of women-owned businesses.
1994 Governor’s Advisory Board includes enrollment in post secondary education as a possible 
work activity in Montana’s welfare reform package (Kendrick, 2002: 26).
Since the report was written to advance policy, I highlight past policy contributing to the advancement of
women’s issues. The three examples of l^islation address key issues of gender equity in the workforce.
The first, in the public sector, confronts a lack of representation. The second has led to better access to
resources, thus ecommic oppmtunities for women. The 1994 legislation aims fr>r equity r%arding
acquired skills, training, or prqraredness, therefore improving women's qualification in the work force,
especially professional and career opportunities.
Enhancing women's place in the work force is paradoxical. On a rhetorical level, both documents 
struggle with the dichotomy between women in the workforce and the value of women as homemakers or 
mothers. On the one hand, equal access and opportunities stress education and skills, as well as Equal 
Employment Opportunity l%islation and equal pay. Equal pay remains the one keystone of this debate 
where no legislative action has occurred. Terry Kendrick provides U.S. Census data to inform the 
legislative rectnnmendations that follow.
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On averse, women in Montana in 1980 made 55 cents for every dollar a man made 
(national average 63 cents)-, by the year 2000 women made 68 carts for every dollar a 
man made (national average 73 cents). In 2000, women in Montana had to wtwk an 
average of 52 hours a wedc to earn as much as a man makes in 40 hours, or 624 more 
hours a year (Kendrick, 2002: 6),
Conduct a pay-equity study of local and state govanment employees to evaluate 
Montana's paformance on equal pay for equal work (Kendrick, 2002 : 7).
Conduct a pay-equity study of Montana's tkee largest private sector employers (ibid: 7).
The report foils short as an economic assessment of women's status in Motrtana. The U.S. Census
data illustrates pay disaepancy but, it does not divide pay rates by job or career. Nor does it account for
experience, education, years of employment or other such foctors. The repwt leaves that work to the
legislature oc a legislatively «qrpoirrted research committee. Hiese omissions do not diminish the l^himacy
ofthe policy recommendations. But, they make the report's research appear selective and incomplete. The
report, again, appears as ovratly policy driven. Preccmceived policy directs the research or helps to select
research that substantiates those preconceptions.
At the time of the Civil Rights repent, the emphasis was getting women into the workforce and off
the crutch of welfare. The workplace should be equally open to women, but some women were seen as
moving into that worlqilace solely out of necessity, not choice, and they were ill-prepared to do so. The
Women’s Bureau rqx>rt identifies five percent of Montana women as “displaced homemakers,” that is,
women thrust suddmily and unerq>ectedly into the job market because of the death of a spouse or
dissolution of a marriage. These women are considered as particularly disadvantaged, because many lack
job skills (Montana Advisory Committee, 1982: 12).
The Civil Rights report encourages policy to increase equality in the workplace, equal access to
jobs and educational or training opportunities, as part of welfore primarily targeting women. Homemaking,
or being a mother, is seen as an economic disadvantage. The policy recommendations intend to move
women out of this disadvairtage thrrHigfa job parity. Therefore, welfare makes women temporarily
dqrendent on the state (with welfare providing education or training) as opposed to women’s continued
depwdence on low paying jcrt» or ttmn, in the form of marriage.
Relying on U.S. Census data for the state, Kendrick illustrates how wage-earning women are
largely underemployed, and underpaid, compared to their male cowork%s. For Kendrick welfore for
women (especially mothers), is an tqiporturnty, or an economic stabilizer, allowing them to move towards
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self-sufïiciency. This self-sufficiency encompasses more than the most immediate, largely undervalued, 
employment. For this argument, Koidrick relies on coisus data for men and women earning ‘less than 
$20,000” (44% and 68% respectively), as these are the possible candidates for wdfare. But, that same 
census data reveals that the greatest disparity in percentage of wage earners b ^ e o i  men and women 
occurs in the higher earning brackets of “$30,000 to 49,999” (23% and 12% respectively) and “$50,000 to 
99,999 (11% and 2% respectively). The report also ignores the top bradret, in which men and women 
appear closest to being on par, “$100,000 or more” (3% and 2%) (Kendrick, 2002: 7).
With such clear statewide disparity, this section, titled “Equal Pay for Equal Work?,” probably 
does not need to rely on national perception polls to make the point that women are still underpaid, 
compared to men.
Despite federal and state laws that ban discrimination in enq)loymcnt and pay, the wage 
gap between women and men is still significant. While education and experience may 
account for some of the wage gap, sex discrimination and the concentration of women in 
a range of jobs that has been undervalued and undepaid are also &ctors. Nearly 75% of 
women and 66% of men in this country believe that women are paid less than men are for 
the same work (ibid: 7).
The failure of federal and state agencies to bring about pay equity for women is not actually 
illustrated within the report, besides one national opinion poll cited. Nor does the report ducidate the range 
of jobs to which it refers. As noted in the education section, the report seeks to increase the number of 
women in professions, which are r%arded as higher paying and male dominated, such as tedmology, 
medicine, law and business. This strategy ignores the very comparison of earnings presented within the 
report. As mentioned above, the greatest gaps in earning are revealed in the middle incomes, not the lowest 
or highest ends. In addition, a pay equity study for a number of key sectors would have made a much 
stronger argument for pay equity.
Promoting pay equity, alongside increasing the number of women in the higher paying jobs, can 
paradoxically devalue low paid jobs traditionally associated with women. Such jobs cominue to be 
significant in the areas of policy, such as health and human services. The last focus group I attended, 
concaning the rqx>rt, included a nursing school instructor, social workas (fiom the YWC A) and 
educators. Many of the women featured as part of the Feminist Oral History Project affected change but 
not as highly paid professionals. Dolly Browder fought for the l^alization of midwifery, as a midwife, 
against the legal suit of a local doctOT. Norma Bixby credits her movement into the political arena to her
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career and lifelong passion for education. She sees hCTseif as simply a teacher. The GASP women were 
largely wives of academics and politicians. Vivian Brooke eatenA the legislature a&er studying social 
work at Carroll College, raising four children in the process. As Terry Kendrick, herself a lifelong 
nonprofit organizer states ”.. .wfinary citizens did extraordinary work... "
Even when the report equates economic security to the workforce (or to earnings in general), it 
maintains parallel support for men to assist with cMldreaiing, home management or other non-market 
valued domestic labor. Feminist scholarship has long quantified, qualified and rallied the economic 
security inherent to, and dependent on, the roles of non-money earning women.^^
Both repeats rhetorically value tl» position of homemakers and mothers. Whereas homemaking, 
or motherhood are not in a wage-earning context, homemaking is largely valued in qririt, or sentiment.
The only economic valuation of homemaking is the inverse relationship between women staying at home to 
care for children and their lifetime earnings. Sirwe years of missed work equal less lifetime wages or 
salary, women's retirement or social security benefits are less. The value (societal or economic) of raising 
children, with a stay at home parent, versus working parents, is never breached. Children, family and 
working or careers are not cast as mutually exclusive. In firct, the assumption of children (and family), as 
part of the category women, leads direr^ly to childcare policy and issues (vfoich will be discussed later).
Also, the report establishes the analytical group of women working at 16 years old. This 
stroigthais the synergy of women in foe economy with issues such as education -  since some of t k  
workforce still attends high school -  teen pregnancy, sex education, part-time as well as foll-time 
employment. Not only are workir% motl^rs included, but also working daughtos, {xopelling the ttuclear 
family into foe debate. This serves to increase the population of women in the analytical group, thus
“In Marx’s notion of commodity fetishism, foe thing bang exchanged coves over and hides foe human 
relations of production embedded therein" (Ndson, 1999; 124). But Marx did not ever get much closer to 
a notion of those human relations. “Recent oitiques, however, have pointed out that what is missing in 
both the structuralist/semiotic and Marxist type of analysis is the social actor" (Moore, 1994: 74). Both of 
these statanents represart the entryway into the faninist critique that points out the absence of wmnen 
fi'om Marx. More so, the critique puts women, as non-wage laborers, as foe massive human pool of 
available labor that sustains the very possibility of wage labor and hence Capitalist development. A similar 
critique overturned foe archaeological paradigm of ‘Man the Hunter. ' ‘Women foe Gatherer’ took shape as 
gender made its way into archaeology. Ihinter/gatherer subsistence upheld by women’s gatherer rafoer 
than the less predictable boom and bust hunting by men. Studies such as Rita P. Wright’s “Women’s Labor 
and Pottery ftoduction in Prehistory” (Conkey and Gero, 1991 : Ch7.) show a surprising absence of 
division of labor between foe sexes.
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encouraging a broader coalition of support for the issues and concaos presented. One immediate result of 
this position is present in the (zeafion of Montana’s Fair Share lobby. Judy Smith and Tory Kendrick are 
both principle cowdinators of this nominally non-partisan economic lobby. The aim of Fair Share, as 
Smith e^lained to me, has been to coordinate all possible statewide groups with an interest in the 
allocation of Department of Health and Human Services funding. With the 2003 legislative session Fair 
Share attmpted to build a largo* voice in support of maintaining the Department of Health and Fhiman 
Services budget. This coordination of youps mimics the rhetorical strat%y within the report of 
synergizing women with childroi, women with tear adults (16-18 years old) or women with the fiunily in 
genaal.
Part of this synergy relies on the presentation, by Kendrick, of genda and age as flexible. At
times, persons less than 18 years old qualify as children. “In 1990,39% of Mbntana female heads of
household with children unda 18 lived in poverty" (Kendrick, 2002: 8). Throughout the economic
section, she refers to “children” or a “dhild” without specifying age. And these children factor heavily in
the report's calculations of child care costs and needs. Lata, in the health section, these children become
“teens,” “teen mothers” or “Native American girls,” coincidental with their becoming pregnant.
Pregnancy rates for Native American teens have also decreased by about 33% since 1992. 
Howeva, 5 out of 10 Native Amaican girls between the ages of 15 and 19 wll give 
birth.. Less than one-third of teen mothers eva complae high school (ibid; 18).
The report portrays the teenage child/woman as a shifting position. The liminal woman fluctuates
between roles as both c a r^ v a , and child necessitating care, within the fixture of state. This makes the
process of adulthood appear as a transitionary ritual, a ritual without a clear beginning or end, acting on
age, sexuality, genda, and economics (at least). In addition, the state distit^uishes age as a fluctuating
position. In the Montana Constitution's Declaration of Rights (Article II) "persons not adults" are first
defined then made malleable within the aeation of law:
Section 14. Adult rights. A person 18 years of age or olda is an adult for all purposes, 
except that the legislature or the people by initiative may establish an age of not more 
than 19 as the legal age for consuming or possessing alcoholic beverages.
Section 15. Rights of persons not adults. The rights of persons under 18 years of age 
shall include, but not limited to, all the fundamoital rights of this Article unless 
specifically precluded by laws wdiich enhance the protection of such po'sons.^
^  Both of these sections are taken from Lopach's We the People... The legal drinking age has in fact been 
amended to 21 years of age in Montana.
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This fluctuation, on the part of the law, as well as the report, produces a mode of power that allows 
for varying control of an individual based on age. Fw example, the report makes num^ous 
recommendations for, and critiques of the welfare system. Both historically and currently welfare issues 
include children.
In the 1960s and 1970s, the welfare system's leading program. Aid for Families with 
Dépendent Children (AFDC), provided federal cash support to needy women and their 
children and to some two-parent fiunilies. Ninety percent of the Montana fomilies on 
AFDC wwe women and their diildren (Kendrick, 2002; 8).
Montana's welfare reform program. Families Achieving Independence in Montana,
(FAIM), is one of the least restrictive in the country due to the policy advocacy and 
organizing work of women's groups and allies (ibid: 9).
This aligns women and children. And children are part of a fomily's welfare consideration until the age of 
eighteen. Thus, the report contains a critique of child support collection and its impact on women, an issue, 
which also hinges on children's dqrendency on parents until the age of eighteen. Still, when women in the 
workforce are considered, women's age decreases to sixteen years old.
Dtvidedwork, devaluedwork
The report quickly moves beyond citing of total number of women in the workforce, to economic
divisions of work that they predominantly fill:
. women are still likely to work in traditionally female-dominated jobs such as cashier, 
waitress, retail sales, teacher, and administrative assistant (Kendrick, 2002: 6).
Wages remain low for these pink-collar jobs, advancement is insignificant, and opportunities to maintain
self-sufficiency few. Women pool in low-wage jobs.
Thus, “women and their children make up the majority of those living in poverty in this state (ibid:
6).” The report walks an important line of language here and elsewhere. FBstoricaliy, ethnogrrqthers' have
considered subjects as subordinated, or disenfi'anchised, wdtich can essentWize those studied into positions
of non-agency, firlse consciousness or victimization.^ The reprxt illustrates the social issues that
overwhelmingly affect women, while not victimizing them. Kendrick illustrates quantitatively unequal
U.S. Census data is reproduced to visually show this pooling on page 7 of the Report.
^  This sort of labeling has begun to lose its place in etlmographic texts because, I sense, the discomfort 
such language maintains for a field well aware of its colonial baitage.
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social positions and realities, while avoiding words associated with n^ative personal attributes for the 
subjects.”
The report avoids presenting “poverty” as d%rading. Rath®-, the report directs re^xmsibility for 
povaty toward the larger community of state level. Montana is visually and verbally ranked against the 
other states.
Montana Poverty Rankings
2^ in the nation for children living in poverty
3*̂  in the nation for people living in poverty
7^ in the nation for female heads of household living in pov®ty (State Rankings 2002: a 
statistical view ofthe 50 United States in Kendrick, 2002: 8).
While these statements inculcate the state or community in children's, thus women's, welfare, it counters a
main premise of self-sufficiency as defined within the report.
A more accurate way of detamining how many people live in poverty is to use the Self- 
Sufficiency Standard, developed by Dr. Diana Pierce, professor of Social Wwk at the 
University of Washington. ITiis method calculates how much money woridng adults 
need to meet their basic needs. The Standard defines the amount of income necessary to 
meet basic needs (including paying taxes) without the need for public subsidies, such as 
public housing, fi>od stanq)s, Medicaid child care or food from food banks (Kendrick,
2002: 9).
The report includes a sample of an aduh annual budget from Rosebud County. This indicates that self- 
sufficiency is based on very local economic fectors and makes conq>arisons between Montana and other 
states seem unnecessary, if not distracting. Later Kendrick recommends "Adopt the Self-Sufficiency 
Standard as a way of nwasuring economic self-sufficiency and determining eligibility for public assistance 
and work support programs" (ibid: 11). The Self-Sufficiency Staidard was developed in the field of social 
wmk. Looking to social work for policy solution is legitimized, even as social work qualifies as a 
traditional female dominated job, the type of job the report tries to guide women away from.
Another example within the report places both blame and solution to women’s economic inequity 
outside the cat%ory women.
”  Toril Moi’s critiques the possibility of an original feminist language. She writes, “there is no ^ace 
uncontaminated by patriarchy from which women can speak.. there is simply nowhere else to go" (Moi, 
1985: 81). So expressing exp®ientially specific, or different reality becomes an attenqn to shift the 
relationships between signified and signifier. Much of the Report is not an attempt at Ml or nothing 
revolution, but a change from within the social-political network.
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Nationally, a woman's income drops an average of 30% in the first year aA«- a divorce.
More than $34 billion in potential child support income goes unpaid each year and almost 
66% of single mothers receive no child support (Ihe Center on Budget Policy and 
P riaities in Kendrick, 2002: 11)
Pass a Child Support Assurance (CSA) program to ensure that the government's failure to 
collect child support does not r e ^  in a fiunily living in poverty (Kendrick, 2002: 11)
IhtM issoulian, for December 5,2003, assesses the importance of child support enforcement, in
the context of decreasing family reliance on welfine, and the results of overall welfare reform, in a
"Missoulian Editorial" entitled "Crackdown on deadbeats pays off." The editorial finds gender and marital
status at the carta* of welfare issues. "Everybody knows full well that welfare reform and otha changes in
the social safety n a  have been just awful for poor people. Especially hard hit are single mothos"
{Missoulian, 12/5/2003: B4). The author notes the improvement in poverty rates, as well as illustrating the
discrepancy between how poverty affects men and women:
hr 2001, the numba of women with custody of children living in poverty 
dropped to 2.8 million, down fi'om 4.2 million in 1993.. .Nearly a million and a half 
fewCT Amities living in poverty. The pacentage of these families living in poverty was 
down to 25 pacent, compared to 37 percait in 1993. Poverty rates for single men with 
custody of their children remained a l ^ t  the same, at about 15 paeon ova that same 
period. Only one in six single parents with child custody is a man, howeva (ibid: B4).
The reduction in povaty levels is aedited to dtild support collection improvement, which is, in turn,
attributed to legislation and social discourse. "Clearly, the combination of laws and social stigmatizing of
deadbeat paroits has had a good effect* (ibid: B4). The article makes no effort to localize the issue, or
investigate the guidelines of poverty.
Again, a nation vasus state rhetoric within the report is tenable in assessing or promoting
r^onally specific policy. It appears that maao conqnuisons attend to a concern for audience. Meanwhile,
much of the report and the organizations it evolved out of focuses on Montana family’s economic positions
vis-à-vis the state living wage, cost of living and how these change in req)ect to each otha, within the state
or region.^* “Low wages, geographic isolation, and the lack of economic opportunities are the key
contributing factors to poverty in Montana" (Kendrick, 2002: 11). The continual ihaorical movement
between rtate and nation, within the report may represent the author's {qq>roval of Fedaal funding and
This catainly represents the ideology of the woik done at WORD as well as the work Fve been involved 
in at CPACC coKerning hcnising as an asset in the rural west. See Halliday, Deborah 2003 in refaences.
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support for state issues, so unlike the individual states’ rights iconography of the rural west's’ past It also
maintains broad coalition women subjects:
Women in Montana share the economic concerns of women at^oss the country: equd 
pay for equal work, health care costs, the need for affordable housing and child care, and 
how to meet the challenge of balancing work and Amily (ibid: 6).
j^ain, children are signified as an unconditional concern of social policy. Children’s economic, 
health and educational needs are not questioned, and provide a strong sympathetic justification for 
women’s policy. This is acconqtlished by continually stating the link bAween women and children. When 
women are found in poverty, so are children. When women live homelessly so do diildrea And as the 
Self-Sufficiency Standard reveals, the amount a parent, or more ̂ recifically a mother, needs to earn 
depends, in part, on children.
Expcmding definitional poverty ami -welfare
As I contirme to make clear, the repmt rhetorically expands the definition of poverty as the first 
move in approaching self-sufficiency. In no uncertain terms, “(pjoverty is the lack of means to take care 
of basic needs-housir%, food, dothing, health care, and education" (Kendrick, 2002: 8). Thus, policy 
points accompany the new language of poverty. Policy solutions entail shifting to the adoption of a self- 
sufficiency standard.
Kendrick critiques both the Federal Poverty guidelines and state programs as the first toward self- 
sufficimcy. Federal guidelines estimate the parameters of povaty, and hence, the "numba of people 
living in poverty is as much as three times Iowa than the actual numba of people in poverty" (ibid: 8). 
Unlike a self-sufficiency standard, poverty guidelines do “not account for dififaences in expenses, i.e., 
whetha a Amily has child care costs, medical costs or geographic differences in Ae cost of living" (ibid;
8). To illustrate this need for r^onal sensitivity, foe report indudes boxed statistical indices of Montana’s 
economic standing compaed to otha states. Even more sensitive, community, city or county studies are 
being undertakai or at least proposed.^ Kendrick strcmgly aiticizes the federal welAre reforms, without
^  It’s beyond the scope of this thesis to expand on this well documented Aeme A numba of the sources I 
have used rehaate the notion of western individualism, including We the People o f Montana (James 
Lopach ed.) and Montana Heritage (Robert Swartout, Jr. and Harry Fritz eds ).
hr particular, CPACC is encour%ing and participating in this sort of analysis of Missoula and the 
growing and economically (and geogaphically) connected Bitterroot Valley.
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mention of partisanship. The Aid for Families with D^>endent Children (AFDC) ofthe 1960s and 1970s
provided federal money to “needy women and their children.. .Ninety percent of the Montana fiunilies on
AFDC were women and their children” (Kendrick, 2002: 8). In spite of the fact that Montana recipients
stayed on this aid less than two years on average, and in spite of the decrease in the aid they received
(compounded by ever rising inflation), in “... 1996 federal l^slation abolished AFDC" (ibid: 9). Pointing
out the tenqwraiy and decreasing bmefits of welfiue is an effort, within the report, to counter the “welfare
myth" of women having children to extend or increase benefits. I had never thought of this myth as
gendeed. In fiict, the oitique of welfare I am most Amiliar with leans more heavily on race Along
similar lines that myth describes minority families having children simply to increase or extend welfare
benefits. Myth or otherwise, the report uses welfare statistics to renforce the focus on women. If 90% of
Montana recipients of such aid being women and their children did not already constitute this as a women’s
issue, then the new reforms make it more so:
The curreit program is called Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF). The 
stated goal of TANF is to get people off welfare and into jobs. Yet the program restricts 
states fiom supporting more than 20% of their TANF case loads in vocational education, 
and permits states to divot large amounts of TANF money away fi'om woiic-related 
programs such as job training, job-search assistance, and education (ibid: 9).
The idea is to quickly get people (mostly women) into jobs. Jobs that do not require or encourage
further education. Minimum wage jobs that do not promote to sdf-sufficiency. Women already hold these
low wage jobs. Montana's vision of TANF appears more conducive to long tmm self-sufficiency than
most state programs, as the report defines it:
Montana’s welfiue reform program. Families Achieving Independence in Montana,
(FAIM), is one of the least restrictive in the country due to the policy advocacy and 
organizing work of women’s groups and allies. FAIM is built on waivers that allow a 
flexible definition of work activities that includes participation in post-secondary 
education and Amily strengthening activities (ibid: 9).
This achievement appears as one of the bright spots in public policy for women within the report it also 
appears as a small bastion of progressive policy in the Ace of W eal welAre reform. The current 
administration is turning back to a tradition of women as homemakers and pink-collar employees.
Marriage and unskilled labor appear atop the discourse of this administration’s platform on welfare.
Within such a fedeally unsupportive policy context, FAIM’s 2001 evaluation “showed that the majority of 
families who left welfare to take a jd> earn low wages (less than $7 per hour) and that those jobs do not pay
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benefits" (Kendrick 2002; 9). In addition, the number of FAIM eniollee’s to enter post-secondary
education dropped from 178 to 33 (1996-2000) (ibid: 9).
In an example of how groups or social relationships, outside the legislature and the l%islative
session, bare on the lawmaking process, state officials and advocates for the poor have launched a study of
more than 1,000 families whose TANF funding ended, due to legislative reductions during the 2003
legislative session. Officials are conducting phone interviews, trying to account for those people, and make
an assessment of their situation, since losing their benefits. "*My interpretation of that drop-off is just
people are at that hopdess stage,' said Mary Caferro, a lobbyist with the low-income group Working for
Equality and Economic Liberation" (Undewood, Graham in Missoulian, 1/25/04: Bl). WEEL is an arm
of WORD. A more in-depth assessment of the situation involves the combination of women and children.
Naomi Thornton, director of the noiqtrofit Futures program in Missoula, wiuch helps 
teeiage parents conq>lete their education, said many of he* clients are dropping out of the 
program because a requirement of 120 hours of work-related activity a month doesn't 
seem to be worth the less than $300 they’ll receive.
"They're not having any income," Thornton said. "So, we're concerned what are the 
choices they might make just to survive."
That worry is echoed by the director of one of the state's few residential programs for 
teen mothers who says her clients are also passing up TANF money and taking chances 
instead.
"What I see in some cases is them living with abusive partners, leaving their babies with 
them, with people they wouldn't normally leave them with," said Gypsy Ray of Mountain 
Home Montana in Missoula.
Social workers and participants say the financial situation of those who continue to get 
TANF aid also has worsened.
More than 80 of the recipients are single parents - primarily mothws (ibid: B8).
And for the fomilies who do (or are eligible to) stay on TANF, the Federal policy short&lls do not 
approach the Sdf-Sufftciency Standard, developed by Dr Diana Pierce, which “defines the amount of 
income necessary to meet basic needs (including paying taxes) without the need fin public subsidies* 
(Kendrick, 2002: 9). In the case of welfare, the influence of federal policy, over state policy, recount Dr. 
Mike Laslovich's view of power, in regard to the state l^slature. That is, state l%islation has v«xy little 
power in the context of federal policy and federal fimding (or lack thereof)
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From minimum wage to living wage
Concomitant with the Self-Sufficiency Standard, as a movement away from pov«1y, Kendrick
makes a semantic move from the establishment of a minimum wage to a living wage. This efibit also
follows the logic of local analysis, as opposed to national or broad and contectually insensitive analysis.
A living wage is a wage that allows a family to meet basic needs widiout using public 
assistance and provides for some ability to deal with emogencies and plan ahead. For a 
single aduh, the amount is $20,500 a year (Kendrick, 2002: 7).
The report’s rhetorical shift to a living wage, in addition to making economic analysis r%ional, 
removes the wage discus»on from the employer’s per^iective and onto tl% enqrioyee’s needs. This ^ ift 
highlights the community, or social, benefits of a new conception of living wage. The issue concerns 
women. Figures in the report demonstrate that service and retail are the fastest growing job sectors in 
Montana. Women disproportionately fill these portions. These jobs continue to pay below a living w%e, 
udiile easily meeting currait minimum wage requirements.
Policy that shifts the responsibility of self-sufficiency, based on a living wage, onto the employer 
is ironic, because part of the individualist ideology of the rural west includes suppmt for private and 
commercial business, over state apparatus. Now, in the issue of a living wage and women’s policy, those 
businesses, as wage paying employai, are atired to aistain the community. Instead of spending state taxes 
to ensure “health care costs, the need for afibrdable housing (or ability to afford it) and childcare, and how 
to meet the diallenge of balancing work and family” Inisinesses/employers, who have capitalized on the 
state’s welcome (in the form of legislation for corporate tax breaks), must contribute directly to these social 
needs. In doii% this, Kendrick blames employers for women’s economic status, not on the personal 
attributes of the women. Low-wage jobs are implicated in the perpetuation of women as “undervalued and 
underpaid" (Kendrick, 2002: 7).
The report moves to the long-term consequences of a minimum wage, further strengthening this 
argument, as well as linking low wages with women’s policy. Minimum wages are outpaced by inflation. 
With the criticism so strongly against a minimum wage, it is confttsing to look back and find that one of the 
repmf s first recommendaticms supports minimum wage legislation. "Support the &ir minimum wage act of 
2003, increasing the federal minimum wage from $5.15/hour to S6.65/hour" (Kendrick, 2002: 7). This 
counters the more holistic argument of a living wage arW a local assessment of self-sufficiency, instead of
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fedenü guidelines for poverty (or federal minimum wage). These contradictitms can only be rectified
widiin the larger goal of the rqport, if they are seen as possible planned stepping stones, gven that the
report was written as a plan for the next decade.
Whetha- the current minimum wage or the adopted federal minimum w%e, the report argues that
women who spend a lifetime earning such wages &ce greater financial struggles -  and produce larger
social welAre burdats -  as they retire on insufficient social security. This does not seem to be particular to
women at first. But, this rOirement disparity is compounded by the increased expenses elder citizens face.
This is eqrecially true for retirees who have not owned a home, due to never earning a living wage that
would have afforded a mortgage.
Here again, age, in the form of retirees and social security concerns, appears as a women's policy
concon. Women live longer, this requiring more years of social security. Living longa eittails more
possible expenses, as individual's health deteriorates and care expenses increase. This mirrors, in some
respects, the qiecial care needs that age implies for children. Women have more difficulty in meeting these
varied and increasing expenses than men, as their lifetime earnings are less.
In the United States the average woman age 65 and ova lives six years longa than the 
avoage man. She struggles to make ends mea on an armual income of $16,000, 
compared with an income of ova $29,000 for men in the same age group.
Forty pacent of women ova age 65 are poor or almost poo; for men, the numba is less 
than 13%. A woman's retirement income is also Iowa because she likely did not receive 
a pension, was paid less than the average man, and took time off to raise a Amily. As a 
result, she receives Iowa Sodal Security benefits (Older Women's League in Kendrick,
2002: 11).
The absence of Montana specific information undermines the guiding principle of the report. And in a
dqiarture from the consistent side-by-side presentation of policy recommendations and research concerning
women's status (or the reverse, specific research included for each policy recommendation), no
recommendations are made conconing olda women. Instead, basic chaises in Self-Sufficiency Standard,
the aforementioned Child Support Assurance program, and a few otha changes aimed at lifelong economic
well being are ostensibly intended to aid the eldaly.
Expand private/public asset building strat^es such as Individual Development Accounts 
and Family Development Accounts that match an individual's savings for home 
ownership, education, and business assistance.
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Fund Montana's low-income housing truA fiuid established in 2001 (Kendrick, 2002:
11).
And, in Act, Kendridc uses the issue of aging to overlap many concerns of gender equality, such as pay 
equity, housii% and welfare.
Engendering age
In the United States the average woman age 65 and over lives six years longer than the 
average man (Kendrick, 2002: 11).
This summarizes the cursory look usually given age as engendered. But this narrow view scarcely
accounts for the ino'eased health concons associated with the elderly. Nor does h offer even the vaguest
glimpse at quality of life. The report immediately ties agir% to social well being and to women.
She struggles to make ends meet on an annual income of $16,000, compared with an 
income of over $29,000 for men in the same age group. Forty percent of women over 
age 65 are poor or almoA poor; for men the number is less than 13% (ibid: 11).
Kendrick presents a completely different picture of age than is usually implied when life
e^qrectancy is compared between men and women. In that picture, women are portrayed as lucky, or
physically blessed. The report recounts the various ways in which women's status makes aging a more
complex issue, particularly an issue of inequity. The challenges of simply getting older are not the same
for women as for men, when statistics are employed.
A woman's retirement income is also lower because she likely did not receive a pension, 
was paid less than the average man, and took time off to raise a family. As a result, she 
receives lower Social Security benefits (ibid: 11).
This reiterates pay-equity concerns, forecasting the effects of wage disparity into women's future and
implicating this diqrarity as contributing to the state burdra, in the form of welfare and the national burden,
in the form of Social Security. As the baby boomer population raires. Social Security is gaining
momentum as a national issue but is not widely expressed, as within the report, as particular to women.
The issue of aging to reemphasizes the link between women and family. The dimension is added
that that link, women and raising a Amily, is not monetarily valued, is not wage earning work. Through
reemphasis such as this, Kendrick maintains the philosophy established in the introduction. A philosophy
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of synergism of categories, or overlap of the causes of women's status and implies synergistic benefits from 
policy solutions.
Women and their children make up the majority of federal welfare cases, as mentioned. Welfare 
is changing to force these recipients into unskilled jobs, in a push to simply get them off social support.
This implies that the worit they already do, as parents, is valued less than minimum wage or higher 
education. A lifetime of low wages, if they are thrust into the growii% service and retail sectors, follows 
women into their retirement. Whereas, if women are not forced to work, their years spent raising or having 
a family diminishes the income on which their retirement will be based and their possible savings. All the 
while, medical and prescription medicine expenses rise. Another of the statistics highlighted in the report 
confirms the un(der)valued work of mothering.
Nationally, a woman’s income drops an average of 30% in the first year after a divorce.
More than $34 billion in potential child support income goes uiqtaid each year and almost
66% of single mothers receive no child support (Kendrick, 2002: 11).
The section’s recommendations are best summarized with the policy outlook on child support. 
Child support appears as an area in which women are linked with children as unpaid work. It is also an 
area in which some social welfare costs might be successfully recouped with an investment at the state 
and/or federal level to bett* structure and mforce child support collection system. In other words, 
discussing children, povaty and now age as womai’s issues, and attending to them via policy, makes good 
long-term fiscal and community sense. Following a logic of immediate investment for long-term benefit, 
Kendrick cdls for increased allowance of wel&ie dollars for education, job training, even Individual arxi 
Family IWelopment Accounts to promote tte savings needed for homeownership.'*’ Again, the 
recommendations combine short and long term policy, based on the idea of gender equality, but working 
from the place of historically (mtd currently) gendered economic disparity.
Interviewing affordable housing recipients as a part of interning with CPACC I have repeatedly heard 
insight that the welfare system expects an individual to be completely depleted before qualifying for 
assistance. Once an individual receives support, any amount of savings or accumulation is penalized by a 
disproportionately large reduction in benefits. The approach is cited by recipients as the cause for welfare’s 
inability to make people self-sufficient over the long-term. I am also aware from these interviews and from 
homeWORD’s homeownership center that the report’s policy recommendations come as much from 
experience, and contact with low-income families and women as from census data.
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Housing as afam ily and community asset & Women as fam ily
Terry Kendrick authored the report while working for WORD, primarily a low income housir%
advocacy non-profit. And homeownership, or other afibrdable housing options, constitute a major part of
self-sufficiency and imig tom  stability vrithin the report.
A key element of building economic security is home ownership. However, the 
increasing disparity between what Montana women earn and what housing costs means 
that owning a home is not feasible for many women (Kendrick, 2002; 10).
Page ten of the report displays the largest photograph in the document. Hfleen bodies squeeze
together on the fi'ont stoop of a home. Thirteen women, one man and a young girl all smile at the camo^.
Is this an afibrdable housing project, an advocacy group meeting, friends... ? As with the other visual
images in the report, no description or explanation is provided. Having interned at CPACC, and being
familiar with the modes of work atcour%ed at WORD, I am quick to interpret such an image as portraying
group unity and collaborative work, though no caption or signs of labor exist in the photo.
The economic security of homeownership refers to that of both the individual homeowno-, as well
as the community at large. Benefits include the quantifiable; equity, positive credit, jobs in building,
propoty taxes to name a few. Qualitative social benefits also result; stable residents, less oime, continuity
in school, thus increased academic performance. "Safe, affordable housing has long been acknowledged as
the American dream come true. Access to quality housing is linked to children flourishing in school,
increased health of fiunilies, and a higher quality workforce" (Halliday, 2003: 4). During interviews I
conducted for CPACC, with women living in Missoula’s affordable housmg'*  ̂resulted in adding to that
list, improved health, mental peace and stability, increased job performance and the development of
personal relationships in the community.^^
These benefits of homeownership fall to wmnen at lower rates.
Sixty-nine percent of Montanans own their own homes, according to the 2000 U.S.
Census report. National data shows that the rate of home ownership is only 56% for 
single women and 47% for female heads of household with children {McAuley Institute in 
Kendrick, 2002; 10).
Houring built and run by Mssoula homeWORD’s female staff.
^  Kfrich of the current d d ^  surrounding the Novenfeer 2003 Missoula city counsel elections centers on 
growth, housh%, and the solutions the city should pursue. At the top of that debate are in-fill, and dœsity 
bomises that are widely attributed to zoning legislation oeated and backed by the now disbanded \fissoula 
New Party. The ties between the former New Party, affordable housing legislation and WORD are still 
present in the people who contitme to study and {xomote city growth and development, and a numb* of the 
individuals running for seats on the city council.
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There is a national versus regional (or state) disconnect in the data presented by the report. Overall 
homeownaahip is cited for Montana, but data for single women and female heads of household with 
children expand to the national level Again, this counters the locally based definition of Self-Sufficiency 
promoted as a guiding concqrt within the report. As the gap widens between housing costs and personal 
income-as all indicators point to-these figures will predictably become more disparate fw women who 
already pool at the bottom of tlm income kadcets. H at is the prospect the rqx>rt offers of the housing 
market and women. The "Status Rqrort on Women and Housing" authored by the McAuley Institute, which 
Terry Kendrick cites, as a reference for the housir% portion of the repmt's economy section, offos a more 
optimistic trend.
Women and minorities, are becoming homeowners at higher rates than the total 
population. In the 1990s, HUD data show women's rate of homeownmhip increasing at 
twice the rate of the rest of the population. This has been possible because of nany new 
mortgage products offering zero or low down payments, individual develt^ment 
accoimts to incentivize savings, credit counseling and other public and jnivate programs 
{McAuley Institute, 3/12/2003; 2-3).
The McAuley report also finds that the rate of women, as heads of household, continues to increase. That 
report also makes the rhetorical move to link wmnen to minorities for analysis. This link continues to be 
common in social and cultural studies and is carried out in places by the rq)ort, which I will briefly discuss 
latw in this thesis.
The report offers recommwidations for housing policy that acknowledge the fectors mentioned by 
the McAuley rqport, as driving the increase in homeownership by women When the recommendations are 
made in the report, concerning housing, they are an example of policy that focuses on immediate state 
investmeid.
Expand private/public asset building strategies such as Individual Development Accounts 
and Farrdly Development Accounts that match an individual's savings for home 
owneidiip, education, and business assistance.
Fund Montana's low-income hmising trust fund œtablished in 2001 (Kendrick, 2002:
11).
These investments are aimed at reducing future and perpetual dependency by individuals, in this case 
women and their fiunilies, on state resources. A low-inconK housing trust fund. Development Accounts,
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along with many of the low-income housing growth policies, researched and recommended by WORD and 
CPACC**, are (hypothetical) examples of invest now and save lata" public policy, in the form of a more 
self-sufficient community.
Wm-king nmthers and childcare
As illustrated, policy for more self-sufficient individuals, reductions in long-term reliance on state
aid, and children are all linked to women's status. Childcare pedi^s best ^itemizes all of these
connections as women's issues. The issue of childcare presents concerns about affordability for parents,
particularly women, as well as feasibility for childcare providers, who are predominantly women as well.
One of the biggest challenges of childcare provision is that parents cannot afford to pay 
more for childcare and childcare providers cannot afford to charge less (Kendrick, 2002;
12).
Kendrick finds women on both sides of the childcare issue. First, children are linked to mothers.
Thus, as mother’s attempt to enter w  renter the wwkfbrce, or seek education and training, the
responsibility of childcare falls to them. The report proceeds with the conclusions that women in the
economy qxll benefits to individuals as wdl as communities, as those individuals reach self-sufficiency.
The policy investment of childcare needs to be two tiered to move toward the above conclusion. "Access
to safe, affordable child care is critical to wmking women in Montana. Sixty-five percent of children und^
six years of age in Montana have both parents working. This compares with 59% nationally” {Children's
D^ense Fund in Kendrick, 2002: 12).*̂  Childcare, as critical to woridng women in Montana, in this
passage, depends on the associations throughout the rqxirt of women and children. There is nothing in
particular tdtich on its own connects tiiose children with women. Here, the rqx>rt lacks state statistics on
women as heads of household, and their childcare needs and challenges.
Secondly, vriien childcare providers are portrayed, then the issue becomes much more pointedly
about women. To begin with, Montana needs more childcare providers.
In 2002 there were 20,116 slots available for licensed and roistered child care in 
Montana. The Montana Department of Health and Human Services e^mates that at least
** See Halliday, Deborah 2003. You Can’t Eta The View: The Loss qfHousing Affordability in the West.
Later the rqmrt equates tuition at the University of Montana with cUldcare for a 4-year-old This 
prioritizes diildcare as it is erqrlained that parents have a much greatmr ability to afford this erqrense when a 
child has reached coll%e age as opposed to the low* income levels seen in young parents wife childcare 
aged kids.
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twice that many children need some type of child care, whether that is fiill-day or after­
school care (Kemlrick, 2002: 12).
This means the need for more childcare facilities and childcare workers. Childcare becomes specifically 
gendered regarding the actual diildcare woiko-s. These workers are primarily women. Women are t^ain 
linked with children, even children not their own. Women as childcare worka-s represent a prime example 
of low wage work and the associated sodal costs of such jobs. "Child care woikm in Montana earn an 
average of $5.92 an hour. Low wages and high turnover have a negative impact on the quality of child care 
for Montana's children" {Montana Department o f LcAor and Industry in Kendrick, 2002: 12).
The recommendations addressing this issue restate the need for women to move out of low wage jobs by 
redefining the position of childcare itself. "Montana recognizes the importance of child care workm as 
professionals and primary providers ofthe skills md abilities children need to succeed in learning" 
(Krmdrick, 2002: 13).
This is the first time the report advocates raising the status of a position filled by women, as 
opposed to simply moving women into new, better paid positions.
Along with equating childcare and tuition costs (see footnote 45) this language furthers the 
significance of childcare as part of the public education system, for boA child and employee. This move 
ties children, families (as women’s iswes) to employment, wage equity, and a réévaluation of job parity as 
well as education. As policy, this stance engages the state in childcare at the family level and to directly 
aid childcare businesses.
On this page of the report, Kendrick introduces the term Annual Affordaldlity ShortfiM  for 
diildcare. In spite of formatting it to be boldly dedarative, the phrase goes undefined. That and the data 
are ofRet by the photo of woman and infant in a room with a few neatly stacked toys in the background and 
the edge ot, perhaps, a Christmas tree in the for^ound.^ What Alls between these images and text is the 
explicit aigument for how an affordable, socially revamped childcare system will benefit the community of
^  I am again reminded of Judith Williamsons essay "Family, Education, Photography" dealing with 
photography, camera technology and the fiunily. Photos historically have become a way of recording 
domestic hs^piness and economic wdl being Family and child oeate a photo album, a personal history 
that becomes at times a source of memory, riddled Wth silences and punctuated by eventfiilness and 
h^piness. In the report the photos strongly retell of the link bdween woman, as mother, and child.
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taxpayers. Children are left as inherently important to community. Their welfare is a community 
responsibility without fiirther economic or moral arguments.'*^
The business o f women and ethnicity
Kendrick begins discussing women as business owners within a policy of state support for 
childcare providers as businesses. This is the first section reccmnting only positive statistics of women in 
Montana. All the indicators are increases in percent of women owned businesses, number of employers, 
employment and sales figures, as well as a rise of the state itself to “being one of the top ten states for 
fiistest growth in womemowned firms” (Kendrick, 2002; 14). These accolades offer a surprise in a state 
accustomed to harvesting last and near last rankings in most economic, population, education and other 
indices.
The irony of the section comes with the box of figures delineating the percent each sector of 
women-owned businesses encompass in the state. Seventy-three percent of all women owned business is 
either service (55%) or retail ( 18%). These two sectors are highlighted earlier as the culprits in the low- 
wage, unskilled, undereducated, female glutted sector of the woikforce.
The report interjects Native American women into the conversation here and throughout the 
report. Here these Montana women are seen as “3"" in the nation in growth of businesses owned by Native 
Ammcan women.” And “Native American women account for 8% of all women-owned firms in 
Mcmtana" (ibid: 15). Are Native Americans being created as a subset of women? Or are women's issues 
being linked to needs and issues of Native Americans, in an alliance of the categories of gender and 
ethnicity? Listening to the dialog in the creation of the report-which included Native American womai-I 
realized the simplicity of those assumptions. Including Native Americans in the discussion entails a 
concern for the population most affected by past and current social policy. It includes Native Amaican 
concerns, which appear in many instances as similar to women's, without usurpir% Native American
I know firom working at CPACC that many supporters of progressive social policy cringe at having to 
justify how aid to those in need will benefit those without need This for one, (re)places the policy in strict 
economic terms. By not foiling back on that tedmique and language the report has put confidence and 
suppcMt bdiind the human foce of need, experiential evidence and stuck to gender as a lens.
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identity.^ This strategy reinforces the legitimacy of women's policy, founded on the idea of equality, by
challenging current policy as also ethnically inequitable. On an historical level, this connection reifies the
fact that women have tqiproached, and moved toward, social equality and civil rights from the stance and
arguments of ethnic minorities.'*®
Carol Williams recounted the presentation of Carol Juneau’s “Squaw bill” to remove the word
squaw from Montana landmarks and educational texts. Other women l^slators acted as co-sponsors.
"The bill’s presentation came as a challenge to any white man to dare a vote against,” (Williams, 6/18/02;
interview). Carol Williams saw this as an instance of women supporting women, and the powe- posâble as
women’s voices and the Native American voice gains strength in the political forum. Carol Williams, as an
U.S. Senatm’s wife, helped bring Soviet women to the U.S. at the height of the Cold War and Cuban
missile crisis. This was part of her involvemem with the women's activist group Peace Links, which she
co-found during the early 1980s.
It was an effort to ro-egister priorities that women had. (Presidem Ronald) Reagan was 
overrunning those prriorities with the nuclear/military dial(% and Reagan era economics.
We just wanted to sit down with Soviet women from all walks of hfe and talk about %*at 
issues concerned them and us. To see t^iat we might have in common or might learn 
from each other (Williams, 6/18/02: interview).
She recounted how tremendous the reqxmse to this effort, at linking women across ethnicity and 
political borders, turned out to be. Peace Links began receiving bags of mail from women in the United 
States and the Soviet Union, most of who were excited about the possibility of participating in the proposed 
dialog. Her involvement, in that politically charged venture, affirms her per^rective on how strong the 
connection between women and ethnicity can or has been. Carol Williams' current work includes co­
founding Montana Kids First with her daughter. The organization aims to raise awareness of wha^e money 
legislated for diildren goes, and how it is qrent. "The state budget is rxrt reflecting children's needs" (ibid). 
The project will also raise money for candidates to the l^slature who will vote for education, childcare
^  In the course of the intmiews I have done with women L%islatws and working with this reprort I 
strongly agree with GG Wax that the borders of gender and Native American could constitute a thesis of 
its own. I have certainly been influenced by GG in thinking about how focusing on the conditions of those 
with the most to gain when analyzing policy can produce t k  most radical change. I have not been able to 
reconcile this within the garerai idea of studying up. The report shows how gendered policy has included 
ethnicity or at least mingled those bwders but I am unaware of how Native Amoicans conceive of or 
include gender in their social understanding.
*® Uiis has been thrnoughly critiqued elsewhere as the notion of a “51% minority.”
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and children's health programs. In the summer o f2002, Carol Williams organized bringing a group of 
Russian women to Nfontana primarily to learn about our state ̂ vonment. During an outing to the 
Flathead Valley, which included a meeting with state representative Joey Jayne (HD 73), Williams 
explained how her efforts with the Kids First program were decidedly nonpartisan. She irrtended to canvas 
all lawmakers concerning the issues of children and education, and support any and all who took those 
issues as their priority.
These goals are reminiscettt of Vivian Brooke’s ideas about where resources should go to address 
the drug, alcohol, crime and prison growth issues in the state. They are both programs of prevention. Terry 
Kendrick addresses the relationship between education and the economy within the report's assessment of 
women in business.
The crnmection between sections of the report is seen again betwemi the economy and education 
as a policy recommendation. “Developmmit of mttrqteneurship auricula that improves economic litmcy 
for giris and young women” (Kendrick, 2002; 15). These recommendations, also, often use the word 
“equality.” Here it removes the possibility of seeing policy and social supptMt as a crutch to aid 
disadvantaged or less c^>able women It maintains the arriment that wmnen's status is about social and 
economic disenftancbisement not inability. Additional recommendations all resonate with Eric Wolfs 
modality of power that acts by controlling the capacity and the structures of labor. He certainly would 
include educational fecilities, ojqxvtunities, access to technology and capital as examples of capacities and 
structures.
Ensure that women-owned businesses have the technological infrastructure and
information they need to compete in technology-based fields.
Maintain efforts to expand women's access to capital for start-up and Mpanding
businesses (Kendrick, 2002; IS).
As part of welfare reform, education is a timely example of how women's issues, in the state of 
Montana, may be significant beyond the borders of state. This example also illustrates the experiential 
knowiedge, that drives so much ofthe women's policy agenda, as defined in the report. Welfare reform is 
the subject of an artide in the January 8,2004 Missoulian entitled "Missoula activist joins Baucus' staff” 
written by staff reporter Gitmy Mariam. "(U.S. Senator Max) Baucus is the top Democrat - the minority 
party in the Senate - on the Senate Finance Committee, which has jurisdiction over the welfare program.
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That position entitles him to extra staff who are dedicated solely to the Finance Committee and work as 
expert advisers and pcdicy developers" (Merriam in Missoulian, 1/8/04: A9). The article is about his hiring 
of Kate Kahan, the forme executive director of Working for Equality and Economic Liberation (WEEL), 
an arm of Missoula-based nonprofit WORD. As such, Kahan has been hired to bring h e  knowledge and 
work, with the very issues Terry Kendrick has written about in the report, to the national level of welfare 
reform:
Kahan hopes to bring the successes of Montana's progressive welfare reform work to die 
new incarnation ofthe federal wel&re program, called Temporary Assistarwe to Needy 
Families, or TANF. The 1996 program expired Sqrt. 30 and is operating on an extaision 
passed by Congress that mil take it throu^ spring.
"So many of us are touched by povaty, living in Montana, because of the wages we 
have," ste said from Washington. "There is unique, valuable knowledge that Montana 
brings to the Finance Committee. "
Montana has been a leader in such policies as allowing people on welfrire to pursue a 
postsecondary education to increase their earning power, which WEEL has advocated.
Kahan and WEEL have also worded at making childcare money a part of the equation.
"We've learned a lot about giving people the opportunity to move out of poverty," she 
said...
Years of data show that education helps people permanently break the cycle of 
poverty... Kahan's work can help shape a new federal weif^e program that promotes it.
Now there is "just a dribble" of money for postsecondary education help.
"It could make all the difference in the world for the rest of the country," she said (ibid:
A1 and A9).
Kahan exemplifies the notion of experiential knowledge, as her path to WEEL and now Washington D C 
has been one of moving out of poverty through education. Her experience reiterates the image of children 
linked to women.
Kahan, 30, is a University of Montana graduate who is herself a fomœr welfare recipient 
and is mother of an 11-year-old son. A Montana resident for 17 years, she drew welfare 
and worked while earning her degree in Women's Studies, graduating in 1999. She has 
10 years' erqreiience in social justice work and worked for the Women's Center at UM 
while in school. She has been director of WEEL just more than four years and has won 
national awards for her work (ibid; A9).
Baucus' hiring of Kahan is not entirely due to the senate's search for new staff WEEL and WORD have
been trynng, for years, to communicate with membws of Congress about welfore reform and other women's
policy issues. Director of CPACC, Judy Smith has been a part of that process which will not end with
Kahan's hiring.
Kahan, Smith and others have been engaging the powers in Washington in the need for 
postsecondary education help and other policies that move people off welfare 
permanently. Smith said. "We hope the conversation continues," Smith said (ibid: A9).
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The "Wonwn and the Economy in Montana" section of the repwt, which I have been discussing, 
discursively links many economic issues to womm. It illustrates how those issues affect women's 
economic status by controlling capacities, opportunities and resources. And in the form of goals and 
recommendations, the rqwrt proposes to change policies that affect women's economic status. This is done 
by discursively creating an alliance of women. Ami it is done by discursively creating the issues as ones of 
un&lfilled equality. This involves power in at least two ways. Theoretically both Foucault and Wolf find 
power to be existent in the formation and maintenance of inequality. Therefore, a struggle to bring equality 
to women economically entails a struggle for power. On a secrmd level of critique conconing equality, 
Nader has identified major institutions, govmiments and otherwise that affect peoples lives, such as state 
government. And the Montana State Constitution in the Declaration of Rights defines equal protection of 
the laws as a basic human right to be upheld by both public and private institutions.
But nothing in the economy section of the report categorizes women's issues or the subsequent 
policy as exclusively women’s. Children and families are often included. While poverty, minimum wage, 
living wage, self-sufficiency standards, welfare reforms, low-income housing, the erqrenses of growing 
older are shown, within the n ^ r t , to affect women at higher rates and at times with greater severity, they 
affect men in Montana as well. In the rqpmf s second section, "Montana Women's Health" women's issues 
and policies become more exclusive.
Bodies: the intersection o f health and g&ukr
In the health section bodies appear. That's not to say that the wonMn, mothers, children and 
families previously in tW report are body-less. The difference is, in the health section, these same subjects 
are presented and evaluated based on their physical interface with society.
The report presents this interface as situational. In some instances, women’s bodies justify policy 
that would increase state support for women’s health care needs, women’s bodies. At other times, policy 
recommendations lean toward greater autonomy for women regarding their bodies. These two positions are 
not solidified in regard to the individual throughcmt their lifetime either. Age and medical/physical 
condition repeatedly determine the policy recommendations surrounding women’s bodies.
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Foucault demonstrated how specifically developed knowledge of the body determined social
notions of sexuality and of the body itself. In Foucault’s work knowledge has sodal affects, knowledge is a
mode of power. Within the health section, the report, again, promotes the notion of social equality to
determine policy. In turn, policy will then help to configure greater sodal equality, particularly for women.
This relationship between changes in social status and policy, and vice versa, aligns with the larger history
of women in public policy.
The impact of cultural change on public policy has lead to creation of the spedfic notion 
of political and legal rights that define an individual (Conway, Ahem, Steuemagel, 1995:
5).
As the health section reiterates, the “specific notion of political and l%al rights that define an 
individual” presume equality. The report’s health section, in part, presents and evaluates a physical notion 
of equality or in anthropological terms, embodies equality.
Physical bodies become most tangible in the report’s section on health subtitled, “Taking Our 
Temperature.” This section begins positively, recounting successes and improvements in policy directed at 
women’s health.
In the past twenty years Montanans have witnessed positive changes in women’s health: 
increases in community health education services, access to clinics devoted to women’s 
reproductive health and 1983 legislation banning gender discrimination in insurance 
coverage, public awareness of women’s health risks (breast cancer, ovarian cancm' and 
heart disease) (Kendrick, 2002: 16).
Rhetorically, stating an improvement in education implies a historic ignorance or lack o f education,
concerning women’s health, just as increased clinic access implies a previous lack of services and space
devoted to women’s health, rq>roductive health, and cancer or disease of reproductive organs signifies sex.
They signify sex in both of its physical definitions. *** First by sigtiifying women with a reproductive role,
and then, by defining the anatomy qiecific to that role.
Foucault found four unified figures of knowledge in the sexual discourse of the 18* Century. The
first was the “hysterization of women’s bodies:”
A threefold process whereby the feminine body was analyzed... as being thoroughly 
saturated vnth sexuality; w herry it was int%rated into the sphm-e of medical practices, 
by reason of a pathology intrinsic to h; who-eby, finally, it was placed in organic
^  Sex [<L. sexus] 1. other of the two divisions of organisms distiiguished as male and female. .4. sexual 
intercourse. (Wd)ster’s 1987).
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communication with the social body (whose r^ulated fecundity it was supposed to 
ensure), the family (of which it had to be a substantial and functional element), and the 
life of children (v^ch it produced and had to guarantee, by virtue of a biologico-moral 
responsibility lasting thrmigh the ortire period of the children’s education): the Mother, 
with her amative image of “nervous woman,” constituted the most visible form of this 
hysteization (Foucault, 1978: 103).
Vestiges of all three processes have appeared in my study of the state legislature. Former legislator Vivian
Brooke eqrlained the atmosphere of strained relations that saturated the Capital, as many l%islator’s
spouses feared the aduheous sexuality present (or perceived to be so) in that time and q)ace. In our
interview, she made it clear that, howeve (in)valid, the onus of this fear was connected with the female
l%islators. Meaning, they were the ones “thoroughly saturated with sexuality.”
The female body is still being integrated into the sphere of medical practices. The report aims to
promote this process, as I will discuss. On a national level this can be seen in an article from the
Washington Post reprinted in the March 25’ 2003 Missoulkm entitled “Women reluctant to discuss sex
problems with doctors.” In addition to reluctance, the study reported reasons that women are hesitant to
seek medical advice related to sex. “The two major fectors keeping them from doing so wwe
embarrassment and a sense that the doctor would not be able to help" (Missoulian, 3/25/2003: C3). Both
emotional/social deterrence and technical inadequacy amount to incomplete integration of women into the
medical field/'
The report continually projects women as inextricable from the categories of femily and children. 
And the image of die nervous woman, constituting hysterization, is still seen subdy but often. In a cartoon 
caricature of Montana’s 23"* legislature, in 1929, the only female lawmaker was described as well received. 
She surprisingly did not propose any “wild” l^slation (Masterson 1929). In this year’s session, it has 
been easy to note that when print news covers heated w emotional legislation, especially that surrounding 
health and human services, women do the (xying. In an article frill of budget figures and bill numbers the 
Senate dealt with early in the session, reporter Ericka Schneck Smith noted the emotional reaction of only 
two of the many lawmakers mentioned in conjunction with the bills. “By that time, both she and Sen. 
Ddibie Shea, D-Butte, were in tears" (Schneck Smith in Missoulian, 8/9/2003: A8). I stopped cutting such
One of the “Vagina Monologues” recounts both the emotiomd and physical discomfrrits of a woman’s 
visit to the ob/gya The monologue litanies the ways in which this medical procedure could be vastly 
improved to int^rate or (more humanly) care for women.
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things out of the paper when their accumulation in a folder made cAvious that crying in the legislature is for 
wtnnen.
Where are women's bodies in relation to health care?
Most o f the rqxHt treats Nfontana women, or women's policy in Montana, as homogenously
affected, or homogenously affective. The health section diverges finm this assessment by dividing the state
geopolitically, and hence, the concerns of women depending on their location within the state.
Women living in niral eastern Montana may have to drive more than 80 miles to reach a 
physician’s office.
Native Americans not living on their reqiective tribal reservations are not covered by 
insurance at anotha^ Indian Heahh Service she. Indian People’s Action estimates that 
90% of Montana’s urban Indian population is not covered by health insurance (Kendrick,
2002: 16).
Access presents itself in two ways. First, women are rural. Their bodies exist in places like
eastern Montana, where the issue of access is based on the existence of actual facilities, or lack of facilities.
And in fact, the report makes a large portion of the argument ftw more places of women’s health care cm the
poshioning of women’s bodies in rural areas. This includes the attention put on conditions within a
woman’s body (arch as breast and ovarian cancer) as well as conditions targeting that body.
Lack of access and lade of choices may well deter rural women from seddng assistance 
to leave domestic violence situations or getting preventive health care w  ̂ proiniate 
treatment for a hedth problem (ibid: 17).
Second, un-engendered (by the report) Native Americans are found, bodily, to be in urban areas. 
For them, the lack of Acilities is not at issue. The issue of access is not about a lack of facilhies. Thdr 
bodies are n d  able to access the fitcilhies due to the reservation boundary encircling their insurance. Thus
In a rare poâtive note to this year’s l^slative session and budget concerns the Montana Bureau of 
Business ami Econmnic Researdi made recent daim (Bob Anez in Missoulian 1/28/2003 p. B l) that 
tourism should lead to an inoease of 2% in economic growth over the next fiscal year. M idi of that 
tourism relies on the same rural-ness inculcated in the states (women’s) health care issues. T h e  last best 
place” revels in images of rural wildness, small towns, natural eiqianses, pow-wows, hunting/fishing, and 
its inhabitants, cowboys, Indians, outdoor recreationalists, grizzly bears md bison. These all serve as 
imagic capital for local economies, in ^ h e  of their current non-existance, near extinction, glamorization or 
being undermined/mined by the business climate they support. A walk through any small business district 
or frequent oaft markets/^rs will reveal how thoroughly the local market dq)«ids on these images. Thee 
are probably nwre images of wolves, bison and grizzlies on three blocks of Missoula’s Higgins street than 
live creatures in die entire state.
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that boundary encircles their ability to be treated for health concerns, effectively encircling their body’s
functioning. This economic blocking of bodies from health care extends, minus the tribal boundary, to all
of Montana’s uninsured citizens. But again, these citizens quickly become women. As “83% of uninsured
are in working &milies” and fiunilies are highlighted by nrathers and their children (Kemfrick, 2002; 16).
And this too has to do with place or ̂ ace, where people live on the laiMiscape. Montanans are rural.
The majority o f Montanans woik in firms with fewer than 25 people, and many of these 
firms do not provide health insurance. Of firms with less than 10 enqtloyees, only 26% 
provide health insurance (ibid: 16).
The report’s goals and recommendations concerning health care access do not find solutions in 
promoting larg^ businesses, thus better insurance coverage. That would contradict the earlier support for 
promotion of small, women owned business. Instead the aim is to solve the fractioning effects of rural-ness 
by creating “a health insurance pool for ownaa and employees of small business" (ibid: 17). This recalls 
the earlier support for small business. In addition to a pool that would co-align small business in accessing 
insurance, the report recommends perforating reservation boundaries “to allow portability of health care 
coverage for Native Americans" (ibid: 17).̂  ̂ The common counts argument to greater socialization of 
insurance and health care claims that such a move will reduce access aixi choices. Health care as a 
women’s issue finds these things already reduced (the report refers to this as a “health care crisis”) and sees 
social policy as a way to increase them.
WfKre women’s bodies a il and the measure o f prevention
Montana seems to rank at the very top w  bottom of every conq>arative state statistic available.
The Montana Women’s Report points to the places the body eqreriences ill health in this state. A singular
box filled with large, bold statements finds “Montana Ranks”
l" in the nation in deaths by liver cancer
2*̂  in the nation for deaths by ovarian cancer
2“* in the nation for female deaths by breast cancer
3"* in the nation for deaths by heart disease
S* in the n^ion for alcohol consumption (Kendrick, 2002: 17).*̂
”  This recommendation poses an interesting intepretation on the themes of self-d^ermination and reifying 
Native American identity that guide much of the policy and language I have read. Both of these themes, 
and language are mcorpwated in housii% and edirôation discussions presetted by the on-line publications 
of “Indian Couittry Today” and the “Native American Indian Housing Cormnission.”
Though the last statiAic does not say so, I have assumed this is a per capita measure. Montana’s small 
population would make this rank as total statewide consumption neariy impossible to believe.
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The statistics for ovarian and breast cancer are significant as women’s issues not solely because they afflict 
the female body. Their deadliness or medical treat-ability are quantitatively linked to health care access.
In 2000 cancer ranked as the second leading cause of death in the U.S. for all ages and for both 
men and women. In Act, men died slightly more frequently from caiK^rs than women (CÀ: A Cancer 
Journalfor Clinicians Jan/Feb 2003 ; 17). But when reproductive cancers are addressed, a different picture 
of gaxler and parity emerges. Of canc* victims, women are more likely to die of reproductive cancers 
than men are. And women experience more reproductive cancers, deadly or not, starting much earlier in 
life. Prostate and testicular cancer are the most common in men, with prostate being by far the more so.
The five-year survival rate of prostate and testicular cancer has risen from 67% to 97% and 79% to 95% 
respectively (1974 to 1998). While testicular cancer does not even gain listing within the top male cancers, 
prostate is found to affect men almost exclusively after the age of sixty. Regular testing is not 
recommended until afto' fifty years of age. With testicular cancer self-examination is considered a reliable 
first detection method. A blood screen routinely detects prostate cancer. Both cancers exhibit obvious and 
identifiable symptoms (CA: A Caruxr Journalfor Clnùciarts Jan/Feb 2003).
For women, breast, cervical and ovarian cancer all show up in the top five leading cancers. Breast 
and cmdcal canca* commonly t>egins manifesting by age 20, with ovarian at age 30. Ovarian cance^ has 
shown the greatest increase in five year survival rate (same time frame) but still only reached 53%, up from 
37%. Breast cancer and cervical went from 75-86% and 69-71%. Much of survival rate dq>oids on early 
detection, before a cancer has metastasized beyond the organ of origin. Self-examinations for breast cancer 
continue to be an affective detection module Covical cancer is easily detected with regular Pq) smears.
“It is thought that the Pap smear has reduced the death rate from this disease by 70% since it was
I have catainly heard the discussion of baseline physical differences between males and females and the 
cultural discourse signifying that difference abounds. And it seems obvious that any physical diffrxences 
b^ween sexes is greatly overshadowed by cultural practices Wren it comes to assigning cause to disease. 
Rates of breast and ovarian cancer have been linked with evmything from deodorant/anti-perspirant to 
hormonally treated dairy cows. Tobacco is inculcated in most cancers. Male rq>roductive cancers are 
attributed to fiir fewer cultural practices in the literature, sometimes appearing as wholly genetic. The 
scope of this analysis could be broad, I will stick to a overview of detection and treatment that follows most 
closely the concern and policy put forth in the repent.
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introduced in 1941" (health.yahoo.com).“  Ovarian cancer, while the most deadly and frequent of female
reproductive cancers, has no listing for early detection or obvious symptoms (CA: A Ccmcer Journal fo r
Clinicians Jan/Feb 2003):
It is the most common cause of death from gynecological cancer.
Five-year survival rates approadi 95% 'ndœn confined to the ovary.
Only 26% of ovarian cancers are detected Wiai cwfined to the ovary.
The five-year survival rate for advanced ovarian cancer is 29% (O'Rourke and Mahon, 
Jan/Fd)2003 : 42).
In short:
Ovarian ameer is di^roportionately deadly for a number of reasons. First, symptoms are 
vagre and non-specific, so women and th ^  physicians fiequently attribute them to more 
common conditions. By the time the cancer is diagnosed, the tumor has often spread 
beyond the ovaries... Second, because no cost-effective screening test for ovarian cancer 
exits, more than 50% of women with ovarian cancer are diagnosed in the advanced stages 
of the disease (heatth.yahoo.com).
At this point, if we care about health care for reproductive cancers, then women appear to have the 
great»' need for medical facilities, as well as education for women and oncology in general. In discussing 
this with my wife, an oncology nurse at St. Patrick's Hospital in Missoula, she acknowledged the sentiment, 
expressed earlier, of women feeling reluctant to qrproach physicians about sexually related health 
concerns. So the concern is not about wkther a disease like cancer should affect men and women equally 
(diseases are commonly broken for comparison into traditional racial categories as well). It’s about how 
such health concerns do not affect men aixl women equally, and asking if any of that di^arity can be tied 
to social practices rather than biological.
Gender enters the health concern of alcohol consumption in this state as well. Though the report 
does not put forth the connection, alcohol related automobile deaths in the state are high. Men die in these 
incidents disproportionately to women. Yet, drunk driving issues and policy agenda are inseparable from 
the proliferation of advertisements qxmsored by MADD in the last two decades. This year’s l^slature 
again failed to pass an open container law, leaving Montana among the short list of states without such a 
law. The Senates version of an open container bill, SB39, passed but was killed when it reached the House, 
due to debate over specifics.
^  health.yahoo.eom/health/encyclopedia/000893/0.html. This website is reviewed by staff at the 
Department of Oncology, John Hopkins School of Medicine. My wife has been trained and works as an 
oncology nurse and found this information to the most clearly representative of her experience and 
understanding of these cancers.
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Previously, the report presWed age as a gendered category in focusing cm the economic disparity
of the elderly, who turned out to be mostly women. The same equation of %e and gender is made in
presenting health concams. Health care for the elderly are predominantly concerns for women. The rqmrt
finds that in 2002, 15% of Montana’s women are ov^ 65, and by 2025 these women \rill make up 20% of
the population. While children and women, as mothers, all frequently find themselves in the conversation
of families and &mily care, the elderly do not. Care of our sodety's elderly has clearly moved out of the
nuclear family and become socialized. The nation’s Social Security has solidified a top spot within
political platforms. The repent acknondedges this movement.
The aging need increased sotdces for chronic health problems and increased availability 
of at-home health care, as well as increased access to assisted living (Kendridc, 2002:
17).”
Health care for the elderly concerns access and resources (or spatial relationships). The fractioning (from 
nuclear to extended) of family includes the synergy of women and the elderly.
“Nationally, 79% of the residents in assisted living facilities are women (ibid: 17).” At times 
throughout the report, fomily has been the centerpiece of analysis. The definition of fomily has not been a 
rigid one, appearing as single moms, two parent frunilies with one, both w  no parent working, and a 
varying number of children. Anthropologically, these variations would still all be considered "households." 
As care for the aging entws the discussion, a perception of the family as extended emerges. The report 
statistically finds younger fomily members, or fiiends, providing uiqraid, “informal care giving” to seniors. 
Women, as the elderly, not only necessitate most of the health care for the agii%, they also provide it. 
“Nearly three-fourths of those providing care to seniors are women" (ibid: 17). And as illustrated above, 
these seniors (79%) are mostly women. The framing of this debate appears very similar to that of 
mothering and childcare. The “typical car%iver is a married wmnen in her mid-forties. She is employed 
foil time and spends an average of 18 hours a week providing care to an aging relative" (ibid: 17). This
”  The honœs mentioned are cleariy not fomily homes. Working with CP ACC I have seen the national and 
regioiul troid for youi% people moving away from their parents as well as eldoiy hoimowners nxrving to 
new non-fomily surrounded locations in retiremait. Both of these movements trâd to leave the eldo'ly in 
homes without the proq)ect of frunilial care at a time when, as seen, their income drops and health care 
needs/expenses rise. The AARP is dealing with these dynamics as they focus on affordability policy such 
as ADUs (accessory dwelling units) ofrai refereed to as “grarmy qrartments.”
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seems analogous to Woman the G ath er subsistence practices and the common undervaluing of women’s 
woifc**
To say that this informal carrying, or in-lmme caregiving, is unpaid only e?q>oses part of the
burden. Most of this informal care costs &milies money. The Joint Appropriations Subcommittee on
Health and Human Services of the 2003 state legislature heard testimony from a padced room of people
concerning the issue of in-home health care costs and eq>enditure.
But budget cuts to in-home health care aides and reductions proposed for pmonal care 
assistants in the fiscd 2004-05 budget theaten those sovices. Proposed Medicaid 
reductions and other service cuts threatai t k  quality of life people living in nursing 
homes, community homes and at home have come to rdy on (Farrell iaMissoulkm,
1/25/03; A2).
The report makes clear that those affected as care recipients are women. Another Missoulian article 
(1/12/03: G l) covered the growth o f tedmology and health care jobs. Although these are predicted to be 
the fastest gowingjobs, health care positions were represented as low-wage, especially at the levels of 
home health aide (for which little specific education is required), and filled predominantly by women. This 
provides another example of synergizing healthcare, education and the economy in women's policy.
Choice CBid the Privacy Clause
Individual dignity. The dignity of the human is inviolable. No person shall be denied the 
equal protection of the laws. Neither the state nor any person, frrm, corporation, or 
institution shall disaiminate against any person in the exercise of his civil or political 
rights on «xount of race, color, sex, odture, sodal origin or condition, or political or 
religious ideas (Article n  (Declaration of rights) Section 4 of Constitution of the State of 
Montana).
Right of privacy. The right of individual privacy is essential to the well-being of a free 
society and shall not be infringed without the stowing of a compelling ^ te  interest (ibid:
Section 10).
In the report, issues of individual health care needs, disease, aging and the informal caregiving 
(and the notion of the extœded famUy) are ones of access, resources or state inteveition (in the form of 
appropriations). Other women's health issues and policy fbois on autonomy, privacy and human rights. In 
addition to recommendations concerning reproductive freedom and te%-pr%nancy, an unforeseen but
I have a hard time, aesthetically, with differentiating this statement from simply putting a price tag on 
everything. In other words, does this commodify both goods and relations, the material and the social? At
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timely recommendation appears. “Allow insurance covo'age to same-sex partners" (Kendrick 2002: 17). 
Missoula has been a focal point in this issue since two women challenged the University of Mcmtana for 
not providing insurance coverage to same-sex domestic partners. The subsequent alleged arson attack on 
tlwir home greatly ignited the debate over same-sex insurance, domestic partnership rights and hate crime 
legislation. The quick outlook shows that none of this legislation Aired well. A recap of human rights bills 
introduced to the 2003 state l^slature fouiKl dead, bills supporting extension of hate aim es to sexual 
orientation, gender or disability, elimination of sexual conduct with a person of the same sex as deviant and 
extension of health benefits to unwed domestic partnas (Nfissoula State Bureau; Allison Farrell, Charles S. 
Johnson, Jennifer McKee and Courtney Lowery m Missoulian 3/2/2003; B6). In spite of the bills’ failure, 
proponents often claimed success in die extent to \^ c h  these issues enœtged on the r%ional political radar 
and expressed great hope for their future.
I attended a series of lectures commemorating the 30* anniversary of the state’s Constitutional 
Convention during the early autumn o f2002. The lectures and following panel discussions on the privacy 
and dignity clauses unearthed some of tlœ underlying social and legal grounds on r^ c h  these human rights 
bills are being defended. Privacy and dignity, as legal definitions, became intertwined with philosophical 
notions of basic human rights. Privacy as a term seemed secondary to targible examples such as private 
property, fi-eedom of bodily and qiiritual space. Almost all of the l%al precedence involved sex. Montana 
state law, with the "Katz" case, finally defended consensual homosexual sex. This case involved two 
people and a phone booth, simultaneously establishing the right to homosexual sex and privacy as the 
protection of persons, not places. The philosophical recognition of sovereignty of individuals (bodies) and 
not property alone removes a certain amount of economic categorization of human rights. As UM 
professor of law, Bari Burke” , kqrt looking through legal history for the “coherent core of privacy” the 
moral, cultural judgements and subjectivity of law was exposed.
Professor Larry Elison found these subjectivities in the formation of the dignity clause. He 
refieaed on the history of the Constitutional Convention, its influences and the discourse surrounding h, 
settling on a statement of the uniqueness of both privacy and dignity expressed within the document. He
the very least it walks the line between making a unique gender analysis and simply adding gender to an 
economic model.
”  Professor Burke teaches, among other things, seminars in Law and Gender as well as Law and Sexuality.
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also hinted at the ramifications of those clauses. These ramifications that will not be seen until cases and 
bills such as those discussed above are pushed before the state judiciary branch. He likened these 
possibilities to the outcome of Roe v. Wade on law and public policy.
The privacy and dignity clauses provdde much of the l%al ground under many of the health issues 
the report claims as women’s. Privacy and dignity of the individual body remain at the heart of claiming, 
promoting or defending health issues sudi as reproductive fieedom includit^ abortion, contraceptive 
choice, partna- dioice as well as domestic violence.
Yoimg w(men, young mothers
The report b%ins discussing reproductive fi-eedom with the issue of teens. Teens have certainly 
found the fireedom to rqrmduce, as the report’s statistics reveal. The report primarily focuses on the drop 
in teen pregnancy. “Since 1981 the teen birth rate has dropped 33% in Montana. Two-thirds of teen births 
are to young women aged 18 and 19" (Kendridc, 2002: 18). This is rqmrted as a positive aspect of teen 
pr^nancy, because older, not younger, high school aged teens that are becoming mothers. These are 
women in a liminal age range under the definitions of public policy. As the following goals and 
recommendations make clear, the decrease in teen pregnancy, arW an upward shifi in age range for teen 
pregnancies, reflects the success of early, publicly ^nso red  sexual education This education includes 
access to information, as well as sexual health care facilities and contracqttion. The report represents this 
as gendered in two ways. Most obviously, it is young wonmn who get pregnant. Second, because 
pregnancy compounds the difficult economic situation in which the report finds Montana women. That is, 
“Teen parents are less likely to finish their education, more likely to raise their femilies in poverty. Less 
than one-third of teei mothers ever complete high school" (ibid: 18). Again, missed education, low-wage 
jobs, and the ramifications of poverty become a socio-economic burden, reaching both into and beyond the 
individual’s life. Therefore, the report policies advocate prevention through education (as the report states 
is effective), and sqtport for omtinued education, when and if young women become young mothers.^ By
^  This policy stance faces rigid challenges in the form of the current federal administration’s policy on sex 
These opporing policies include restricted sex education focused on abstinence only advocacy and no effort 
to require insurance to cover contraceptives. Montana HE 526 made an effort to change the later expressed 
in its defense by Rep. Christine Kaufmann, D-Helena, “We expect our health insurance to cover our basic 
health care needs. This is a basic health care need of women in their childbearing years" (Missoulian,
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supporting education and increased facilities, the report argues for reproductive freedom in both ideological 
terms and in economic tmns. The economic health of women, and hence the community, continually 
underlies nearly every section of the report.
Whose bocfy shcdl be legislated
Abortion accounts for a surprisingly brief section of the report's analysis of health care issues. 
Abortion is presented simply to reafSrm that, "Montana does not have l%al restrictions denying women 
abortion services" (Kendrick, 2002: 18). But a lack of restrictions does not mean con^lete frneedom 
According to the report, because abortion and otho- rq>roductive health concons involve medical facilities, 
freedom should include access to these &cilities. The language does not equate freedom of choice or 
access with encouragmnent for abortions.^’ “(B)etter information and access to contraceptives, and 
nonsurgical abortions may be contributing frtctors to a decrease in the number of surgical abortions (3,471 
in 1980 to 2,441 in 2002)" (Montana Vital Statistics in Kendrick, 2002: 18).
Of course, the same right to bodily freedom or bodily rights that are claimed by pro-choice are 
equally claimed by pro-life. The diffca'ence lies in whose body has the primary right, mother or unborn 
child. Thus, pushing a debate concerning the definition of a living body, bodily rights and age. Currently 
that is taking the form of legislation concmning fetus age, and fetal pain (or administration of pain killers) 
at the state and national level. Such legislation results in the right to life of a fetus increasing as it grows.
2/13/03 p. Bl). My wife reminded me that Planned Parenthood has made it affordable for many women to 
receive not only contraceptives but also regular gynecological exams, sexual education and support This 
federally funded organization has already been cut from formgn aid packages. The battles to minimize the 
disoimination and violence surrounding users (mostly women) of Planned Parenthood and other 
reproductive specific dirties has been hard fo u ^ . “A measure backed by the House... would make it a 
crime to obstruct people aitaing or leaving a health care Acility, which supporters said would help prevent 
harassment and intimidation by anti-abortion protesters (Curt Woodward Missoulian 2/23/03 p. A11).”
The eight-foot bubble of protection measures out the defiitition of privacy as a bodily right. The sort of 
intimidation and discrimination the bill proposes to combat goes beyond just abortion, as the article notes 
that "fewer than 10% of patients at ficilities like Missoula’s Blue Mountain Clinic and Planned Parenthood 
are there to get abortions.” It is of no small gender note that in her life of ferrtinist activism Judy Smith 
helped found the Blue Mourrtain Clinic, as well as the policies of rqrroductive freedom it, in part, 
represoits, such as her spearheading of Roe v. Wade.
I recall a letter to the Missoulian irrtapreting all feminists ard pro-choice supportes as people who have 
had or -mût to have abortions. I offer tins letter’s view in the way Diane Nelson offers jokes in her 
ethnography A Finger in the Wound. Nelson, in part, sees jokes as a simplified profession of social 
undestanding. While the profession may be highly polarized it can still be informative.
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aloi^ with a consequent decrease in woman’s choices, thus freedoms.*  ̂ Women’s policy continually
includes the child within the sphere of women. Comparatively, anti-abortion rhetoric usurps this child, and
places it within its own spho'e of privacy and in need of human rights protection. Language unbodied in
the report tries to d^K>larize the abortion debate (away from Pro-Life v. Pro-Choice). Those slogans are
cotv^icuously absent from the report. Ostensibly, that absence is intentional and aimed at making the issue
of woHKn’s reproductive freedom less polarized and less partisan, than has historically been the case with
abortion l%islatioo. Abortion is an issue around ̂ c h  both sides of the debate claim to be defining
women's issues. A letto* to the editor of the Missoulian makes this quite clear, effectively countering the
repmt's effort to claim this particular women's issues and the alliance ofwmnen's issues in general.
Fm responding to an article entitled "Women of Action" (Nfissoulian, Nov. 30). This 
Mcmtana Feminist History Project was a collaboration amoiig the UM Anthropologr 
Department, Women's Studies, the Mansfield Library and community residents. Sixty 
histories were recorded from a diverse sampling of geogr^hic, political and racial 
backgrounds, along with Women's Advocacy groups.
I take excq>tion to the exclusion of conservative women activists, who have worked very 
hard to save the unborn baby in such groups as Eagle Forum, Christian Coalition, Right 
to Life and Concerned Women for America. We have lobbied our Montana state and 
National legislators consistently over many years and have been compassionate regarding 
the unborn baby and the motho'-to-be (Women Activists "Consavatives working to end 
abortion" in Mjsrw/ron, 1/7/2004: A7).
In a similar fitshion, both sides of the contracqxion debate have claimed discrimination. As a 
women’s health care policy, insurance companies are encouraged to provide contraception covmage; both a 
freedom issue and as a tie to sexual education, disease prevention ami the socio-econontically detrimmital 
individual and community effects of not doing so. This could be interpreted as a finther implementation of 
the non-gend^ insurance legislation passed in 1983. “Denying women contraceptive coverage while 
paying for other drugs is gender discrimination" (Farrell \aMissoulian, 2/13/2002: Bl). The opponents to 
Christine Kaufinann’s HE 526 claim discrimination in the form of religion. They clmm that the legislation
Nowhere have I read or heard of wh»e the father’s rights might otter. Child support laws make it 
nomitively clear that the father has responsibility, thus attachment to a child, after birth. But none of the 
abortion debate seems to focus on any of the pre-birth right or responsibility of &thos in connection to the 
fetus. This contrasts with the mvolvement and cormection between fetus and fatho promoted by ctuldbirth 
practitioners. Having just become a parent I have been irtterested but unsurprised to leant how this 
relationship has just emerged in the last genoation. Our midwife, Dolly Browder, epitomized this change 
in her teaching and historical perspective of birthing. In visiting with other recent fathers and mothers, in 
spending 9 months trying to internalize the sensations of pr%nancy, and in being as intimately involved in 
the birth of our daughto' as possible I remain certain that this process sq>arates males and females in a 
physical way that no gmder equality can bridge.
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would require Catholic insurers or hospitals to promote or suppwt contraception. Cost analysis is argued 
on both sides of this policy, with proponents favoring the long view and opponcaits the short.
Un-targeting women's bodies
Most of the women’s health policy in the report esscaitially establishes the bubble of privacy 
around women’s bodies and recommends the resources to care for that private entity. Domestic violence 
policy uses that bubble, and those resources, as a true erœapsulation of privacy, restating the sovereignty of 
an individual's body to not be violated or acted upon urMxmsensualiy, and to be aided when such violence 
does occur Within the report this is also defined as a women's issue.
The report repeats the words “violence,” “assault,” and “domestic violence.” The usage of these 
terms maintains the distance between these acts against women and any notion of sexuality. It also 
maintains blame and responsibility on the assailant not the victim. And the victims are women. “Montana 
Domestic Violence Statistics” lists “97% of the victims are women" (Montana Board of Crime Control in 
Kendrick, 2002: 19). The rqxirt keeps the focus on Montana while trying to demonstrate the severity of 
reported domestic violence in 2001.
More than 14,000 calls were made to domestic violence crisis lines.
More than 6,000 women received direct and related assistance.
Approximately 2,500 women and their children stayed in sheltas across the state (ibid:
19).
These statistics maintain a focus on {nevention mid supportive resources. Each statistic mentions a 
resource. And the side-by-side claim that “only about one-fifth of all rqies are reported and only one- 
fourth of all physical assaults are reported," leads to policy recommending more resources (ibid: 19). 
Recommending resources is not the only way the rqmrt overlaps domestic violence and the economic 
status of women.
Poverty is introduced as part of domestic \dolence in two ways. First, women in poverty have less 
capability to access what resources do exist; “such as education and job opportunities, adequate childcare
This claiming involves the kind of language and ideology represented, again, by the “Vagina 
Monologues.” The Monologue titled “My Short Skirt” exemplifies women claiming not only their bodies 
but also their right to sdf-expression withmit the fear of violence.
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and lack of safe confidential shelter services” (Kendrick, 2002; 19). Secondly, “lower-income and less 
educated women are more likely to be the victims of intimate partner abuse" (ibid: 19). All of these 
references to social standing and social resources reinforce the difference between the body as a private 
entity and it’s protection as public, community or sodal reqxrnsibility The dual notion of the body as 
private and as necessitating protecticm has different ramifications. The Montana legislature recently voted 
in fovor of a statement that the state has a “compelling interest in the unborn fetus.” This recalls professor 
Elison’s statanents on the dignity clause including the involvement of community in upholding a standard 
of dignity. This overlaps in the current l%islative debate over bills to restrict or rewrite strip club laws. On 
the one hand, the moral argument (defined as such by those making it) seems to align community 
aiforcement of dignity, religious piety charactaizing “strip clubs as either home-breakers and breeding 
grounds for sexual violence.” On the other, dancers and club owners wield the argument of bodily 
fieedom, even artistic expression, in claiming the same venues as, “clean, r^wlated businesses that offer 
goodjobs and legal entertmmnent" (Gouras inMssow/ion, 2/14/03: A 2).^ All of these examples resound 
with the feminist slogan of making, ot acknowlec^ng the “personal as political.”
The report recommends finther socializing prevention, support mechanisms and focilhies for 
domestic violence. This is not aitirely new policy, it is simply an extaision of the amount the state and 
communities have already funded, and understood domestic violence as a social, not private, issue. Laws 
already provide for the aj^rdiension, prosecution and incarceration of domestic violence offenders. Laws 
provide for the defense of victims. The report advocates broadening and fiinding legislation to make more 
of the domestic violence intervmdion engage prevration and victim treatment. The rqxnt’s policy 
recommendation also moves this social suppcnt spatially into rural areas that encompass an economic 
differential. “For rural women the problem of domestic violence is intensified by increased rates of 
povmly” (Kendrick, 2002: 19). The report utilizes language that places blame on the conditions common 
to rural-ness, not on the individuals in that qrace And the policy discourse does md aim to diange laws, 
rather expand fiieir scope, meaning better funding.
^  None of the strip club bills had made it out of committee as of this writing. And it is notable that most of 
the moral stance bills, or bills not directly dealing with revemie and appropriations are ddrated early in the 
session. I have not semi rqxirt^e of a sii%le, strip chib, same-sex marriage, public decency or marijuana 
l^ialization bill since the mid-session break. I do not intend this list to be a grouping of like issues in any 
way, except their absence fi'om the session’s second half.
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Statistics fill this section of the report. Part of the report's discursive power is the cumulative
powo- of statistical rqretitiveness. Repeated use of figures, with attention to the ovwlapping cat%wies
(domestic violence and women, rural-ness, poverty. Native Americans, the economy) help to express the
severity of the issue in a text devoid of personal accounts. Photos are the closest the repon comes to
portraying any single individual. As mentioned, personal accounts, have been recent, affective traditions in
policy, lobbying and joumalisnt, especially concerning health and human smvice issues. The rqrort’s
section on healthcare marks the longest span of pages in the report without a photo. This section contains
the only language describing women as victims.
Age, again overlaps with the category of women when the discussion moves fi-om domestic
violence to rape and sexual assault Age, in this case, implies educatitm. The report presmits victims of
sexual assault as school %ed young women, especially college students. This is reflected in the promotion
of education as a continued policy for reducing such crimes.
The incidence of reported rapes in Montana neariy doubled between 1990 and 2000.
Again, this may in part be due to increased public awareness that r ^  is a crime, the 
increase in victims’ assistance programs, and better prosecution of die crime (Kendrick,
2002: 20).
Appropriately, in Missoula, much of the education surrounding sexual assault and intervention 
takes place on the University of Montana campus. The “Vagina Monologues'’ have been performed 
armually for the last 4 years and are primarily a campus phenomenon across the country. “Love Without 
Fear” week, surrounding Valentines Day, aims to reflect on victims of domestic violence and is qxmsored 
by YWCA, UM Women’s Center, Studmit Assault Recovery Services and the Crime Victim Advocate 
Program. April is Sexual Assault Awareness Month.̂  ̂ And the recent addition of a Women’s Studies 
program to the school has led to continued efforts to educate the campus and community about women’s 
issues. Yet, it remains difficult to ignore the image of educational institutions as virtual havens of sexual 
assault and victimization. Recently, UM President G eor^ Dennison wrote a long guest column in the 
Missovlian defending the schods “obligation to maintain freedom of opinion and expression on the 
campus” (Dennison inMissoulicm, 2/13/03: B5). The letter was in response to charges that he and the
The advmtisements for this include apparent sponsordkip by the YWCA, fi'om which Missoula staff 
members actively participated in the reviews and comments about the report, and the Curry Health CmAer 
located on the UM campus. The grant came fix>m Violence Against Women Office, an arm of the US Dept, 
of Justice.
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university should ban pofomiances such as the “Vagina Monologues,” under the general premise that they
promoted women’s sexuality in a way that leads to the victimization th ^  aim to prevw. Damison kqpt to
a very politically safe line in simply underlining the promotion of freedom, “to learn from discussion and"
dd)ate of conflicting viewpoints (ibid: B5). He did so, in spite of the events promotion by the same
organizations that deal with sexual assault and women’s health care; the same organizations that sponsor
“Love Without Fear” wedr and who e>q>erientially support these educational events as tools in preventing
violence to women, not just as discussions of viewpoints.
The ovwlap of age moves to older women as the definition of abuse toward women expands to
include “emotional and psychological abuse, financial victimization and physical abuse” (Kendrick, 2002:
20). This type of overly, again, serves to broadm the category of women thus broadening the base of
support for policy. It also broadens the social scope policy must engage. Recommendations include
support spanning federal programs, such as the Violence Against Women Act to “conflict resolution and
violence prevention curricula in all Montana schools.”®* This entails both properly training individuals in
these programs and fiinding locations for responding to the victims. The breadth of this policy is seen in
the goal for this section.
Every Montana woman is safe fit>m violence in intimate relationship, in her home, and on 
the streets of her community. Montana communities have appropriate services for 
women who are victims of domestic violence and sexual assault (ibid: 20).
Thus the privacy and dignity of a woman’s body moves with her, from her personal encounters to h»-
movement throughout the communities of Montana.
In acknowledgement of these efforts, it would be wrong to read the report policy as solely
recommendations for social support and funding. The policy should be seen as both recommendations and
a history of the support women have already created and continue to create for themselves. And in fact, the
recommendations in this section reflect back on legislation already in place or historically made law. Many
of those recommendations include language erKOuraging; support for, expansion oÇ or maintenance of
existing services. The legislation of those services is clearly spelled out.
Support the reauthorization of the federal Violence Against Women Act...
*® Anthropology presents strong arguments for the sodal character of human physical interaction. Studies 
focusing on the “elevator syndrome, ” or body kinesthetics such as in The Dance o f Life illustrate the effects 
of culture on the very ways humans move in relation to one another. This has definite implications in 
discussing the leam-ability orteach-ability of phyacal violence or non-violence.
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Maintain Montana’s law that (vovides for victims of domestic violence...
Maintain Montana’s stm% commitment to rq>roductive freedom...
Expand diabetes prevention and reduction programs... (Kendrick, 2002: 18-20)
This contrasts with the first section’s recommendations for the economy. Therein the language 
reflects mostly new efforts aimed at im^oving women’s economic status. Fewer standing pieces of 
legislature are mentioned. The verb usage in the first section illustrates this. The recommendations look 
to; develop, incorporate, conduct, fund, adopt cm* invest in new ventures. It appears more women ^recific 
policy has been incorporated into Montana’s health care Aan business sector.
Women helping women and experiential knowledge
In addition to content, the form of the report says a numbo' of important things about how women 
are depicted, defined or redefined in Montana public policy. Every section of the report concludes with a 
cohinm of appropriate goals and recommendations for policy to address the concerns of the preceding 
section. Equality for women in comparison to men is the leitmotif of nearly all the goals. 
Recommendations follow. They are meant to be the aeps necessary to achieve the goal for each section. 
The division, within the economy section of the rqport, covering job and pay equity provides a clear 
example.
Goal: Montana working women have equal opportunity to gain economic self- 
sufficiency.
Recommendations: Conduct a pay-equity study of local and state government employees 
to evaluate Montana's performance on equal pay for equal work (Kendrick, 2002: 7)
The report’s goals and recommendations differ from the attempted objectivity of the “Civil Rights in
Montana; 1982” commissioned by the federal govonment. Goals are singular statments that rd tm te, in
the terms particular to each section of the report, the erpiality of women. At times, these statements are
made so simply as to seem irrefutable, as is illustrated by the passages above. Such statranents assign no
direct blame, nor do they victimize or leave real room for dd>ate. Therefore, they largely avoid
predetermined partisanship, leave the greatest room for inclusion of allies and seemingly little space for
contradiction.
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Every single Recommendation proposes legislative change. Each section of the report progresses 
th rou^ a narrative of generalities about women’s social positions and statistical groupings within the 
category of women. The Recommendations then carve into specific social sites. As for example the pay- 
equity studies, funding of Montana's low-income housing trust fimd and adoption of the Self-Sufficimcy 
standard illustrate. And as I have mentioned, Terry Kendrick pointedly wrote and published this report for 
presentation before the 2003 l%islative session. She then spent most of that session lobbying at the 
legislative session for Fair Share.
Terry Kendrick and Judy Smith recently co-founded and immersed themselves in Fair Share. 
Facing the dire state W get o f2003, Fair Share is made iqp of disparate state organizations concerned with 
health and human services. CoUaboratively, they have aligned to ofiFw mutual support in lobbying to keep 
Montana’s Health and Human Services budget intact. The effort professes a non-partisan, non-competitive 
(internally) voice and has used personal stories, and profiles of human costs in defending its agenda. This 
is a tactic that oneiged, in part, alongside women in journalism. Women took tte  “pink collar beats” of 
family, health, children, domestic life and politicized them incorporating public policy and hard new 
elements instead of the traditional “fluff sob story" (Daugherty, 2002; 75). In the early ‘90’s, more than 
half of the major dailies created children or family beats as a result of the success, worthiness, strength and 
attention women journalists brought to these issues. Examples include uncovering homelessness and the 
crack-cocaine epidemic. “Today people are not moved by bare fects but are interested in knowing and 
undmtanding pet^le’s feelings and reasonings.. they want to look at the social phenomena hidden behind 
the facts" (Lopez, 2001: 100). The Missoulian printed a series entitled “Balancing Act” as a pre-legidative 
(2003 session) introduction to the Health and Human Services concerns. The stories focused on profiles of 
individuals, including somber photographs of women and men who depend on those services for their 
health, if not life.
This technique of presentation comes fiom a reliance on e^qieriential truth that women are 
bringing to policy formation. In other words, the expoience of being paid less as a woman in the 
workforce informs the voice that encourages public policy to study pay-equity. Tying women’s equality to 
pay, or measuring that equality with pay, as the barometer, has been in the policy qmtlight for at least the
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twenty years that the report aims to overview and build from. However, that gauge is only a part of the
report’s assessment of women in the Montana economy.
Interspersed between the goals and recommendations, the report recovers the past and current
statistics of women in Montana, as well as advocath% decisions for the future. Terry Kendrick, and those
who aided in researching and writing the repent, acknowledge themselves as activists, if not feminists. In
part, they use collaboration and intadisciplinary approaches to define themselves as such. Kendrick opens
the report with a partial acknowledgement of this;
This project has been a collaborative efibrt. Many people contributed ideas and 
information on which issues should be addressed, how progress should be measured, and 
which recommendations w ee most important for Montana. I give my heartfelt thanks to 
members of Montana Women Vote, my co-woiicers at CPACC and WORD, and fiiends 
and colleagues from the community who helped with the content, editing, and design of 
this report (Kendrick, 2002; 5).
A strong ̂ cample o f women’s coalition or collaboration in policy creation comes mid-report. 
“L^slation passed in 1993 provided capital for twdve statewide loan fimds to assist microbusinesses" 
(Kendrick, 2002; 14). Two advocacy groups were at the helm of this l^slation, Montana Women’s 
Coital Fund and Women’s Economic Development Group. "This dedication of resources to provide 
technical assistance and loan fimds has contributed to Montana being one of the toplO states for festest 
growth in women-owned firms" (ibid; 14).*’ Here the report directly correlates legislation with benefits to 
women.
Collaboration also can be seen in Terry Kendrick's use of sources, such as the McAuley Institute;
McAuley Institute is a national, noiqjrofit housing organization founded by the Sisters of 
Mercy. McAuley provides state-of-fee-art technical assistance and financial resources to 
grassroots organizations that work to eqiand housing and economic opportunities for 
low-income women and their families.
McAuley is staffed by experienced community development professionals. Nearly all of 
the initiatives McAuley supports involve multiple partners - including churches and other 
fahh-based congr^ations, community-based groups, banks and corporations, governmem 
agencies, universities, hospitals and civic associations (www.mcauley.org).
*’ Advocacy of a socialized market system, as opposed to a conq>letely free maiket follows the feminist 
critique of Marx as not seeing the gender in the inherem inequality ofCtpitalism. Feminist critiques of 
Marx and Capitrdism have been advanced in the last few decades in anthropology. Thme is not space in 
this thesis for a thmough review of such critiques but they appear in many of the references and authors I 
have used hoein, including; Henrietta Mome, D*bora Battaglia, Shmy Ortno-, Judith Willimnson and 
Diane Nelson to name a few.
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This description, from the McAuley website, reflects the same concerns and activist (nonjHofh) approaches 
as the WORD and CPACC mission statements quoted in the first c h ^ e r of this tlœsis. Although WORD 
proclaims its collaborative efforts (as exampled by the acknowledgements at the opening of the repent) 
those efforts appear to be cumaitly unidirectional. WORD projects, and more pertinently the report, oftoi 
include outside organizations or individuals with connections to outside organizations such as the YWCA, 
members from the Montana Women's Lobby, city planners or Montana People's Action/Indian People's 
Action. But the WORD staff has been conspicuously absent from many of the other statewide women's 
organizations meetings and confermces I attaided. This includes the League of Women Voters and 
Montana Women’s Lobby, the latter of which has the sole purpose of being an umbrella group to coordinate 
and reinforce the relationships between statewide women's groups.
This solo approach by WORD can be seen in the references Terry Kendrick used in researching 
and writing the report. Many of those ref^ences are national, such as the U.S. Census, The Center on 
Budget Policy and Priorities, State Rankiiigs 2002, National Center on Elder Abuse. Many of them are not 
Montana based; The McAuley Institute, Chicago Women's Trade, The Digest of Educational Statistics or 
CentCT for Policy Alternatives. Some are Montana based such as Montana Job Gap Study, Montana FAIM 
Evaluation Rqmrt, Self-SufiBciency Standard Rqmrt for Montana 2002 or Montana OfBce of Rural Health 
to name a few. There are many absent, which I have repeatedly been told are obvious oversights, and 
leave sericHis g ^ s  in the academic validity o f the research. At the least, they pull the report away from the 
stated focus of being Montana specific. No references are given for resources at the University of 
Montana, deqiite higher education being lauded as int%ral to improving the status of women within the 
report. The university has a growing Women's Studies program, which hosted a focus group meeting for 
Terry Kendrick early in the writing and research process, but had no further or rqrparent input on the report. 
There are many resources at the University which tqjpear to be researching similar issues as the report. For 
example, Steve Seninger is a researcher at the TIM'S Bureau of Business and Economic Research and the 
director o f the Kids Count project. His research concerning the rate of uninsured kids in Montana was 
recWly featured in the Missoulian and appears to overly the concerns of the repmt as the report 
continually places children's needs within the ca*%ory of women (Betsy Cohen in Missoulian, 11/5/2003: 
Bl).
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This diverges from the adho-ence to local alliances and personal expaience, which support and 
motivate articulation of many women's issues and the activist who have promoted those issues. Vivian 
Brooke's motive for running for the state legsilature came from involvement in local activist groups, such 
as Catholics for Free Choice and League of Women Votws. Her legislative fight for a new women's prison 
came fiom h »  alliance with long time state legislate Pat Re^an (D-Billings), as well as personal viâts to 
the old women's fociiity. Mae Nan Ellingson also ran for her position on the 1972 Constitutional 
Convention due to involvement in local activism with GASP and the League of Women Voters. Later, she 
helped form the first Women's Law Caucus as one of only seven women (of about seveitty-five students 
total) in the UM law school. And having been an Indian educator her aduh life, lawmaker Norma Bixby 
continues her efibrt to improve Native Ammican schools as well as statewide education about Native 
American history and culture.
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Chapter Four: Women in Education and Politics
Educaticm; from  leantUig to atrniug
The Montana Women's Report's section devoted to women in education, ultimately, reiterates the 
document's continued theme of economic equality. That is, thae's a constant economic valuing of the 
diffwent sections within the report which constitute women's status in Montana.
Education is oitical to women’s economic self-sufBciency. Women ag/es 25 to 34 with a 
bachelor’s degree or higher earn about 60% more than women with only a high school 
education (Kendridc, 2002: 21).
Last summer I had the opportunity to interview Mae Nan Ellingson. We met in a large, lush 
conference room fashioned in dark leather, dark stained wood and shelves of unwieldy law texts that 
occupies the top floor of Missoula’s Millennial Building. Ellingson prepared for h@- career with the law 
Arm Dorsey and Whitney along a path of higher education and early activism. As a political science major 
at the University of Montana she focused her study on partisanship in the legislature. During the course of 
this study, her undmstanding of partisanship changed, as did her life. The Vietnam War both claimed her 
husband's life and changed her involvement in politics fiom primarily scholastic to activist. Ellingson’s 
involvement in student protests melded with her activism as a GASP (Girls Against Smog and Pollution) 
gal helping to drive the environmental movement in Missoula, the l%acy of which still underlies much of 
the city’s political attitudes and undoubtedly its cultural ones.
Ellingson helped advance the call made by the League of Women Voters in support of the 1972 
Constitutional Convention (Con-Con) to rewrite Montana’s constitution. She sought and won one of 
Missoula’s eight seats at the convention, the youngest member and one of 19 women. Ellingson lata^ was 
elected as a l^ sla to r and recalls how the actKity of women in and behind the Con-con helped change the 
face of the legislature, in which very few women had previously participated. Ellingson also recalled a 
fellow Con-con del^ate, Margeie Brown, as the "mother” of our state constitution. It is hard to keep 
Ellingson’s education, activism and early political career separated, as they all overlap in time and 
motivations. Ellingson entered the UM graduate law school as a way of following ho' belief that dianges 
necessary in the social life she saw around her must also be supported in the legal system. One o f seven
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women in the law school at the time (tha*e were about 75 total students), Ellingson helped start the
Women’s Law Caucus as a vehicle of moral, social and economic sufqxrrt. Along with her female
classmates, she shared doubts about being able to find jobs, as women, once they graduated. But mostly,
the WLC helped her get through a program in which she did not recognize much otho- support.
The education section of the report begins by recounting the “closing gap” in education between
men and women in the past two decades. Montana adiieved one of the highest high school graduation rates
in the nation for women, 88%, by 2000. This again is linked to self-sufficiency, as illustrated by the
inCTease in earnings, quoted above. But, the report moves past simple parity in numbers of graduates.
Montana students rank high in their p^oficiency in reading and math. Girls’ scores in 
math and science through high school have reached near parity with boys’ scores. While 
this is good news for women and girls, these rankings mask the difficulties and 
limitations of Montana’s education system in meeting the needs for at-risk studeits and 
eliminating sex-segregation in education and career opportunities for girls and ycnmg 
women (Kendrick, 2002: 21).
This dilemma sets the agenda for the report’s section cm education. The statistics illustrate the 
cafHibilities and progress women have made in reducing gender discrimination in education, while 
explaining continued inequality in organization, curriculum and social environment within the system.
As the quote above reveals, the rqx>rt first takes on the issue of parity in curriculum and 
affordability. Math and science are exposed as the academic bar against which educational success must be 
measured. This appears as women successfiilly entering social areas that have been traditionally occupied 
by men. Some feminist critique finds this movement to be an assimilation of women into the historically 
male educational system, as opposed to the creation of parity based on equalizing the value of wonœn’s 
unique aptitudes and attributes.^ As such, math atxl science remain throughout this section of the report as 
the benchmark. The report makes no sustained challenge to the subjects traditionally used in measuring
^  ZIdenek Salzmatm summarizes Noam Chomsky’s linguistic theory of an innate kiman grammar in his 
book Language, Culture and Society (1998). The idea has great implications for educational theory and 
makes no mention of gender as a category influencing the innate grammar, essentially the ability to learn. 
Language has long been paralleled with math and science as ways o f thinking and for the similarities in 
acquisition and rqrtitude. Combining these two understandings dismisses the possibility of sex determining 
an individuals ability to think rationally, and learn math or science more easily than other ways of thinking 
“The capacity of all normal children, regardless of ethnic background, to acquire any one ofAe several 
thousand national languages with the same d%ree of mastery and accordii% to qiproximately the same 
timetable is a strong indication that speech is innate throughout the human species and that all lai%uages 
are simply variations tm a common basic structural theme” (Salzmann 1998: 129).
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proficiency. The statistics of women’s success in the fields of art, humanities, writing, performance... are
not given. This, in many ways, aligns with the report's earlio* economic fixus of moving women into higo'
paying technical, medical, engineering and other traditionally male professions. These professions often
culminate after years o f education in math aiKi science.
The decision to maintain a focus on the core curriodum of math and science involves economics.
Later in the section on education, math and science curricula are portrayed as the path to good paying jobs.
These jobs continue to be held largely by men. First, the report shows that this is not to be blamed on
women’s failure to succeed in education. *̂ In 1981 women received 45% of bachelor’s degrees awarded in
the state. By 2000 the percentage grew to 53%" (Kendrick, 2002: 21). The report does not directly
indicate the causes for this increase. Nevertheless, the argument would be more effective if a cause and
effect relationship were attempted within the report, such as the 1995 governor’s authorizing of enrollment
in post-secondary education as part of welfare reform.
Next, simply earning degrees does not equate to life-long, economic parity or even self-
sufficiency. The report denotes the omtinued undo-representation of women within higher education and
employment thereafter:
Although women earn more than half of all d%rees, they are much less likely than men 
to earn bachelor’s d%rees in comfNito science, engineaing, physical sciences, or 
mathematics. This g ^  takes on more significance in the lalxv market. Salaries are 
among the highest in die fields of mathematics/computo science and engineoing-fields 
in which women are underrepresented (ibid: 21).
Even so, report supports the importance of the fields in which women make up the majority to the 
“health and well-being of communities" (ibid: 21). The picture seems ironic. The report illustrates the 
problems for women in education and other human sovices, then shows that women continue to “graduate 
with degrees in Education and Social Work" (ibid: 21). Almost all the women I have encountered engaged 
in the making of the rqxrt, and those who woric around the very issues it highlights, are working in non­
profit, social work, social services, education or related fields. It mirrors the trend of women composing 
the m^ority of health care workers yet strug^ing mth health care needs. ̂  But these fields continue to pay
^  During the writing of tins thesis my wife is one of seven nurses on b e  floor alone who are pregnant or 
have just ÿven birth. They are all membes of a nurses union Yet the hôpital has recently ̂ smantled its 
daycare ftxilities and has no child care support or benefits for enqrloyees. The hoqiital also just hired 
another male president ove a female carWidate.
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low wages. And as seen, even within these fields, women pool at the lower administrative levels. The end
result vividly q>pears as gmiered economics.
The median wage for a woman with a bachelor’s degree in 1998 was about $15,000 less 
than for a man with a bachelor’s d^ree (Kendrick, 2002; 21).
The report recounts similar results in vocational training and j<* placement. The subheading for
this piece, “Still Sex-S^regated Afta* All These Years” implies the history of roles considered
“traditionally female" (ibid: 22). The statistics illustrate the gender effects still present in this sector of
education and the workforce;
Nationally, 77% of all employed women work in only 20 out of440 occupations.
Vocational training offaa oppmtunities for women to learn the skills to compete for jobs 
in the higher paying trades and technology fields. In Montana, women constitute less 
than 15% of enqrloyees in these occupations (ibid; 22).
Again, rhetorically focusing on national status of women does not make the best sense when the
"Montana Women's Rqmrt" claims to be supporting localized solutions and is aimed at the state le^slature.
This particular statistic came fi'om Chicago Women in Trades, an unlikely source that further illustrates the
absence of local rescmrces utilized within the report.
While vocational training offers the opportunity, the rqxrrt reiterates the ideology underlying
women's occupational inequality and the recommendations aimed at addressing that ideology. The filling
of “traditional female” programs and jobs can not be seen as “independent choices made by young women
who enroll" (ibid; 22):
The National Women’s Law Gentm- maintains that sex segr^ation in vocational training 
programs is not a result of independent choices made by the young women %ko enroll.
The patterns are a result of biased educational counseling from academic advisors, 
insufficient information to students on the ecormmic consequences of their care* dioice, 
and sexual harassment of young women who «iroU in nontraditional trmning programs 
(ibid; 22).
Statistics, ideology, policy. The report continues this format of portraying the place of women, e?q>laining 
the causes and recommending the avenues of change. Here those changes, in the form of policy 
recommendations, again involve young women having access and information about “a full array of 
educational choices and are not chaimeled into sex-segr^ated occupations.”
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The education section of the report reiterates age as significant to the categorization of 
women. With education, "young women," emerge where before the rq»rt qioke of children and 
kids. This is a shift fiom addressing those individuals, mariced by age and gender, as needing 
protection and resources ftinneled through parents, in the form of welfare or healthcare, to 
addressing tk ir  need fw resources, increased access and clanged ideology as coming directly 
fi'om the state, via public education.
Sex-segregation, moving past assimilation
Wh*eas women appear to be s%r%ated ftom particular d%rees and hence jobs that equate to
self-sufficiency, the rqwrt finds Native Americans segr^ted  much earlier in the process.
Native Americans are approximately 7% of the population in Montana. Native American 
students make up 13% of the school enrollment but account for 25% of the drop out rate.
Only 60% of Native American students in the state finish high school. Females represent 
48% of the school enrollment and 43% of those who drop out (Kendrick, 2002: 21).
B rin ^ g  Native American's place in education into the analysis explains a large part of M^at the repott 
began by calling “at risk populations.” In doing so, the statistics repeat the policy creed that, in order to 
cause the most change the people with the most to gain should be targeted for change. The economic 
outcome of Native American’s education rates is not pursued. The implication is to substantiate that theory 
of diange. Self-sufficiency will best be adiieved with policy and social service input at the earliest 
possible st^es, and maintained through the educational process. Ihizing education as a tool to self- 
sufficiency, in this way, upholds education as a solution to a lifetime dqrendency on social services and 
thus long-term burdens on those services.
Besides epitmnizing those with the most to gain. Native American’s present solutions to the actual 
problems within education. At first, as illustrated by touting math and science, the repmt approaches 
education as innately bei»ficial and simply in need of continued de-s%regation. In otho- words, education 
is fine, women and Native Americans just need to be assimilated into the system more equally. That 
argument does not hold with the report. As stated above, assimilation must include equal access and 
information.
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Form should follow contmt. As women, and as Native Americans, enter the educational system
and remain in that system Arough its upper echelons, the form of that system must change. This type of
policy upholds assimilation only if assimilation has a component of cmnpromise.^ Here the report takes
the example of Tribal Colleges.
These colleges combine education with cultural relevance and serve geogr^hically 
isolated populations that may have no otb* access to higher education. There are seven 
tribal collies in Montana and 32 tribal colleges nationwide. 8S% of all students in tribal 
colleges are at or below the poverty line. Nationally, 64% of students in tribal colleges 
are women and the average age is 31 (Kendrick, 2002; 22).
The diriment demograi^c illustrated within tribal collies can not be sear as separate from tire different 
form the educational system takes. Northern Cheyenne member, Rqr Ncxma Bixby, spoke recently about 
Indian women and leadmhip. As a legislate, she recounted ho- struggle to learn how to participate in a 
political arena that does not recognize, and in Act excludes, wganizational practices and ways of socially 
relating that she feels are part of her identity as a Native Amoican and as a women. She juxtaposed her 
efforts to learn aggressive and competitive speaking and behavior in order to assimilate with the broadw 
methods of assimilation implemented at the avant-garde Crow Indian Reservation Tribal College, founded 
by Janine Pretty-on-top. The college teaches 25% of its classes in Crow language and emphasizes Crow 
cultural values while preparing students to entw accredited four year univmities in, of course, math and 
science. She eqrlained the diff^ence as one of assimilation with respect for self-determination and 
“fighting to keq) peoples intact, while promoting Indian ideas and customs” (Bixby, 2003: lecture).
In moving that philosophy off the reservation, Norma imagined the implications of Indian 
languages’ inclusion in public schorl curriculum, as wdl as in the legislature, actual frmding to back up Ae 
feel good language of HB528 (Carol Juneau’s Squaw bill), Anding for teaching of Indian heritage in public 
schools and Ae hiring of Native Ammcan teadiers in Montana prblic schools. Before the half-way pomt 
of the 2003 session, three bills to do just these things were killed. “HB495 by Bixby, would have
^  I thank Judy SmiA for discussing wiA me the notion of compromise present between most Actions of 
the l^slature, e^redtdly partisanship and Ae notion of conqrromise she envisions and believes has been 
the creed aiKl practice of women’s policy. The formm' notion amounts to “bludgeoning you until you 
accept their ideas” while Ae lata* involves “sitting face to Ace with someone whom you disagree wiA aiul 
talking about how their needs and your needs can boA be met ” Judy also mentitmed bow this must 
include “policy backed by data, not just ideology flying around as truth.” In writing this thesis I have tried 
to include enough quotes from the report to illustrate how the report uses boA ideological language and 
data.
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i^>propriated $120,000 for American Indian studies curriculum in Montana’s public schools; HB422 by
Rq) Carol Juneau, D-Browning, would have given hiring preference to Indians in school districts on
reservations or with high Indian enrollment; HB382 by Jonathan Windy Boy, D-Box Elder, would have
repealed Montana’s Tnglish only” law which designates that the state’s primary language is English.”
(Farrell, Johnson, McKee and Lowery vaMissoulicn, 3/2/03 p. B5). Bixby, as a lifelong educator, believes
that these forms of assimilation will create an educational environment in which Native American students
thrive and social barrios between Natives and non-Natives will begin to diminish, as “mutual ethnic
education is imperative to improving relationships.” She had the same prognosis for the l^slature,
claiming that as more Native Americans enter the legislature it too will change. “We’re trying to teach
these legislators,” she said, addii% “I hope you heard the word ‘we’* (Bixby, 2003: lecture). This was in
rdoence to her sense of collaboration over hierarchy.
The efTort to improve Indian education in all public schools did not fair well at the l%islature in
2003. But at the outset o f2004, the Montana Indian Education Association added it's critique of statewide
public education to a lawsuit currently being teard in Ae state District Court in Helena.
It's been 32 years since Ae framers of the 1972 Montana Constitution committed the state 
to educate all public school students on Ae unique cultural heritage of Montana's InAans 
Since then, boA Adian and white lawmakers have repeatedly tried to force the state to 
implement Article X, Section 1, Subsection 2 of Ae constitution. But to no avail, say 
lawyers for the Montana AAan Education Association.
The only mamlatory Indian education classes for teachers, adopted in 1973, were 
abandoned by 1979. A committee establi Aed in 1999 by the Legislature ultimately led 
nowhere.
And subsequent Indian education programs developed by Ae state Office of Public 
Instruction, the Board of Public Education, the Office of the Commissioner of Higher 
Education and Ae Board of Regents were stymied vAen boA the 2001 and 2003 
L^slatures refused to And them
All schools have to do now to meet Ae constitutional requirement is to merely check 
"yes" or "no* on a state form mdicating their district's conq)Iiance with what's formally 
called Ae AAan Education For All Act (Farrell, Allison vaMissoulicm, 1/24/02: Bl).
This is a test of the constitution before the judiciary, identical to what Dr. Larry Elison proposed was 
needed to test the significance of the privacy clause. This suit may have the power to defoie what Adian 
education for all means. As Steve Doherty (Great Falls attorney who authored the suit on behalf of MIEA) 
says, "nobody knows what it means. It could mean having a Thanksgivmg Day program that mcludes a 
reference to Indians" (ibid: Bl). More spedfically, in Doherty's words, the suit looks to make the act 
specific, meaningAl and fAided.
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This language, brimming with promise, has been stripped of practical meaning and 
at^lication by over three decades of n^ec t, and in some instances, outright hostility by 
the state's legislative and executive branches.
The state has altogether failed to provide any fiinding for the Indian education article, and 
thus has clearly run afoul of the constitution. The Indian education article means Wiat it 
says, but means nothing at all if not ingrlemented, and implementation needs funding 
(ibid: Bl).
In general, this type of suit illustrates a way in which social relationships or groups can, and do, 
have an affect on the l%islature. It is a way in which struggles for power or authority (as discussed in 
ritual), in part, take place outside the she or system in which that struggle is genmlly seen to take place.
This model of assimilation acconq)anied by appropriate changes in contait and form appeals to the 
experience of women as well. I have observed the emphasis on coUaboraticm, job sharing and non- 
hierarchy whhin women’s organizations, and coalition betweoi them In Act, my use of these words, 
collaboration, job sharing, non-hierarcy, synergism, coalhion, alliance.. reflect their common us%e within 
women's organizations and the report.
Education provides a vehicle to represent how changes in content and form are part of achieving 
women's equality. As Wolfs definition illustrates, these changes in content and form signify changes in 
power. The female faculty I have taken classes fiom and worked with maintain a network of 
communication, ovwlapping departments, academic and non-academic pursuits to an extent I have not 
recognized elsewhere/' Mwe concretely, these women have aligned their gender with new curriculum. 
Many of the course offerings that explicitly entail the study of gender are linked to female Acuity 
members; Gender and Law, Sexuality and Law, Women and Islam, Feminism in English Literature to name 
a few. All of this is made explicit in the introduction to the Women's Studies Program at UM:
Women's Studies, an interdisciplinary program founded in 1971, oicourages the 
production, discussion, and dissemination of knovidedge about women's experiences, 
oppressions, and achievements, in Montana, the U.S., and the world. In Ae last decade 
tÛs focus has broadened to include study of the social and cultural construction of
T k  academic discussions m Aese classes regularty intersected wiA methodological notions of 
collaboration, subjectivity, advocacy and intentisciplinary iqiproaches. John Eager writes m his 
introduction to David Levi Strauss’s Between The Eyes: E^ùys on Photogrcq^ and Politics (2003), “To 
take m what is hrqipenii^ an mterdisciplinary vision is necessary in orda to connect the “fields” which are 
institutionally kept separate. And any such vision is bound to be (In the original sense of the word) 
political. The precrmdition for thinking politically on a glrfoal scale is to see Ae unity of Ae unnecessary 
suffering taking place. This is the starting point” (B aga, 2003: 13). This aptly desoibes Ae thinking and 
social arrangements I have seen workii% utiA and observing female faculty and women’s organizations. In 
light of this, it always intaesting to hear Franz Boas revered, once again, for his intodisciplinary approach 
to anthropology in introductory texts or lay reviews of Ae field, as anthropology continues a course of 
finction and ^lecialization.
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gender, sex, and sexualities. By fostering awareness of cultural and international 
diversity, as well as of the circulations of power mediated by race, class, age and sexual 
orientation. Women's Studies encourages students to think critically and to mvision 
justice for all peoples.
The program is administered by the director in consultation with the Women's 
Studies Steering Committee, an interdisciplinary group of Acuity with teaching and 
research interests in wommi and gender.
Students may choose an option in Women's Studies within the Liberal Studies 
major or may compile the Women's and Gender Studies mine»'. They also may select 
any of a wide range of courses cross-listed with dqrartnKnts in the humanities, social 
sciences, natural sciences, law, education, and other disciplines (Office of the Registrar, 
2003-2004; 153).
But this categoiy of educatws still represents a minority.
When it comes to careos in education, wmnen also occupy the lower salaried positions.
Two^thirds of K-12 teachers in Montana are women. Women make up 70% of school 
librarians, guidance counselors, and school psychologists. In contrast, 75% of all 
principals in the state are male and 64% of program directors and coordinates are men 
(Kendridc, 2002: 23).
This inequality reaches all levels of education.
In 1995, women represented 35% of full-time higher education Acuity in this country, an 
increase of only 6% since 1987. As of 1997 women represented 33% of higher education 
faculty in Montana. Statewide, women make up 24% of tenured faculty; men make up 
76% (ibid: 23).
Again, reading these numbers gave me no surprise having often heard these same insights from 
the female faculty that I have taken courses with in graduate school. And it is, in part, their erqreriential 
awareness of this that helps solidify and motivate their relationships.
The report mentions sexual harassment and discrimination in education. As a studmt, I remember 
talking with a class about the openness and accessibility I had enjoyed with Acuity on campus. I was 
immediately countered by a majority of my female peers, posing the possibility that my erqrerience was, in 
no small way, related to my gender, my physical self. These same peers have both directly and off­
handedly made reference to the barriers to student-Aculty relationships, and tence educational 
opportunities, they experience as a resuh of generally (male) sexualized campus atmosphere.
Though the rqx>rt does not presart specific example of sexual harassment and discrimination in 
education they can be readily seen. Video camera’s found in a girls locker room in Powell Cminty,^ 
stronger legislation around investigation of sexual conduct charges in schools surrounding a mimber of
”  Rider, Jane Missoulian 3/6/03 p. A1.
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male teachm’ arrest in Indiana,^ and the incidents of coU%e campus sexual assault already discussed all
speak pooily for the success of assimilation of women into education, belied only by enrollment numbers.
The report recommends solutions that encompass the ideological;
Erqrlore innovative and collaborative strategies to ensure that Native American students 
finish their high school (Kendrick, 2002: 22).
But the report also returns to economic solutions:
Increase efforts to attract and retain high quality teachers by inoreasing teachws salaries.
Increase state funding of higher education to ensure post secondary education is 
affordable to all Montanans (ibid: 23).
And lest these solutions sound non-gendered, the rqrort found wcxmen predominantly graduating with
education d%rees. Hence, those will be the people poised to benefit fi’om the increased salaries. The
report has also repeatedly found women at the bottom of Montana’s economic picture and most in jeopardy
of not being able to afford risir% (public) higher education Althou^ the report ofiai cites the state as a
site of analysis, it also promotes the notion of “community.” This iaiiguage choice is itself an educational
tool, in turning the discussion of policy from one of geopolitical scope (state, city, county) to one of
sociopolitical awareness. And in a similar way, the report acts as an educational tool by prefacing the
lai^^iage of “reducing sex-segr^ation” ova- gtining or achieving parity. This deconstructs the history of
segregation favoring men, as cpposed to seeing diat hiaory as a lack within women.
As Mae Nan EUingson, Norma Bixby and the rqx>rt illustrée, dianges in education surrounding
women’s issues have come fiom the work of women in education, fitcing those issues. EUingson helped
fosto* the support necessary for wonœn, like herself, to crack into and successfully nmve through the
venues of higher education so traditionally male. Norma represents the effort to transform education in
basic ways that will make that system supportive of all individuals, seemingly regardless of gender,
ethnicity or economics. The report, besides its inherent value as an educational tool, ejqjresses the voices
and experiences of wmnen, such as these two, into the public policy arena.
^  Indianapolis Star 3/8/03 p. Al.
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Mcdang the personal political
The culture of each public policy issue includes all of the thinking about the issue, the language used to 
discuss the issue, and the values and beliefs that are rdevant to the issue (Conway, Ahma and Steuemagel 
1995: 8).
The section of the report entitled "Women in Politics: Have We Hit the Qass Ceiling?" opens by
moving fiirther into the past than the two decades that thread the rqwrt's narrative This move profiles
Montana as leading the cusp of history and change in women's politics, nationally.
Women in Montana won the right to vote in 1914, six years before the 19*̂  Amendment 
was added to the U.S. Constitution in 1920. Montana was the first state in the nation to 
elect a woman to Congress in 1916 (Kendridc, 2002: 24).
How does simply including women in the political system change the politics therein, and particularly
gender them? Laurie Zimorino attempts to answer this question in her thesis, finally claiming that women
bring the concerns “inherent” to their traditional roles as wives, mothers, domestic laborers.. to policy.
The rqxHt makes a similar claim.
Women legislators give top priority to women’s rights policies by a margin of 2 to 1 
Chances are nearly 3 to 1 that they are more likely to work on issues related to children 
and families as compared to men legislators (Center for Women in Politics at Rutgws 
UnivCTsity in Kendrick, 2002: 24).
The difference is that Zimorino's thesis sets the origin of women’s issues in the upper-class, educated,
predominantly white culture of the pre-l9"' Amendment. And those issues are presented as culturally
implicit to women. In contrast, the report locates women’s issues among the economic, health, education
and political data of the last twenty years. Within this more recent timefiame, the rqwrt focuses primarily
on Montana’s population struggling economically, under-educated, under-employed and short on social
services. And that is the key difference. Zimorino's thesis says women bring women's issues to the
legislature because those issues, naturally, unda^ the rubric of culture, concerned them. The report portrays
women's issues as those which have differentially affected wmnen (controlled aqracities and social
structures) and created for them economic and social inequality. Nevertheless, children and family surface
within both analyses. In addition the rqxxt puts a persona to its glimpse at women’s political history.
While Jeanette Rankin paved the way for women serving in the U.S. Congress, women 
are still undarepresented in public offices (Kendridc, 2002: 24).
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Rankin’s image is still significant, if not volatile, political coital in the state of M<mtana and 
particularly in Missoula. The city’s Jeanette Rankin Peace Center sponsors Sequent political discussions, 
community gathoings and recently has been the organizational cent^ for most of Missmila’s peace 
demonstrations. The persona of an historical woman has become the labd for a highly politicized ideology 
of global peace and global economics. A visit to the JeanAte Rankin Peace Center gift shop reveals this 
alignment. The shop almost exclusively sells Air trade crafts fiom around the world. The Center also 
printed anti-war posters to distribute fiee with the intent of filling Missoula’s yards with messages of 
protest and peace.^^
The report includes the early and avant-garde history of Montana women entering state level 
politics for another, less encouraging reason. The last two decades reveal a tranendous lag in political 
equity for women. In the eighty-six years since Jeanette Rankins election, “(t)he number of women in the 
U.S. Congress increased fi-om 3% in 1980 to 13.6% in 2002" (Kendrick, 2002: 24).
This di^arity certainly presents politics as a women’s concon. Ev«i more so do the views of 
women’s interest in politics at the electorate level. Following population distribution, women make up half 
the electorate. But just as in education and the workforce, women pool in the “pink collar” postions of 
administration and organizational support:
Women are the majority of poll watchers, election judges, and ballot counters in every
community (ibid: 24),
Kendrick expresses Aith that women, as physical entrants in politics, will equate to women’s 
ideology increasing in policy making. As if reiteratü^ Laurie Zimorino’s thesis, the repwt concludes, “In 
order to ensure that women’s needs and concerns are addressed in the decision-making arena, more women 
need to run for and hold public office" (ibid: 24). No mention is made of partisamhip, socio-economic or 
ethnic categories. Physical women will simply attend to needs and concerns (ideologies) linked to being a 
woman. Here, much like some of women’s health care concerns, sex and gender are indistinct. This 
represents a unification of the category women that anthropology has consistently deconstructed. The 
report also, as has been demonstrated, deconstructs women based on age, race, education levels and
There have been many reports of those signs being vandalized throughout the city. Jeanette Rankin’s 
name, nor the Peace Center will soon escape (in fact the Center continues to promote it’s message) the 
associations and the rifts of supporting peace.
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economic status. But the unity of the categoiy women that the report promotes, exemplified by the section
on politics is produced by the synergism of issues of equality for women, as measured by variables in
economic, health, education and politics.
The promotion of women physically into policy making also implies, as has been the project of the
entire report, that current policy does not attœd to women equally, sufficiently or at all. Laws have either
been written with gender bias or have not been written because of gender bias. In addition to the data
present in the repmt, this notion of subjective lawmaking has substantial support.
Feminists reject this gender-blind, view of state institutions on both empirical and 
theoretical grounds. Historical arid contemporary analysis of state policies and practices 
demonstrates beyond question that these have had -  and continue to have -  gendered 
implications on a day-to-day basis, in evoyday life. For example, policies on diildcare, 
employment, policing and taxation all have different implications for men and women, 
reinforcing gender rdes which are not only distinct but are also unequal (Halford, 1992:
156-57).
This paragraph could read as the political conclusion to the entire report. As well, it summarizes how 
undmtanding women's issues and status, is a way of understanding the powe- that public policy holds (as 
Foucault expresses k,"the pure form of power resides in the function of the legislator"). In other words, the 
affects of power represait the true, socially significant, form of power.
Women’s organization’s such as WORD focus on making the p«isonal political by following a 
bottom-up approach to policy formation. 1 have been involved in at least two efforts to contact membws of 
a community for whom policy would be recommaided or development pursued. In both instances, the 
mqrlicit idea was to recruit these community members to help plan the development or direct the ideas 
within policy.
This appears in stark contrast to the operating, or suggested operating of the current legislature. In 
the 2003 l%islature, special weekly summits were decided upon early in the s^sion. The object was to 
bring together leaders from the parties to have roundtable discussions, to move past partisanship. After the 
first summit, long time legislative newspaper conunentator Chuck Johnson fourul this to be too 
cumbersome. He first chronicled the oppositional attitude still in place, imrelinguished hierarchy and the 
continued delivering of platforms rather than interactive dialogue. Johnson’s recommendation favors
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smaller gatherings, whittling down participation to an even fewer numbo' of men, those in the highest
ranking legislative seats/^
As Johnson looks up, for streamlined solutions, the report effort is reflected in some of the final
recommendations for women in politics.
Conduct women’s campaign schools in local communities to provide women the 
information and skills they need to run for office.
Explore electoral reform that encourages full participation of the electorate, such as 
public financing of campaigns, same-day voter registration and on-line voti)% (Kendridc,
2002: 24).
The theme is apparent in the repeated words, “encourage, increase, explore...” This rq>resents 
wholly new legislation. And the location of intervention remains local as well as ov*hq)ping with 
education.
Montana Women Vote, another non-profit arm of WORD, is highlighted at the end of this section.
MWV represents a non-partisan effort to simply get women rpgista^ed to vote and to aicourage them to the
polls. This effort assumes that the presence of women will result in the presence of support for women’s
issues. More gwerally, the effort rignifies a belief in participatory govanment or politics.
I think it is inaccurate to say that the state is male’ but it is accurate to say that ig> to now 
the state has been male if by that we n»an that until recently public powo- has bâen 
wielded largely by men and in the interest of men... The possibility of altaing fliat firct 
may now lie within our grasp (Eisensteinl985 quoted in Watson, 1992: 199).
The report ends this last section with three charts chrrmicling the numbers and percentages of
women in Montana’s elected offices. The percaitages of women increase as the positions become more
local and nominatively less powerful, ranging fi-om 0% in U.S. Congress to 42% of Justice of the Peace (for
2000). In the l^slature, women made up 20% of state rqrresentatives and 16% of senators in 2000. In the
2003 session women Senators accounted for only 6%, while women representatives rose to 25% (Kendrick,
2002: 25).^  ̂ The increase in numbers fi'om 1980 are apparent but still low. The narrative ends on a
guarded high note.
”  Johnson, Charles S. in Missoulian 2/23/03 p. Al. As insightful as Johnson’s reporting can be, he rarely 
moves out of an economic finmework, and rarely does he focus on bills outride of revenue or 
appropriations. “Legislators in high-stakes money game” exemplify his headlines (Missoulian 1/26/03:
Bl)
Generally lawmakers move fi-om being Reps, to Senators if they continue to run for office. Thus the 
Senate is regarded as the more experienced of the houses. Senators also hold more political power in that 
each Sotate district enconqrasses two House districts. Former House and Senate lawmaker Harry Fritz
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In 2002, women were elected to take three of the tq> dected offices in the state:
Govanor, Chief Justice, and Supointendent of Public Schools (ibid: 25).
I have heard widespread talk of regret that Judy Martz is a woman, that her bad politics and poor
performance will unfortunately be associated with her womanhood. WORD released a governor’s report
card that failed Martz in nearly every cat%ory, with a high grade of C- in environment, that many of the
report card’s creators still found laughable. The report card was presented by Mmitana Women Vote and
WEEL. "A newly formed women's political group gave Gov. Judy Martz an F grade Thursday for her
support of women's issues. 1 know this report card is harsh,' said Mary Caferro, a qwkeswoman for the
poverty-rights group Working for Equality and Economic Liberation. 'But so are the impacts of the
(budget) citts on ddldren"* (McKee, Jennifer in A/issou/«in, 11/21/03: B3).
Maintaining the effectiveness of political inclusion, in chtu%ing the l^a l definition and support of
women, the report ends with policy highlights of the last thirty years. This reitmtes the rqmrt's opening:
Montana women have worked together through community organizations, advocacy 
groups and political affiliation to change public policy to better the lives of women and 
their fomilies (ibid: 26).
Again, the reliance for unity within the cat%ory women as expressed in the report has precedence in 
feminist scholarship, including anthropologist Diane Nelson's coining of the word Buidarity. That 
unification generally is built on issues, or more specifically, public policy:
Many charges in women’s lives are erther a direct or indirect result of public policy, and 
many changes in how public policy is made, including which issues should be the subject 
of public policy, are linked to cultural changes in women’s lives (Conway, Ahem,
Steuemagel, 1995: 2).
The policy highlights include law affecting all of the policy categories the report has carved out as sections; 
Montana Women and the economy, health care, education and politics. This and the endnotes (dting 
sources fi'om the U.S. Census to Vital Statistics) remind readers that the report has been an effort to build 
ideology and public policy fi'om data. The "Montana Women's Report" offers policy goals and 
recommendations to achieve those goals based on the statistical status of women. Ultimately the political
impressed on me the respect and greater rdative power that Senators rqpresmted and enjoyed in the 
L^slature. He uphdd this with the fiequency with which Senate bills easily pass the House without much 
amendment w  d^ate wtereas House bills came under greater scrutiny and revision once passed to the 
Senate.
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section of the report focuses on encouraging and supporting women in local and state offices as well as 
policy making o^Mcities. An interview with Terry KetKiri<± reveals a paradox in these goals. Many of the 
women, including Kendrick, who are seemingly most prepared to fill political offices and l%islative roles 
have, and continue to eschew entming the formal political institution. Instead they opt to continue their 
work in the non-profit sector.
Interview with Terry Kendrick
Terry Kendrick spent most of the 2003 L^slative session in Helena. She distributed the Montana
Women's Rqx>rt to most of the women l^slators before the sessions began. Though directly pushing
forward the goals and recommendations of the report were not hw primary activity during that session. She
spent most of her time working with the Coalition Against Domestic Violence and with Judy Smith
coordinating the efforts of Fair Share. She saw a numbo' of women's issues emerge in the session.
Some women's issues got play as mainstream issues. Child care and domestic violence 
were both primarily couched in economic development. It was unfortunate that the 
Republicans rolled back the budget to 2002 spending levels which cut all child care 
programs. So child care got re-fimded by money that would have gone to TANF and low 
incmne women and fiunilies. In many ways this pitted women's issues against one 
another in the fight for money instead of having ffiem work in cmicert (Kendrick 1/23/04: 
intwview).
The report is a project in building and explaining women’s issues as synergistic and then developing 
policies vriiich are mutually supportive of women's issues.
Kendrick also saw the issue of domestic violence gain attention because it is so invasive. "No 
Republican man doesn't know someone affected. So it's been legitimized” (ibid). She is heartened by new 
policy affecting Child Protective Swvices which is aimed at keeping children with their mothers in the 
event of domestic abuse, "fi's been common for CPS to take away kids v/bo have been exposed to domestic 
violence. Then you have women who have both been beaten and had her kids taken away. This has been a 
great discourager for women to report domestic violence" (ibid). This change in policy involved, in part, a 
ihetorical redefining of domestic violence. Previously the law defined the "primary" offender as simply the 
first peson to hit w  strike their partner. Now the law focuses on the "predominant” abuser. Kœdrick 
believes this will help in identifying the partner who has actually been the abuser and who has been the 
victim.
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Another glancing success for women's issues was the defeat of anti-choice advocates. While 
being encouraged by the outcome of some of these women's issues, Kendrick blamed herself for not 
pushing the agenda of the report more aggressively. "I didnt do a good job of distributing the report before 
the session. By next session, I would like to get women l^islators togetho" and talk about what can be 
done to achieve certain goals over the next three sessions. Then we can set a timetable and work back to 
incrementally achieve them" (ibid). Kendrick also thinks it will be important to get more input fiom 
organizations which deal with women's issues in order to reflect on the stances the report takes. This will 
help to best assess which issues are of the most importance. It will also allow the efforts at diange to be 
better coordinated. She mentioned organizations such as, Montana Women Vote, AAUW, BPW and 
Coalition Against Domestic and Sexual Violence. She also hopes to introduce the rqiort to the new 
governor and familiarize the executive branch with the efforts and focus of women's issues.
As for dianges rdthin the rqioit, Kendrick simply will continue to keep that data updated and 
expanded in places where the data wasn't avmlable. She referred to including specific information about 
the number of women in particular occupations (number of women lawyers. . .) within the economics 
section. Along these lines of change, Kendrick sees the need for a focus group of hard critique ficm 
women and women's groups concerning the rqiort. A critique which has not yet happeiœd. She believes 
the report needs a larger section on older women. "As baby boomers age it is and will put a huge strain on 
our system. Women are expwiencing the double burden of an older relative in need of care and a child in 
college at the same time" (Kendrick 1/23/04: interview).
Kendrick also thought more enqihasis on Native American issues would straigthen tlœ report or 
more importantly strengthen the changes the report is aimed at creating. She reito'ated "an ideology central 
to feminism." Helping people who are dmng the worst will have the most affsct and will permeate the 
entire culture. "Everybody benefits when everyone is doing well" (ibid). And focusing on Native 
Americans helps to keep efforts at the state level as ten percent of the Montana's populatirm are Native 
American. Kendrick defend the idea of change moving from the local on up. She believes that changes in 
state policy can be challenges to the federal level. The state can also pass resolutions that directly 
encourage Congress to pass universal health care, for example. She also sees the potaitial for a coalition of 
the west around issues which are important to states like Montana.
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As for women in the legislature itself, Kendrick sees a continued cultural obstacle. "Women 
l^slators are generally older so they no longer are raising children or they don't have kids. Culturally men 
can leave a fiunily for three months to be in the legislature \^diereas women still cant or dont justify it.
And women feel the sense that th ^  need to know all about the economy and all the issues in the l%islature 
before entering it. But it's not true. Whereas men seem to just go for it and realize they'll learn once they're 
there" (ibid).
The morning of my interview with Kendrick tbs: Missoulian printed an article introducing Carol 
Williams intentions to run for the state Sœate in the next elections. She epitomized the view Kendrick has 
of women entering the legislature after raising children and having a personal, if not career, concern with 
women's issues.
Her resume covers a dozen plus board memberships, all about children; Missoula Boys 
and Girls Club, Montana Every Child By Two Immunization Program, Montana Kids 
First Political Action Committee, Montana Healthy Mothers Healthy Babies, and more.
On Thursday, Williams said she wants to take that advocacy to the Montana L^slature 
as a Democrat from the Newly created Senate District 46.
'Montana needs to dhange,' she said. ' We need to focus on the fiitrue, not on the next two 
years' (Devlin, Sherry inMissoulian 1/23/04: Bl).
As for herself entering the l%islature, Kendrick looks more immediately to posmbly being a staff 
person within the legislature. She would not have considered running for the legislature a few years ago 
but no longer rules it out. Kendrick also mentioned otho' won%n who felt the same way. Many of those 
women have to overcome a long standing feminist belief about entering politics. "Feminists have been 
afinid of entering a system that they fear will change them more than they will change. They feel they have 
to maintain their autonomy" (Kendrick 1/23/04: interview).
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Ckeqrter Five: Conclusion
How (k)es an anthropologist study power? I began by focusing on institutions of power In 
particular I reviewed literature in political anthropology as a guide to studying the modes power in the 
Montana State L^slature. I inteviewed some of the people who occupy that institute, legislate* ,̂ 
lobbyists, political scientists, journalists and then a number of feminist actmsts (many of whom served in 
or around the legislature and policy making). In doing so, a notion of power, residing in institutions gave 
way to the more anthropological notion of power existing through relationships and social categories such 
as race, ethnicity, religion and (for my study) g«idCT. The feminist activists I intaviewed led me to the 
Montana Women Rqx>rt. I have used this report as a primary document through which I viewed the 
l%islature, gender and powa. In particular, I have studied how public policy constitutes the creation, 
maintenance, or changes in power. I have critiqued rhetorically that document, anthropologically, to 
understand the contested nature of its vocabulary that is particular to gaida, to those vdio have powa, and 
those who do not. I have tried to understand how that language has been used, or shaped, to achieve 
political ends. Ikawit% on Foucault's woik in deconstructii^ the historical aeation of western institutions, 
I have read and described references and attempts to codify the category of "women" in Montana public 
policy. In otha words, I have ethnogrtqihically read the Montana Women’s Report In the context of my 
interviews, and study of the legislature, I have focused on the report as it portrays relationships baween 
gendaed legislation (as a form of discourse) and socioeconomic reality and attanpts to reshape discourse 
as a means to change socioeconomic, as well as gendaed, reality through legislation.
The rqwrt also provides a look at the historical process of creation of knowledge. The cat^ory of 
wrxnen, the way women a e  defined and define themselves, in Montana and elsewhae, is, like any otha 
form of knowledge, constantly being maintained through reiteration ( f  discourse or changed through 
altering and challenging discourse. Those historical changes in knowledge, as Foucault explains, mak 
historical charges in powa. The Montana Women's Rqwrt is an historical document it constitutes a step 
in the process of the changing discourse about women. The report also historically documents an aspect o f 
existing public pdicy Just as Susan Halford found an aspect of powa to be "maleness" by studying the 
success or failure of women's initiatives, the report records the gendered affects and consequences (powa 
by Wolfs definition) recatt and curratt Montana public policy has for women.
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Finally, the "Montana Women's Report" provides an example of how legislative power is a social 
struggle existing, in large part, outside the confines of a ninety day sesâon, the Capital building and even 
the elected lawmakers. Those things begin to appear as instrumentalities of power rather than power itself. 
This critique adds a comparative understanding to the workings of Montana's non-professional lawmakers 
in a rural western legislature. The kind of comparative understandings &vored in political anthropology.
Ethnographic description oftoi seems unable to escape a cause and effect model of culture, 
especially as linear time continues to organize our ways of thinking and explaining. As I have read, and 
thoi drawn on Foucault, it is tempting to see his work as explaining such a relationship. Sexual discourse 
proliferated out of Victorian ethos. The same has been said of Weber’s The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit 
o f Capitalism. Economic/systemic effects arise out of rdigious/ethical causes. I do not wish to present my 
understanding or description of discourse, law and the moral category of gend^ as such. Nor, did Weber 
mean to draw a directional and isolated cormlusion ratber, “a complex of elements associated in historical 
reality which we unite into a conceptual whole &om the standpoint of their cultural significance... This 
poim of view is, findier, by no means the only possible one fiom which the historical phenomena we are 
investigating can be analyzed. Other standpoints would, for this as for every historical phenomenon, yield 
other charactaistics as the essential ones" (Webw 2001: 13-14). This should simply rmnforce the 
ethnographic tool of description of social relationships (or historical ones) rather than assignmem of cause 
and effect.
In doing this, I have tried to let the Montana Women's Report speak for itself by quoting essential 
language and content to present. Thai, I have critiqued the report from my position of having worked with, 
or interviewed, some of the key authors of and influences on, the report as well as people involved in the 
l%islative process at varying levels. In addition, I have continually tried to use the report and my oitique, 
to reflect on the larger question of how power, in Uie form of gender, operates at the political level. In 
doing so, I have continually reemphasized the understanding of powa common to political anthropology 
and the writings of Foucault and Wolf. Wolfs notion of power as affects and Foucault's understanding of 
discourse as the source of power offer direct insight imo the process of critiquing the "Montana Women's 
Report." The report, as I have demonstrated, is an attempt to both show affects, in the form of the 
eccmomic, healthcare, educational and political status of Montana women in 2002 (and to some degree.
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historically) as well as use discourse, in the form of policy to change that status. As such, the report is 
attempting to change poww, to change social affects. Because this is a project of proposing and supporting 
future public policy at the l^slative level, whether the report will ultimately be powerful, affect change, or 
more likely, to what d^ree the report and it's networic of support and alliances will do this, is left to be 
seen. But critiquing the report allows a view of the current and historical social affects or status of women. 
In oth«’ words, examining the report offers an evaluation of the gendered affects of power historically and 
currently in Montana.
I would like to offer two analogies that help illustrate what I have done by ethnographically 
documenting the rqport. First, I have thought of my critique of the report as being akin to the 
archaeological process. I have taken an artifact of public policy creation and contextualized it. TMs has 
included documenting sources of information, significance of language, history of policy, possible 
theoretical concq)ts from which policy has evolved, identities of individuals and groups involved in policy 
creation and research and in some cases those individuals or groups own stories and ideas behind the 
issues. The second analogy offers an illustration of how I continually have tried to conceive power, and 
particularly how the contents of the report constitute a view of power. Laura Nader's definition of power, 
in her call to study up, amounts to major institutions, governments and otherwise, that affect peoples lives. 
This definition can be equated to a storm, and if the storm is looked A and evaluated structurally, its power 
would be conceived of in terms of internal wind velocities, speed of movement, temperatures, pressures 
and the like. By moving through definitions of power offered by Foucault and WoK the same storm's 
power would be conceived of in terms of it's affects; property damage, destruction of human life, property 
and nature, or pohaps benefits of increased groundwato', stream flows, snow pack or the like. In fact. 
Wolfs whole agenda in defining power is to not analyze it as a "Leviathan. " Similarly, Foucault 
deconstructs the notion of power as residing in institutions or laws, and finds it instead in the knowledge 
those things create in individuals, knowledge upon which individuals daily operate and understand the 
world.
I chose to study the Montana State Legislature because of its unique position as a rural western 
non-professional legislature aiKl because of the limited amount of academic evaluation (or otherwise) that 
exists on this division of government. I found the legislature to be a network of relationships extending
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well outside the legislative sessions, Helena, or the legislators themselves. The connections within this 
network are largely issue based. The report focuses on a numbo' of common and relevant issues within the 
legislature. The report also provides a look at possible ways in which the struggle for authority; the 
maintenance or change in power takes place. I wanted to see how discourse, the manipulation of language 
and meaning produces power, whether that is maintaining changing or creating it anew. In general, doing 
this fiilfills Nader's call to study up as a process of descriptive ethnography. It fiilfills her assertion that 
"citizens should have access to decision-makers, institutions of government and so on. This implies that 
citizens need to know something about the major institutions, governments or othawise, that affect their 
lives."
Nader's notion of studying up included advocacy for informing people in a quest for better 
decision making. I share this motivation and belief in ethnography. So in concluding I think it is 
important to offer what is perhaps the easiest of critiques of the "Montana Women's Report." I would like 
to briefly discuss a few things the report does not do, say or accomplish. The omissions I am focusing on 
should all be seen as suggestions toward a better report. A report that would better fulfill the stated intent 
of the autlK)r(s) of the 2002 report.
First, the report would benefit fi'om presenting more research specific to Montana and using for 
that research more Montana or local resources. In this thesis, I pro\nded the example of utilizing resources 
fi'om the University of Montana, such as Steve SeningeFs research at the UM"s Bureau of Business and 
Economic Research and his Kids Count project. Another example would be to provide a more local 
evaluation of sexual assault, which appear in both the health care section and the education section. The 
Univwsity of Montana (as will all co llie  and university campuses as a result of women's led public policy) 
publishes a yearly "Campus Security Report" which gives detailed on campus crime statistics including 
sexual assault. UM Curry Health Center also has a Sexual Assault Recovery Center, which could be a 
resource for âmilar information. Using this type of specific and local data would not only maintain the 
focus on Montana instead of the report's reliance on national statistics, but it would fiiitha' synergize the 
issues of healthcare and education. In general, using university or academic resources would underscore 
the itetorical support for education the report professes. Except the Center for Women in Politics at 
Rutgers University, the report does not use a single university resource even in evaluating Montana women
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in education. Though I know that Native American women were present at a number of the fiacus groups 
used to help write the rqxwt, no Native American groups are dted as resources. Not surprisingly, Terry 
Kendrick promotes affordable housing as a keystone to women's self-sufficiency. But as a keystone, 
housing is not clearly enough presented as sudi in spite of the fact that the report came out of WORD. 
Besides WORD'S ongoing work to promote and provide affordable housing in Missoula, CP ACC is in the 
process of releasing a saies of research driven policy reports about affordable housing in the west. These 
are just a few examples of how the report could strengthen it’s own agenda of attrition to local status and 
local policy by using local resources. Calling on local resources to be aigaged in the research for such a 
report would also ultimately broaden the coalition of support for the issues tha'ein. This is a technique that 
Terry Kendrick is quite familiar with, as illustrated by her ongoing work in forming and running FAIR 
Share lobby, along with Judy Smith.
The Self-Sufficiency Standard based on locd socioeconomic factors is the major theme for 
supporting women's needs in Montana. Yet the term self-sufficiency is largely absent fiom most of the 
report except in the economics section. In that section, as well as in focus groups self-sufficiency was 
defined as equality in all the categories present in the report; economics, healthcare, education and politics. 
To better illustrate the breadth of self-sufficiency, it should be the narrative thread throughout the report.
Lastly, personal accounts are omitted fiom the report. In a few places, the report includes 
hypothetical examples of the economic situation a woman, mother or family might face. For example, the 
report includes an example of how the Self-Sufficiency Standard would calculate a living wage for "a 
Montana family with two working adults and two children living in Rosebud County.. (Kendrick 2002: 
9)." But nowhere does an actual fiunily fiom Rosebud County appear. Personal accounts have been an 
effective policy tool, evolving largely out of women's efforts in journalism and equal rights movements 
over the last few decades. The photographic images within the report hint at such accounts. WORD'S 
continually use personal accounts as a tool to shape their project goals and processes (fiom building new 
afford^le housing to CPACC's research on affordable housing in the west). As noted, pasonal accounts 
have been a staple of lobbying efforts at the legislature as well as local journalistic coverage o f health and 
human service issues. Without them in the report the statistics become less affective as they pile up. 
Reading the report I am left wondering who these women, children and families are.
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Recommendations and further critiques of the report will continue to be important as the policy 
therein is aimed at the next decade. Throughout the writing of this thesis I was challenged with the 
immediacy of my subject matter. I found discussion and evolution of the issues within the report almost on 
a daily basis. Norma Bbdry qroke on public radio just yesterday, January 12,2004, about a recent 
appropriation of $50,000 to fund study and promotion of Indian education issues on and off the reservation. 
She reitaated the need to bettg understand individuals (in this case students) based on cultural 
categorization such as their Native American identity (most notably language) and to allow those 
understandings to s h ^  curriculum, educational content and form.
Foremost, this thesis has been an attempt to document the Montana l^slature. As Tom Poor 
instructed me, that means narrowing the focus of research to some particular aspect of that site, the 
legislature. It has been an attempt to bring the distinct pra-sqrective anthropologr offers to a branch of state 
government that has been largely undocumented outside of journalism and political science. In so doing, 
this thesis is a part of the project Laura Nader set out as describing bureaucracy and its culture to improve 
citizens umia'standing of major institutions, governments and otherwise that affect people's lives.
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